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Abstract
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) integrate physical processes with comput-
ing and communication to autonomously interact with the environment.
This enables emerging applications such as autonomous driving or smart
factories. However, current technology does not provide the dependabil-
ity and adaptability to realize those applications. CPS are systems with
complex dynamics that need to be adaptive, communicate with each
other over wireless channels, and provide theoretical guarantees on
proper functioning. In this thesis, we take on the challenges imposed by
wireless CPS by developing appropriate learning and control strategies.

In the first part of the thesis, we present a holistic approach that en-
ables provably stable feedback control over wireless networks. At design
time (i.e., prior to execution), we tame typical imperfections inherent
in wireless networks, such as communication delays and message loss.
The remaining imperfections are then accounted for through feedback
control. At run time (i.e., during execution), we let systems reason
about communication demands and allocate communication resources
accordingly. We provide theoretical stability guarantees and evaluate
the approach on a cyber-physical testbed, featuring a multi-hop wireless
network supporting multiple cart-pole systems.

In the second part, we enhance the flexibility of our designs through
learning. We first propose a framework based on deep reinforcement
learning to jointly learn control and communication strategies for wire-
less CPS by integrating both objectives, control performance and saving
communication resources, in the reward function. This enables learning
of resource-aware controllers for nonlinear and high-dimensional sys-
tems. Second, we propose an approach for evaluating the performance
of models of wireless CPS through online statistical analysis. We trigger
learning in case performance drops, that way limiting the number of
learning experiments and reducing computational complexity. Third,
we propose an algorithm for identifying the causal structure of control
systems. We provide theoretical guarantees on learning the true causal
structure and demonstrate enhanced generalization capabilities inher-
ited through causal structure identification on a real robotic system.
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Sammanfatning

Cyber-fysiska system (CFS) integrerar fysiska processer med databehan-
dling och kommunikation för att autonomt interagera med miljön. Detta
möjliggör nya applikationer som autonom körning eller smarta fabriker.
Nuvarande teknik ger dock inte den pålitlighet och anpassningsförmåga
som krävs för att realisera dessa applikationer. CFS är system med
komplex dynamik som måste vara anpassningsbara, kommunicera med
varandra via trådlösa kanaler och ge teoretiska garantier för korrekt
funktion. I denna avhandling tar vi oss an utmaningarna för trådlösa
CFS genom att utveckla lämpliga inlärnings- och reglerstrategier.

I den första delen av avhandlingen presenterar vi en helhetssyn som
möjliggör bevisbart stabil återkoppling över trådlösa nätverk. Vid de-
signtiden (dvs före körning) tämjer vi typiska brister i trådlösa nätverk,
såsom kommunikationsfördröjningar och meddelandeförlust. De övrig
bristerna hanteras sedan genom återkopplingskontroll. Under körning
låter vi system resonera om kommunikationskrav och fördelar kom-
munikationsresurser därefter. Vi tillhandahåller teoretiska stabilitets-
garantier och utvärderar tillvägagångssättet på en cyber-fysisk testbädd
med ett trådlöst multihoppnätverk som stöder flera “cartpole”-system.

I den andra delen ökar vi flexibiliteten i våra designer genom inlärn-
ing. Vi föreslår först ett ramverk baserad på djupförstärkningsinlärning
för att gemensamt lära sig regler- och kommunikationsstrategier för
trådlösa CFS genom att integrera både mål, reglerprestanda och bespar-
ing av kommunikationsresurser i belöningsfunktionen. Detta möjliggör
inlärning av resursmedvetna regulatorer för icke-linjära och högdimen-
sionella system. För det andra föreslår vi en metod för att utvärdera
prestanda för modeller av trådlösa CFS genom online statistisk analys.
Vi utlöser lärande om prestanda sjunker, vilket på så sätt begränsar
antalet inlärningsexperiment och minskar beräkningskomplexiteten.
För det tredje föreslår vi en algoritm för att identifiera kausalstrukturen
för styrsystem. Vi tillhandahåller teoretiska garantier för inlärning
av den verkliga kausalstrukturen och påvisar förbättrade generaliser-
ingsförmågor som fås genom kausalstrukturidentifiering på ett riktigt
robotsystem.
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“I consider it a dangerous misconception of mental hygiene to assume
that what man needs in the first place is equilibrium or, as it is called in
biology, “homeostasis,” i.e., a tensionless state. What man actually needs

is not a tensionless state but rather the striving and struggling for a
worthwhile goal, a freely chosen task.”

- Viktor E. Frankl, “Man’s Search for Meaning”, p. 127.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) autonomously act in the real world while
interacting with each other. This forces them to integrate computation
and communication, happening in cyber space, with actuation in the
physical world. Due to their envisioned autonomy and capability to in-
teract, CPS elicit high expectations for applications such as autonomous
driving or medical health-care. We review some motivating application
examples in Section 1.1 and point out which promises CPS hold for those.
To unlock the full potential of future CPS, several problems have to be
addressed, which we identify in Section 1.2. Next, we discuss how prior
work has tried to address these problems and which of them remain
open. In Section 1.4, we present the thesis contribution and outline.
Afterward, we detail the contributions of the thesis author and give a
short overview of additional contributions that are not part of the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

When looking at the industry today, most machines are tailored to
specific applications, expected to perform the same task for their entire
lifetime. Industrial robotic systems, e.g., robotic arms, are often inside a
cage to prevent workers from getting hurt and cannot interact with other
robots or humans. Mobile robots available today only work in specific
domains and are easily fooled by obstacles. In contrast, future CPS hold
the promise to autonomously act in the real world, relying on embedded
computers and networks for computations and communication [1]. In
the following, we highlight some examples of CPS that are expected to
have a high impact.
Autonomous driving. Autonomous cars, depicted in Figure 1.1a, have
been a field of growing interest since the end of the last century. While
letting a vehicle autonomously make decisions based on local sensor
measurements can work under certain circumstances, the full potential

1



2 Introduction

(a) Autonomous cars on a road [U.S.
Department of Transportation].

(b) Precision agriculture with drones
[Wikipedia].

Figure 1.1: Two examples of CPS.

of autonomous driving will only be realized if vehicles can exchange
information with each other. If autonomous vehicles exchange infor-
mation on, e.g., planned routes, and take this information into account
for local decision-making, it can lead to reduced fuel consumption and
fewer traffic jams. This has extensively been investigated for vehicle
platooning, and the potential in terms of fuel savings has been shown [2].

Smart factories. A highly anticipated application area for CPS are
smart factories [3]. In today’s factories, machines typically work in
isolation, supervised by a human operator. In smart factories, machines
are envisioned to exchange information to optimize production plans
based on current needs, while mobile robots may be used for surveillance
tasks or to transport objects between machines. While today’s machines
are usually optimized to design the same product over and over again
with high precision, smart factories are expected to satisfy the desire for
individualized products by adapting the production process to customer
needs and wishes. Since smart factories is a field of great interest and
can be expected to be among the first adopters of such technologies, we
will discuss it in greater detail in Chapter 2.

Medical health-care. In medical health-care today, various medical de-
vices used to monitor the patient’s state act isolated from each other [4].
Sensors can call a caregiver by giving an alarm when some critical
threshold is surpassed. In the vision of CPS for health-care, those
devices can communicate with one another. By integrating sensor infor-
mation and using it in concert with a patient model, devices cannot only
call a caregiver but also provide vital context information [4]. Going
beyond such “smart alarms”, the available information can also be used
to let CPS act directly, e.g., inject a drug automatically.

Developing countries. Wireless CPS can improve conditions in de-
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veloping countries. One example is the usage of drones for precision
agriculture (cf. Figure 1.1b). For instance, in Uganda, agriculture em-
ploys around 70 % of the workforce, while productivity is very low. The
technology nonprofit TechnoServe1 launched an initiative to increase
farmers’ productivity in Uganda using drones. The drones monitor the
state of plants and provide this data to the farmers. This additional data
allows the farmers to make better-informed decisions. Gathering the
same amount of data themselves would be unsustainable. Through the
usage of drones, farmers in Uganda were able to increase their annual
profits by $2150 on average, while decreasing pesticide application by
60 % [5].

1.2 Problems
All examples in Section 1.1 represent important application areas of
wireless CPS, but current technology lacks the reliability and flexibility
to realize them. For all of the above applications, we need wireless
communication between devices. However, wireless communication is
inherently challenging due to transmission delays, unreliable transmis-
sion, and limited bandwidth. Further, in many applications, we are
dealing with devices with complex dynamics that are supposed to solve
challenging tasks. Learning-based approaches represent one possibility
of handling the complexity of both the dynamics and the tasks to be
solved. Yet, in wireless CPS, learning approaches need to also manage
the shared network resource and the limited computational capacity
of embedded devices. In the following, we make the specific problems
addressed in this thesis more concrete.
Control over wireless. In wireless CPS, we typically deal with safety-
critical devices. For instance, in medical health-care and autonomous
driving, we need guarantees that the systems work reliably. In principle,
this can be supported by wireless communication. If an autonomous
vehicle has to brake unexpectedly, it can transmit this information
to all the following vehicles to enable them to react accordingly and
avoid an accident. However, wireless channels always bear the risk
of losing messages. While classical control theory usually assumes
perfect communication when providing stability guarantees, this is
not sufficient for wireless CPS. For wireless CPS, we need to provide
stability guarantees despite imperfect communication. This becomes
especially challenging when message loss is correlated, i.e., if there is
a high probability of losing multiple subsequent messages. The first

1https://www.technoserve.org/

https://www.technoserve.org/
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problem we consider is how to implement provably stable control laws
under unreliable communication over wireless networks.
Fast control over multi-hop wireless. For many emerging appli-
cation areas of wireless CPS, we are dealing with systems with fast
dynamics. For instance, mobile robots in a smart factory typically re-
quire update intervals of at most hundreds of milliseconds. In wireless
networks, the end-to-end delay of message passing is non-negligible and
often subject to variations. This makes the control of systems with fast
dynamics challenging. This challenge becomes even more apparent if
communication occurs over large distances, as is typically the case when
mobile robots operate in a large factory hall. To cover large distances,
intermediate relay nodes are necessary, as agents cannot communicate
directly with each other. In such a multi-hop network, the transmis-
sion delay increases as more hops are added. The second problem
we consider is how to control physical systems with fast dynamics over
multi-hop networks despite wireless communication delays.
Control with communication constraints. Future wireless CPS
may involve many agents that are connected over the same network.
In smart factories, we consider multiple machines and mobile robots,
and in autonomous driving, we naturally have many vehicles using
the same wireless network to transmit information. This information
can be control-related, e.g., position data, surveillance data, or status
information. Handling all these data places a considerable burden on
the wireless network. Not all data can be transmitted simultaneously
because of limited bandwidth. Further, wireless CPS are usually realized
through embedded devices with constraints on size and weight. Yet, they
should be untethered and powered by batteries, i.e., energy resources are
also limited. However, wireless radios draw considerable energy. Due
to these constraints, classical control approaches that rely on periodic
communication with short update intervals become infeasible. The
third problem we consider is how to control physical systems over
wireless networks, where periodic information exchange of all agents is
not feasible.
Jointly learning communication and control. The above problem
gets even more involved if we consider high-dimensional and complex
systems, such as mobile robots with many degrees of freedom. Then,
jointly designing the communication and the control strategies can
become challenging. An alternative is resorting to learning approaches.
The fourth problem we consider is how to learn joint communication
and control strategies from data.
Learning with computational constraints. Wireless CPS require a
high degree of adaptability. Autonomous vehicles should perform equally
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well on different road conditions and maintain their performance when
the load changes or parts are replaced. Such adaptation can be provided
by learning approaches, i.e., letting the vehicle online learn, e.g., how to
deal with a wet road when there is a sudden rainfall. However, learning
typically comes with high computational costs. In wireless CPS, compu-
tations often need to be executed on embedded devices, whose resources
are limited. The fifth problem we consider is how to introduce learning
approaches in wireless CPS with limited computational resources.

Learning models that generalize. If we combine the prior two prob-
lems, we have wireless CPS with complex and high-dimensional dynam-
ics that need to adapt to new situations quickly. As a concrete example,
consider a complex plant in a smart factory that needs to adapt to a
new production plan on the fly. This can be done by first learning a
mathematical model of the system and then deciding on an action se-
quence based on this model and the current production plan. To handle
different production plans, some of which might not even have existed
at design time, the models need to generalize to new situations. Thus,
we require approaches that generate structural knowledge about the
system dynamics, which can then be used to learn a model. The sixth
problem we consider is how to obtain structural knowledge of a sys-
tem’s dynamics and how to exploit this knowledge to learn models that
generalize to new situations.

1.3 Literature Overview

CPS are of emerging interest and have drawn increasing attention both
in academia and industry due to their potential benefits to society, econ-
omy, and environment [6–8]. Application areas are broad and include
autonomous driving [2,9], factory automation [10,11], and health-care
systems [4,12]. To realize these applications, several problems have to
be addressed. In the following subsections, we discuss how the problems
identified in Section 1.2 have been addressed in the literature and point
out which problems remain unsolved. We review literature that ad-
dresses the problem of controlling systems over wireless channels with
unreliable communication and transmission delays in Section 1.3.1. In
Section 1.3.2, we present approaches for control under communication
constraints. Next, we discuss prior work on learning under resource
constraints (in terms of bandwidth, energy, and computational power) in
Section 1.3.3 and finally work on obtaining structural knowledge from
control systems in Section 1.3.4.
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of control architectures. Physical systems with
sensors (S) and actuators (A) are connected to controllers (Ctrl) over
point-to-point wires (left), a wired bus (center), or a wireless network
(right).

1.3.1 Wireless Feedback Control

Before reviewing the literature on wireless feedback control, we give
a short historic overview on how wireless control emerged, despite the
significant challenges it introduces compared to traditional control archi-
tectures [13–16]. Traditionally, sensors and actuators are connected to a
centralized controller through point-to-point wires (Figure 1.2, left) [16].
Although centralized control is beneficial because the controller has
global information, it is often impractical for large-scale systems. An
alternative is decentralized control, where the system is split into sev-
eral subsystems, each connected to a local controller, but without signal
transfer between them [13, 14]. However, decentralized control can
exhibit poor performance, and it may not even be possible to achieve
closed-loop stability [13]. Hence, communication networks in the form
of wired buses were introduced [16] (Figure 1.2, center), and are still
widely used in automation and control today [17,18]. Replacing a wired
bus with a wireless network (Figure 1.2, right), as in wireless CPS, is
challenging due to unreliable communication and transmission delays.

Next, we discuss how the control and the communication communi-
ties have addressed these challenges before presenting approaches that
target co-design of control and communication.

Control community. The control community has extensively studied
design and stability analysis for different architectures, delay models,
and message loss processes [19–23]. Toolboxes have been developed to
evaluate control designs in simulation based on an abstract model of an
imperfect network [24,25]. Similarly, co-design based on an integration
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of control and real-time scheduling theory [26] and formal analysis of
closed-loop properties using hybrid automata modeling physical, control,
and network-induced timing aspects [27] have been proposed.
Networking, embedded, and real-time communities. Turning to
the sensor network, embedded, and real-time communities, we find work
on how to achieve real-time communication across distributed, unreli-
able, and dynamic networks of resource-constrained devices [28]. Early
efforts based on asynchronous multi-hop routing provide soft guaran-
tees on end-to-end message deadlines [29,30]. Solutions from industry
and academia have been proposed [31–34] and analyzed [35–37], target-
ing real-time monitoring in static networks with a few sinks. Using a
flooding-based approach, real-time communication in dynamic networks
with any number of sinks has been demonstrated [38]. The problem of
lifting real-time guarantees from the network to the application level is
studied in [39]. Still, the achievable end-to-end latencies on the order of
seconds are too long for emerging closed-loop control applications [40].
Co-design. Co-design of control and routing based on WirelessHART
has been studied in simulation [41,42]. While [41] focuses on the impact
of the routing strategy on control performance, the work in [42] adapts
the network protocol at runtime in response to changes in the state of
the physical system.

As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, one of the primary
concerns in industry today is a lack of trust in reliability of wireless
communication. This trust can only be established by complementing
rigorous theoretical analyses with real experiments on a realistic CPS
testbed [43]. Therefore, we discuss practical efforts on control over
wireless in the following.
Real-world evaluations. We mainly categorize efforts to demonstrate
feedback control over wireless along two dimensions: whether the ap-
proaches consider systems with fast or slow dynamics and whether they
consider single- or multi-hop networks.

Wireless control of systems with slow dynamics over single-hop net-
works has been studied in [44, 45], where a two double-tank system
is controlled with update intervals of around 1 s. Moving to systems
with faster dynamics, several works consider inverted pendulum sys-
tems [25,46–49] or mobile robots [50–52], which require update intervals
of at most tens of milliseconds. All of these approaches are restricted to
single-hop networks.

Control over multi-hop networks is demonstrated for controlling
the lightning in a tunnel in [53]. In [54], the authors consider power
capping management in a data center. A further work controls Matlab
simulations of physical plants over a multi-hop network [55]. Update
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intervals in those setups are in the order of several seconds. While
most of the works that consider control over single-hop networks provide
some kind of stability analysis, none of the multi-hop approaches can
serve this need. Yet, since a practical demonstration can never cover all
potential situations that may be encountered during a real execution, a
theoretical analysis is absolutely indispensable. Naturally, this becomes
more challenging under multi-hop communication.

Feedback control with update intervals below 100 ms over multi-
hop networks has not been shown yet. However, as pointed out in
Section 1.2, exactly this design space is of great importance for future
wireless CPS. For instance, mobile robots exhibit fast dynamics while
needing to communicate with other robots and machines in a large
factory hall. Thus, to realize CPS applications, we need to consider
systems with fast dynamics that communicate over multi-hop networks.
Mode changes. Wireless CPS are supposed to adapt to changing appli-
cation demands and operating conditions. Systems that change between
different operating modes have been studied in the control community
under the term switched systems [56,57]. Analyzing a switched system’s
stability is challenging, as even switching between stable subsystems
may lead to an unstable overall system. In the real-time literature, a
large body of work exists on multi-mode systems, developing different
task models [58], analysis techniques [59], and mode-change proto-
cols [60]. However, most of these efforts lack an experimental evaluation,
and none of them tackles the challenges of a distributed wireless system.

1.3.2 Control and Communication with Limited
Bandwidth

We now turn to the problem of controlling systems under communication
constraints. This has been addressed through event-triggered control
(ETC) and event-triggered state estimation (ETSE) algorithms. In ETC,
communication is not based on a clock, but on certain events, e.g., an
error growing too large. That is, systems only transmit data if this data
contains valuable information. This relieves the burden on the commu-
nication network. Because of the promise to achieve high-performance
control on resource-limited systems, ETC and ETSE have seen substan-
tial growth in the last decades. For general overviews, we refer the
reader to [14,61–63] for control and [61,64–66] for state estimation.
Event-triggered control. Especially in early works on ETC, impulse
control has often been considered, see for instance [67–69]. Event-
triggered impulse control can be regarded as a replacement for periodic
proportional controllers. The problem of finding a suitable replace-
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ment for the integral part that is often used in periodic control to cope,
for instance, with load disturbances, has also been addressed. One
example is [70], which uses a disturbance observer. In periodic con-
trol, PID-controllers, which are still the predominant controllers in the
industry today, combine proportional, integral, and derivative parts.
Event-triggered PID-control has been investigated starting from [71].
A particular problem here is the replacement of the integral part of
the PID-controller [72]. Most works consider a network between sen-
sor and controller. Thus, the main problem for the integral part is the
non-constant sampling time of the event-triggered mechanism. In [73],
this is dealt with by explicitly taking into account the actual sampling
time instead of assuming a nominal, constant sampling time. A different
approach is presented in [74], where the event detector is connected to
the sensor. Instead of looking at the integrator’s absolute value, the
difference between the current value and the value at the last trigger-
ing instant is used to trigger communication. A constant value of the
integrator indicates a control error of zero.

Event-triggered state estimation. For ETSE, various design meth-
ods have been proposed in the literature and, in particular, for its core
components, the estimation algorithms, and event triggers. For the
former, different types of Kalman filters [75–77], modified Luenberger-
type observers [78, 79], and set-membership filters [80, 81] have been
used. Variants of event triggers include triggering based on the innova-
tion [75,82], estimation variance [76,83], or entire PDFs [84].

In these works on ETC and ETSE, it has been shown that high perfor-
mance can be achieved with a significantly reduced amount of samples.
Yet, the triggers proposed therein make instantaneous transmit deci-
sions. Thus, in case of a negative triggering decision, there is no time for
the communication to allocate the freed slot to other systems.

Self triggering. The concept of self triggering has been proposed to
address the problem of predicting future sampling instants [85]. In
contrast to event triggering, which requires the continuous monitoring
of a triggering signal, self-triggered approaches predict the next trig-
gering instant already at the previous trigger. Several approaches to
self-triggered control have been proposed in literature (e.g., [62,86–88]).
Self-triggering for state estimation has received considerably less atten-
tion. Some exceptions are discussed next. Self triggering is considered
for set-valued state estimation in [89], and for high-gain continuous-
discrete observers in [90]. In [89], a new measurement is triggered
when the uncertainty set about some part of the state vector becomes
too large. In [90], the triggering rule is designed to ensure convergence
of the observer. The recent works [91] and [92] propose self-triggering
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approaches, where transmission schedules for multiple sensors are opti-
mized at a priori fixed, periodic time instants. While the re-computation
of the schedule happens periodically, the transmission of sensor data
generally does not. In [93], a discrete-time observer is used as a com-
ponent of a self-triggered output feedback control system. Therein,
triggering instants are determined by the controller to ensure closed-
loop stability. Only rarely have self-triggered control or estimation
algorithms been integrated with communication systems. Exceptions
include [44, 45, 51, 52, 55]. As for periodic wireless feedback control,
these works cannot deal with fast physical systems communicating over
multi-hop networks.
Contention resolution algorithms. Event- and self-triggered algo-
rithms make binary communications decisions. Thus, in the worst case,
all systems need to be able to communicate simultaneously. In practice,
this may not always be possible. Contention resolution algorithms ad-
dress the general problem of arbitrating limited communication slots
among multiple agents. Decentralized contention resolution algorithms
have, for instance, been proposed in [23,94–96]. Since these approaches
do not have full information available, packet collisions, i.e., multiple
agents transmitting at the same communication slot, are unavoidable. A
centralized framework that also avoids the problem of packet collisions
has been presented in [97]. This approach relies on scheduling agents
based on an error norm. The error norm is a system-dependent measure,
i.e., for heterogeneous systems, errors may be in different orders of mag-
nitude and thus hard to compare. All these algorithms have only been
validated in numerical simulations.

1.3.3 Learning Resource-Aware Control

Using machine learning techniques to learn feedback controllers has
been a field of emerging interest in recent years, see, e.g., [98–107]
and references therein. These works consider periodic control settings,
i.e., they assume that communication comes at no cost, and they are
computationally expensive. In the following, we first discuss works that
learn resource-aware controllers and then turn to approaches that limit
learning to respect computational constraints.
Learning ETC. Model-free reinforcement learning (RL) for ETC has
been proposed in [108], where an actor-critic method is used to learn an
event-triggered controller and stability of the resulting system is proved.
However, the authors consider a predefined communication trigger (a
threshold on the difference between current and last communicated
state); that is, they do not learn the communication policy from scratch.
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Similarly, in [109], an approximate dynamic programming approach
using neural networks, is implemented to learn event-triggered con-
trollers, again with a fixed error threshold for triggering communication.
In [110], an architecture for control of interconnected systems using RL
is proposed. There, the focus is on increasing the efficiency of learning
algorithms that only get feedback at event times. Model-based RL is
used in [111] to simultaneously learn an optimal event-triggered con-
troller with a predefined fixed communication threshold and a system
model. Another work that considers model-based learning for ETC can
be found in [112]. Therein, the authors use a Gaussian process to model
the system and then derive an optimal, self-triggered control strategy
based on that model through approximated value iteration. Due to the
computational complexity of Gaussian process regression, this approach
is limited to low-dimensional systems.
Scheduling. Leveraging learning approaches to address the resource
allocation problems in wireless control systems has, for instance, been
proposed in [113,114]. Given N agents that use the same communica-
tion network, which supports simultaneous communication of L agents,
where L < N , the algorithms assign communication slots to the agents
with the highest need for communication.
Event-triggered learning. The recent work [115] uses learning to
improve communication behavior for ETSE. There, the idea is to improve
the accuracy of state predictions through model learning. A second
event-trigger is introduced that triggers learning experiments only if
the mathematical model deviates from the real system. While [115]
assumes full state measurements and only considers state estimation,
the framework has been extended to partial state measurements [116]
and control [117] in follow-up works. However, while [115,116] do not
consider control, [117] assumes periodic communication.

1.3.4 Causal Learning for Control Systems

Learning mathematical models for control systems can be challenging if
these systems contain many variables and no structural knowledge is
available. Here, we discuss literature that aims at obtaining structural
knowledge in control systems. In particular, we are here interested in
the causal structure of the system, i.e., which variables of the system
have an influence on one another.
Causal inference for dynamical systems. Causal inference in dy-
namical systems or time series has been studied in [118–121] using
vector autoregression, in [122] based on structural equation models,
in [123], using the fast causal inference algorithm [124] and in [125]
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and [126], applying kernel mean embeddings and directed information,
respectively. None of the mentioned references investigates experiment
design. Instead, they aim at inferring the causal structure from given
data. However, in control systems, we have the possibility of exciting
the system through an input. Thus, there is no need to rely on given
data for causal inference.
Experiment design. A well-known concept for causal inference from
experiments is the do-calculus. In the basic setting, a variable is clamped
to a fixed value, and the distribution of the other variables conditioned
on this intervention is studied [127]. Extensions to more general classes
of interventions exist, see, e.g., [128,129], but they consider static models,
which is different from the dynamical systems studied in this thesis.
Causal inference in dynamical systems or time series with interventions
has been investigated in [130–134]. However, therein it is assumed
that one can directly manipulate the variables, e.g., by setting them
to fixed values or forcing them to follow a trajectory. None of those
works considers a notion of controllability, which states how the control
input needs to be designed to move a control system from an initial
state to some target state. Thus, such a notion is essential for realistic
experiment design.
Model selection and regularization. As an alternative to directly
testing causal relations between variables, a number of methods exist
to identify a dynamic model trading off model complexity and accu-
racy. Typically, this is done by letting the algorithm select from a set
of candidate models. In system identification, the Akaike information
criterion [135] and the Bayesian information criterion [136] are two
well-known examples for such methods. In neuroimaging, there are dy-
namic causal models [137,138]. A third family of methods are symbolic
regression techniques [139–141]. In all cases, the true causal structure
of the system can only be revealed if a model representing this structure
is part of the candidate models. Further, they typically use a regular-
ization parameter to find a trade-off between model complexity and
accuracy. This parameter punishes model complexity (e.g., the number
of parameters) and rewards goodness of fit. Thus, it also depends on the
the specific choice of this regularization parameter whether or not these
algorithms find a model representing the system’s true causal structure.
Structure detection in dynamical systems. Revealing causal re-
lations in a dynamical system can be interpreted as identifying its
structure. Related ideas exist in the identification of hybrid and piece-
wise affine systems [142,143]. These approaches try to find a trade-off
between model complexity and goodness of fit, but cannot guarantee to
find the true causal structure. Further methods that identify structural
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properties of dynamical systems can be found in topology identifica-
tion [144–146] and complex dynamic networks [147–149]. Those works
seek to find interconnections between subsystems instead of identify-
ing a system’s inner structure. Moreover, they often rely on restrictive
assumptions such as known interconnections or linear dynamics.

Kernel mean embeddings. Many approaches for causal inference
leverage methods based on kernel mean embeddings [150–152]. A down-
side of those methods is that they typically assume that data drawn
from the underlying probability distributions is independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.). In control systems, data is highly correlated.
Extensions to non-i.i.d. data exist [153, 154], but rely on mixing time
arguments. Control systems, as investigated in this thesis, often have
large mixing times or do not mix at all [155]. Therefore, these types of
analyses are not sufficient in this case.

1.4 Thesis Outline and Contributions

This thesis addresses the fundamental research problems identified in
Section 1.2. The contributions span from wireless control, over deep
reinforcement learning, to causal identification. In addition to contribut-
ing to basic research on CPS, most algorithms were also implemented
and evaluated on hardware platforms.

The remaining thesis is subdivided into three parts, where the main
content is presented in Part I and II, while Part III concludes the thesis.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the contributions of the indi-
vidual chapters in more detail. While some contributions are still under
review, already published or preprints of not yet published contributions
can be found in [156–163].

Part I: Wireless Control

Chapter 2

The first part of the thesis takes on the problems imposed by using
wireless technology for control. To motivate the need for a holistic
approach toward feedback control over wireless that we propose in
subsequent chapters, we take a closer look at a specific application
example: smart manufacturing. In particular, we contrast the vision of
smart manufacturing with current solutions and identify the challenges
that need to be overcome to close the gap between vision and reality.
This chapter is based on the following contribution:
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• Dominik Baumann2, Fabian Mager2, Ulf Wetzker, Lothar Thiele,
Marco Zimmerling, and Sebastian Trimpe, “Wireless control for
smart manufacturing: Recent approaches and open challenges”,
Proceedings of the IEEE, Special Issue on “Leading technologies for
smart manufacturing: Facing the new challenges and opportunities
of the 4th industrial revolution”, accepted, online: https://arx
iv.org/abs/2010.09087.

Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, we address the problem of enabling control over wireless
despite unreliable communication and transmission delays (cf. Sec-
tion 1.2). More specifically, we fill the gap identified in Section 1.3.1:
we present a tight co-design of communication and control that enables
us to control fast physical systems at update rates of 20-50 ms over
a multi-hop network. Besides, the co-designed system is capable of
switching between different operating modes. We provide theoretical
stability guarantees and validate our design on a cyber-physical testbed,
consisting of fast physical systems connected over a low-power multi-hop
network. This chapter is based on the following publications:

• Dominik Baumann2, Fabian Mager2, Romain Jacob, Lothar Thiele,
Marco Zimmerling, and Sebastian Trimpe, “Fast feedback control
over multi-hop wireless networks with mode changes and stability
guarantees”, ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, vol. 4,
no. 2, 2019, online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.10873.

• Fabian Mager2, Dominik Baumann2, Romain Jacob, Lothar Thiele,
Sebastian Trimpe, and Marco Zimmerling, “Feedback control goes
wireless: Guaranteed stability over low-power multi-hop networks”,
ACM/IEEE International Conference on Cyber-Physical Systems
(ICCPS), Montreal, Canada, 2019, online: https://arxiv.org/
abs/1804.08986.

Chapter 4

In Chapter 4, we address the problem of enabling feedback control
under communication constraints (cf. Section 1.2). We derive triggering
mechanisms that (i) let agents only communicate if necessary and (ii)
predict the next communication instant in advance. Specifically, we
derive the predictive trigger, a novel trigger that resides in between the
known concepts of event and self triggering discussed in Section 1.3.2.
This chapter is based on the following publication:

2Equal Contribution

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.09087
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.09087
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.10873
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08986
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08986
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• Sebastian Trimpe and Dominik Baumann, “Resource-aware IoT
control: Saving communication through predictive triggering”,
IEEE Internet of Things Journal, vol. 6, no. 3, 2019, online: https:
//arxiv.org/abs/1901.07531.

Chapter 5

While we in Chapter 4 present a theoretical framework for predicting
future communication demands and show its efficiency both in real ex-
periments and numerical simulations, we do not consider an integration
with an actual communication system. This problem is addressed in
Chapter 5, where we present control-guided communication. In this
framework, the control system decides in advance when it needs to
communicate the next time. The communication system reacts accord-
ingly, allocating resources to agents in need of communication, while
also serving additional, non-control traffic, and saving energy if possible.
We evaluate our approach in experiments on the cyber-physical testbed
from Chapter 3, demonstrating for the first time self-triggered control
over multi-hop wireless at update intervals of tens of milliseconds. This
chapter is based on the following publication:

• Dominik Baumann2, Fabian Mager2, Marco Zimmerling, and Se-
bastian Trimpe, “Control-guided communication: Efficient resource
arbitration and allocation in multi-hop wireless control systems”,
IEEE Control Systems Letters, vol. 4, no. 1, 2020, online: https:
//arxiv.org/abs/1906.03458.

Chapter 6

In Chapters 4 and 5, the proposed triggers make binary decisions on
communication. Thus, in the worst case, all systems may demand a
communication slot at the same time instant. In Chapter 6, we propose
an algorithm that predicts a priority measure instead of a binary deci-
sion. Different from existing contention resolution allocation discussed
in Section 1.3.2, we then integrate this triggering concept with wireless
communication. The communication system uses the priority measure
to assign slots to the agents with the highest need for communication.
That is, agents are ranked by priority and, thus, overload settings, where
we have more agents that want to use the network than communication
slots, can be handled. We present a theoretical stability analysis and
show the proposed framework’s effectiveness in practical experiments
on an extended version of the testbed from Chapter 3. This chapter is
based on the following contribution:

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.07531
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.07531
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.03458
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.03458
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• Fabian Mager2, Dominik Baumann2, Carsten Herrmann, Sebas-
tian Trimpe, and Marco Zimmerling, “Scalable wireless control
through predictive triggering”, ACM/IEEE International Confer-
ence on Cyber-Physical Systems (ICCPS), Nashville, TN, USA, 2021,
under review.

Part II: Learning for Resource-aware Control

Chapter 7

In Chapter 7, we address the problem of jointly learning communication
and control strategies that respect the bandwidth constraints of wireless
networks (cf. Section 1.2). That is, we do not design a specific control and
communication strategy. Instead, we include both tasks, achieving high
control performance and saving communication resources, in the reward
function of an RL algorithm. Unlike other approaches toward learning
resource-aware controllers discussed in Section 1.3.3, we do not assume
a fixed triggering rule but learn communication strategy and control
policy simultaneously. A significant advantage of this approach is that
it straightforwardly generalizes to nonlinear settings. This chapter is
based on the following publication:

• Dominik Baumann2, Jia-Jie Zhu2, Georg Martius, and Sebastian
Trimpe, “Deep reinforcement learning for event-triggered control”,
IEEE Conference on Decision and Control (CDC), Miami Beach,
FL, USA, 2018, online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.05152.

Chapter 8

In Chapter 8, we address the problem of learning under resource con-
straints (cf. Section 1.2). In particular, instead of assuming that an
accurate model of the physical system to be controlled is available, we
learn the model from data. To respect the limited computational power
of embedded CPS, we extend the event-triggered learning approach
discussed in Section 1.3.3 to control. That is, we employ an online
statistical analysis to assess model performance and trigger learning
only if the current model is not accurate enough. Besides, we propose
a new design for event-triggered pulse control. Through learning load
disturbances from data, this approach is a suitable replacement for the
integral part of periodic controllers, which remained a problem in ETC
(cf. Section 1.3.2). We show in a numerical study that the approach only
learns new models if necessary and that it can handle load disturbances.
This chapter is based on the following publication:

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.05152
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• Dominik Baumann, Friedrich Solowjow, Karl H. Johansson, and Se-
bastian Trimpe, “Event-triggered pulse control with model learning
(if necessary)”, American Control Conference (ACC), Philadelphia,
PA, USA, 2019, online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08046.

Chapter 9

In Chapter 9, we address the problem of learning structural properties
of control systems to obtain models that generalize to new situations (cf.
Section 1.2). We propose a principled way of constructing experiments
based on a suitable notion of controllability and using the data from those
experiments to infer the system’s causal structure. The causal structure
of a control system is here understood as determining which states of the
systems influence each other. We show theoretically that the proposed
method identifies the system’s true causal structure and validate its
applicability on a real-world robotic system. The method differs from
approaches in Section 1.3.4 in that we consider a suitable notion of
controllability and can give theoretical guarantees on finding the true
causal structure. This chapter is based on the following contribution:

• Dominik Baumann, Friedrich Solowjow, Karl H. Johansson, and
Sebastian Trimpe, “Identifying causal structure in dynamical sys-
tems”, Journal of Machine Learning Research, under review, online:
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.03906.

Part III: Conclusions

Chapter 10

The last chapter, i.e., Chapter 10, concludes this thesis and gives an out-
line of further problems that need to be addressed to realize autonomous
wireless CPS. The discussion on further problems is partially based on
the following contribution:

• Dominik Baumann2, Fabian Mager2, Ulf Wetzker, Lothar Thiele,
Marco Zimmerling, and Sebastian Trimpe, “Wireless control for
smart manufacturing: Recent approaches and open challenges”,
Proceedings of the IEEE, Special Issue on “Leading technologies for
smart manufacturing: Facing the new challenges and opportunities
of the 4th industrial revolution”, accepted, online: https://arx
iv.org/abs/2010.09087.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08046
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.03906
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.09087
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.09087
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1.5 Contributions by the Author

As pointed out above, this thesis is based on several papers by the au-
thor together with co-authors. The authors’ order reflects the authors’
contributions (the first author being the main contributor). All authors
contributed and were actively involved in formulating the problems,
developing the solutions, evaluating the results, and writing the paper.
For the papers that are the basis of Chapters 3, 5, 6, and 7, the first two
authors contributed equally. The publications underlying Chapters 3, 5,
and 6 were part of the priority program 1914 on cyber-physical network-
ing of the German research foundation (DFG) and contain co-designs
and integrations of wireless networking and control. Thus, the overarch-
ing system design, interfaces between control and communication, and
cyber-physical testbed for experimental evaluation were developed in
a joint effort. For the concrete implementation and analysis, the thesis
author mainly contributed the control-related parts, while the equally
contributing author of the papers focused on the communication side.

1.6 Additional Contributions

This section contains additional contributions that are not part of the
thesis, but to which the thesis author significantly contributed. We
first discuss contributions for which the thesis author was among the
leading contributors and afterward list further contributions, where
the thesis author still contributed significantly but was not one of the
lead authors. While some contributions are still under review, already
published or preprints of not yet published contributions can be found
in [115,164–172].

Memristor-enhanced Humanoid Robot Control System

Controllers for dynamical systems such as humanoid robots are typi-
cally digitally implemented on microcontrollers. Analog control circuits
provide an alternative to such digital solutions. Analog circuits have
successfully been used to control the humanoid robot Myon [173] shown
in Figure 1.3a. While this approach is functional and robust, it is rel-
atively slow and energy inefficient. We enhanced this control system
(cf. Figure 1.3b) by using a “memristor” [174] (a contraction for memory
resistor). The memristor is an electric circuit element relating electric
charge and magnetic flux. The “memristance” (which has the unit of a
resistance) of a memristor at any time t′ depends upon the time integral
of the memristor current from t = −∞ to t = t′. By integrating this
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(a) Myon.
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(b) Enhanced control circuit.

Figure 1.3: The humanoid robot Myon (a) and the memristor-enhanced
control circuit (b).

device, the control circuit becomes adaptive and optimizes its behavior
over time. The enhanced control circuit is significantly faster and more
energy-efficient than its prior version.

This contribution is presented in the following publications:

• Alon Ascoli, Dominik Baumann, Ronald Tetzlaff, Leon O. Chua,
and Manfred Hild, “Memristor-enhanced humanoid robot control
system–Part I: Theory behind the novel memcomputing paradigm”,
International Journal of Circuit Theory and Applications, vol. 46,
no. 1, 2018.

• Dominik Baumann, Alon Ascoli, Ronald Tetzlaff, Leon O. Chua,
and Manfred Hild, “Memristor-enhanced humanoid robot control
system–Part II: Circuit theoretic model and performance analysis”,
International Journal of Circuit Theory and Applications, vol. 46,
no. 1, 2018.

Evaluating Low-power Cyber-physical Systems

Both in the control and the wireless networking community, several
testbeds have been developed to study the performance of control de-
signs and wireless protocols in isolation. Wireless CPS, however, inte-
grate control with networking elements. Thus, both must be evaluated
together under real-world conditions. To this end, we proposed a novel
cyber-physical testbed illustrated in Figure 1.4. The testbed features a
multi-hop wireless network supporting multiple cart-pole systems. All
nodes of the networks are realized through off-the-shelf hardware and
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Figure 1.4: A cyber-physical testbed featuring a cart-pole system that is
stabilized over a wireless multi-hop network.

the testbed entails both simulated and real cart-pole systems. Thus,
the testbed can be deployed at low cost, even if no physical systems are
available. Extended versions of this testbed will be used to evaluate the
approaches presented in Chapters 3, 5, and 6.

This contributions is presented in the following publication:

• Dominik Baumann2, Fabian Mager2, Harsoveet Singh, Marco Zim-
merling, and Sebastian Trimpe, “Evaluating low-power wireless
cyber-physical systems”, IEEE Workshop on Benchmarking Cyber-
Physical Networks and Systems (CPSBench), Porto, Portugal, 2018,
online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.09582.

Globally Optimal Safe Learning

Coming up with high-performing controllers for high-dimensional and
nonlinear systems using classical methods from control theory can be
challenging. Learning controllers has evolved as an alternative. How-
ever, when learning on real systems, exploration may lead to instability
of the system and that way to hardware damage. To avoid this, safe
learning algorithms have been developed. A well-known example is the
SAFEOPT algorithm [175–177]. The SAFEOPT algorithm can search
for optimal controller parameters while guaranteeing to respect safety
constraints with high probability, given that it is initialized with a safe
(but possibly suboptimal) set of parameters. A downside of SAFEOPT is
that it can only find the optimum in the region of the parameter space in
which it was initialized. If a second region with a better optimum exists,
as in Figure 1.5, it will not be able to find this optimum. To overcome this
limitation, we present GOSAFE as an extension of SAFEOPT. GOSAFE
enhances the safe set by also including the initial condition space. This
allows us to conduct experiments with parameter settings for which

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.09582
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Figure 1.5: Illustrative example. Assume a safe learning algorithm is
initialized in the left region. While SAFEOPT will only be able to find the
local optimum in this region and, thus, miss the global optimum in the
second one, GOSAFE can find the global optimum.

we cannot guarantee safety, but switch back to a safe configuration if
we get too close to violating safety constraints. That way, GOSAFE can
provide the same safety guarantees as SAFEOPT. At the same time, we
can also give guarantees on finding the global optimum, under an addi-
tional assumption on the transient behavior of the optimal parameter
configuration.

This contribution is presented in

• Dominik Baumann, Alonso Marco, Matteo Turchetta, and Sebas-
tian Trimpe, “GOSAFE: Globally optimal safe robot learning”,
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA),
Xi’an, China, 2021, under review.

Emerging Technologies for Developing Countries

As briefly discussed in Section 1.1, wireless CPS can play a role in
advancing developing countries. When used in a disruptive way, such
technologies can also harm people in developing countries, for instance,
by diminishing privacy or replacing low-skilled labor. To gain more
insights, we investigated the potential benefits and risks of “emerging
technologies”, which include wireless CPS and machine learning, for
developing countries. For this, we introduced the paradigm illustrated in
Figure 1.6 and assessed various examples where emerging technologies
had been deployed.

This contribution is presented in
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Figure 1.6: The four intelligences paradigm.

• Stefaan Verhulst, Andrew Young, Andrew J. Zahuranec, Dominik
Baumann, Juliet McMurren, and Peter Martey Addo, “Emerging
uses of technology for development: A new intelligence paradigm”,
in preparation.

Further Contributions

• Friedrich Solowjow, Dominik Baumann, Jochen Garcke, and Sebas-
tian Trimpe, “Event-triggered learning for resource-efficient net-
worked control”, American Control Conference (ACC), Milwaukee,
WI, USA, 2018, online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.01802.

• Alonso Marco, Dominik Baumann, Philipp Hennig, and Sebastian
Trimpe, “Classified regression for Bayesian optimization: Robot
learning with unknown penalties”, 2019, online: https://arxiv.
org/abs/1907.10383.

• José Mario Mastrangelo, Dominik Baumann, and Sebastian Trimpe,
“Predictive triggering for distributed control of resource constrained
multi-agent systems”, IFAC Workshop on Distributed Estimation
and Control in Networked Systems (NecSys), Chicago, IL, USA,
2019, online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.12300.
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Chapter 2

Motivating Application: Smart
Manufacturing

Before diving into the technical details of feedback control over wireless,
we discuss the application example of smart manufacturing in more
detail. Wireless control is expected to have a significant impact in smart
manufacturing, and, on the other hand, manufacturing is expected to
be among the first adopters of such technology. Also in discussions
with companies, it became apparent that there is a great interest in
the manufacturing industry to close feedback loops over wireless. In
particular, we discuss the vision of smart manufacturing and compare
it to currently existing solutions. In this comparison, we reveal a large
gap between vision and reality. We then identify the main problems that
need to be overcome to close this gap, which motivates the approaches
that we present in the subsequent chapters.

2.1 Introduction

Manufacturing and several other industrial sectors are increasingly
caught between a rapidly growing demand for individualized, high-
quality products, and the constant pressure to maximize profit margins.
To successfully handle this balancing act, the manufacturing industry is
in the early phases of a revolution: Driven by advances in digitalization
and automation, smart manufacturing promises more flexible, versatile,
and scalable material flows and manufacturing processes through plants
that can be reconfigured based on the individual product and overall
process requirements [3]. These plants will consist of physical systems
(e.g., machines, storage systems, supply-chain entities) with sensing,
communication, computation, and actuation capabilities. Reconfigured
and automated through edge- or cloud-based services, the physical sys-
tems will interact autonomously with one another and human operators.

27
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Smart manufacturing will thus give rise to a new bread of complex, large-
scale CPS that are safety-critical and rely on networked and distributed
control architectures.

Due to the complex interactions among the different entities, wired
communication systems, such as fieldbuses and Industrial Ethernet,
will reach their limits. Instead, wireless communication enables much
higher flexibility, allowing for on-demand plant reconfigurability while
mitigating cable breaks and faulty connections [178]. Wireless communi-
cation is also more robust to certain external influences, including heat,
humidity, abrasive substances, and undamped vibrations. Completely
untethered, mobile physical systems are possible through the use of
batteries, which can be recharged using energy harvesting or wireless
power transfer techniques [179]. Furthermore, to reach into tiny spaces
and to cover large distances, physical systems built from embedded hard-
ware and capable of multi-hop communication will be crucial [40,180].
Taken together, wireless communication offers unprecedented flexibility,
cost efficiency, and robustness and is, therefore, a key enabler for smart
manufacturing.

Despite many advantages, using wireless instead of wired communi-
cation systems also poses significant challenges, e.g., in terms of reliabil-
ity and security. As manufacturing tasks are defined by algorithms, the
software and algorithmic components are closely linked to the physical
manufacturing processes. Hence, ‘cyber’ and ‘physical’ components are
in feedback with each other and cannot be designed in isolation. Instead,
joint designs are needed to leverage their full potential. In particular, the
physical process will dictate timing and safety requirements, which pose
challenges in particular on the wireless communication and embedded
systems, which drive the algorithms (e.g., control, learning, monitoring)
that control the overall manufacturing process. The situation is exac-
erbated when many feedback loops are closed in a flexible and ad-hoc
manner, possibly covering large distances, and requiring fast and very
reliable updates, as is the case in many envisioned smart manufacturing
use cases.

This chapter presents commonly discussed future use cases of smart
manufacturing and derives a unified vision from these (Section 2.2).
We then contrast this vision with concrete examples of wireless tech-
nology in industrial practice today (Section 2.3), and analyze the gap
between vision and practice. Based on the found reality gap, we derive
requirements and challenges of wireless control for smart manufactur-
ing (Section 2.4). In subsequent chapters, we then show how we address
these challenges through a holistic approach.
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2.2 Smart Manufacturing: Potential Use Cases
and Vision

To provide some context and concrete motivation for wireless control in
future manufacturing, this section outlines envisioned use cases and
the associated benefits (Section 2.2.1 to Section 2.2.4). Abstracting from
these use cases, we derive in Section 2.2.5 the main features and a
unifying vision of smart manufacturing.

2.2.1 Reconfigurable Conveyor Belts

In traditional factories, conveyor belts have two ends: one serves as an
input, and the other serves as an output. The machines alongside a
conveyor belt are arranged such that the product can be manufactured in
a step-by-step fashion. None of the machines in the chain is redundant.
The whole setup is carefully designed in advance and follows the same
procedure for its entire lifespan to manufacture the ever same product.

By contrast, conveyor belts in smart factories are capable of handling
multiple types of products at once [181]. Each product has a unique ID,
and the conveyor belt is equipped with multiple redundant machines.
The process relies on machines taking information communicated by
the product (i.e., the unique ID), extracting which processing steps are
necessary, and distributing the workload across the machines such that
every product is manufactured as fast as possible without sacrificing on
product quality. For this, conveyor belts can be “closed,” e.g., arranged in
a circular shape without input and output, enabling various production
routes. Coordination is required between product and manufacturing
machines, as well as among the machines distributed along the conveyor
belt, which should both happen over wireless communication networks
to enhance flexibility.

2.2.2 Autonomous Drones

A predominant and often mentioned example of CPS in general are
autonomous drones. Due to their agility, flexibility, and capability to
operate in three-dimensional space, they are also of interest for many
use cases in future manufacturing [182]. Those use cases include visual
inspection and monitoring of factory automation machinery, sensing
tasks, transporting objects, or delivering goods. In laboratory contexts
and as demonstrations, drones have also been used for cooperative
manipulation and transportation [183] and for construction tasks [184].
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Taking the example of inspection, drones can act in different ways.
A drone can be fully autonomous, regularly monitoring a production
plant. Alternatively, a human operator can define waypoints that a drone
should follow while the drone transmits image or video data for visual
inspection. Next to different levels of autonomy, drones also offer great
flexibility as they can switch between different tasks. For instance, a
drone monitoring a production plant can interrupt this task momentarily
to carry a spare part across the factory hall to a different location where
it is urgently needed. While these application examples, performed by
a single drone, already constitute useful tasks that can improve the
efficiency and quality level of a smart factory, it is swarms or fleets of
multiple drones that can leverage the full potential of autonomous flying
vehicles. Fleets of drones can, for example, carry parts or goods that are
too heavy for a single drone, jointly monitor larger plants, or directly
participate in the manufacturing process. In all cases, coordination
among drones is essential to ensure that they fulfill their tasks and to
prevent drones from crashing into each other. Typically, each drone is
equipped with a microcontroller for local control tasks (e.g., stabilizing
the flight), while distributed control tasks (e.g., coordinating the position
of every drone in a fleet) require wireless communication among the
drones [185].

2.2.3 Remote Control of Mobile Robots

When multiple mobile robots act in the same workspace, be it in the
air or on the ground, planning and coordination among them is often
essential. In particular, when planning actions for one robot, taking
information from other agents into account is beneficial for improv-
ing safety, minimizing reaction time, and optimizing resource usage.
When decision making happens locally on an agent, information from
other agents must be wirelessly communicated. Alternatively, in many
scenarios it is desirable to partly or entirely outsource the necessary
computations to edge devices or cloud services [186,187]. Outsourcing
computations can bring many benefits. Edge devices and cloud services
offer more computing power, memory, and can exploit additional data
sources. This makes the application of more sophisticated control and
planning algorithms possible. Further, stored data can be used to im-
prove the algorithms’ decisions over time, for example, via machine
learning techniques. The edge devices or cloud services then act as an
“external brain.”
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2.2.4 Mining Industry

While not belonging to smart manufacturing in a strict sense, the mining
industry shares many design considerations and has an intrinsic need
for autonomous and wireless technologies. One reason for this is that
mining environments are typically extraordinarily hazardous and dan-
gerous to humans; numerous accidents have been reported over the last
decade [188]. A first step toward reducing the risks of human accidents
in the mine is the deployment of wireless sensor networks that local-
ize the workers in the mine [188] and monitor the environment [189].
This already comes with severe challenges, since large spaces have to
be covered by the wireless sensor network. However, it would be even
more desirable to employ autonomous agents or to control tasks in the
mine remotely. On the one hand, if autonomous or remotely controlled
agents could fulfill all tasks in the mine, this would entirely eliminate
the risk of human accidents in the mine. On the other hand, it would
also enable substantial cost savings and thus also be economically viable,
since pumping fresh air to the workers in the mine is very cost-intensive.
While companies are already moving into this direction [190], the vision
of fully autonomous agents working independently in the mine has not
been realized to date.

2.2.5 The Vision of Smart Manufacturing

Multiple heterogeneous sensing-computing-actuation units are at the
heart of the above-mentioned use cases. As shown in Figure 2.1, a unit
may involve one main modality (e.g., sensing for a stationary sensor
in a mine or computing for an edge device) or all modalities together
(e.g., a drone that senses its environment, locally computes a path,
and actuates its motors to move along that path). We refer to these
sensing-computing-actuation units as agents. In one way or another, the
agents are coupled with the physical world: sensors measure physical
quantities, and actuators act on their environment. The connection
between the two happens through algorithms that execute on digital
computers. Using sensors and actuators, software and processing are
thus linked to the physical world, which is the defining characteristic of
a CPS [7]. An integral aspect of future smart manufacturing systems
are multiple agents (or multiple CPS) that, each on an individual level,
connect the physical world and the cyberspace, but are at the same time
also interconnected with each other to jointly perform manufacturing
tasks. At an abstract level, the overall smart manufacturing system is
therefore given by multiple agents that interconnect in various ways,
execute different types of algorithms (control, optimization, learning,
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Figure 2.1: Abstract view of a future smart manufacturing system.
Distributed agents are equipped with sensing (S), computing (C), and
actuation (A) capabilities, or a subset thereof. Depending on the manu-
facturing task at hand, which can change dynamically at run time, the
agents interconnect wirelessly (green dashed lines depict communica-
tion links) to form teams within an automation cell, among cells across
the factory hall, and with global wired communication infrastructure to
access, for example, cloud services.

planning, etc.), and can thus flexibly and jointly perform diverse tasks
that contribute to the overall manufacturing process.

Interconnections occur in various forms and on different hierarchical
levels. At the core of many smart manufacturing visions are teams of mo-
bile agents that interconnect with each other. In all the above-mentioned
use cases, inter-agent communication is wireless (at least partially) to
achieve the required flexibility, mobility, ease of maintenance, installa-
tion, etc. Mobile agents may additionally connect with stationary agents
(e.g., fixed sensors), human operators, and the infrastructure (e.g., edge
devices), as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Depending on the use case, the
multi-agent networks will differ in the number of agents supported (e.g.,
two for remote control of a mobile robot, or hundreds in the drone sce-
nario) and the physical distance covered (e.g., direct peer-to-peer links
on the conveyor belt, and long-distance multi-hop communication in
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the mining scenario). Further, one may distinguish different levels of
communication (according to [191]), as also illustrated in Figure 2.1: a
local automation cell comprises multiple interconnected agents; a factory
hall interconnects several cells; and factories interconnect through in
the application layer communication to global networks such as the
Internet or cloud services. The need for mobility typically decreases
with increasing communication level. While higher-level communication
between cells or with the cloud can often resort to cabled routing-based
networking solutions, wireless communication is critical on the cell and
factory hall levels. Depending on the envisioned scenarios, wireless
communication may extend across several cells or the whole factory hall
(e.g., coordinated inspection with drones).

A key prerequisite for the envisioned flexibility in smart manufactur-
ing is the ability to perform various types of tasks that are enabled and
defined through algorithms and software. For instance, the same drone
may switch from an inspection task to bringing an urgently needed
tool to a worker from one moment to the next, just by downloading a
new algorithm from the cloud in a split second. Algorithms in smart
manufacturing can either use only local information and resources avail-
able to a single agent (localized) or use information and resources from
multiple agents (distributed), supported through interconnections and
the communication system.

Many different types of algorithms are relevant and jointly define the
smart manufacturing process. Nevertheless, ultimately, all algorithms
operate on data from physical sensors or received over the network,
and decisions lead to actions in the physical world (the manufacturing).
Hence, control algorithms are an essential component of any manufac-
turing system: controllers compute actuator commands based on sensor
information to achieve a certain desired objective, including stability,
precise positioning, or robust performance in the face of uncertainty.

For the design of a control algorithm, it is of key importance what
information is available as input, leading to different control architec-
tures. In a centralized architecture, the controller has global information;
that is, it has access to all relevant sensor readings based on which it
computes all actuator commands. In a decentralized architecture, the
control computation is distributed among multiple controllers, each of
which having access only to local sensors and computing commands to
local actuators; in a purely decentralized architecture, no information
is shared between the controllers. Finally, distributed control resides
in-between the two extremes: control computations are distributed, but
some information is shared between the controllers. Typically, central-
ized control yields the best performance as compared with decentralized
control [192] because it has maximal information available.
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In smart manufacturing, the control architecture is not given but can
be influenced and adapted, in particular through the communication
system. For example, wireless links can be established between other-
wise decoupled controllers, at the cost of using extra resources such as
communication bandwidth and energy. Thus, depending on the commu-
nications support, control may be easier or harder, and the co-design of
control and communication in smart manufacturing gives significant
additional design freedom over traditional fixed, cable-based architec-
tures [193]. In general, the smart manufacturing system comprises a
multitude and various types of feedback loops and control algorithms on
different hierarchies. Besides control, typical algorithmic components
are optimization, planning, data fusion, or machine learning. Here,
architectural aspects play a similar role as discussed for control (see,
e.g., [194–196]).

A key characteristic of future smart manufacturing systems is the
demand for unprecedented flexibility and adaptability of the overall
system. This concerns both the interconnections and the algorithms.
Agents need to flexibly interconnect to form heterogeneous teams that
constitute an automation cell or may even span across multiple cells.
Similarly, algorithms have to adapt to the task at hand. Adaptation may
happen locally on a computing unit, through the interaction of many
agents, or by downloading a new algorithm from the cloud, for example.

Figure 2.1 abstracts envisioned smart manufacturing use cases and
illustrates key system characteristics. Before developing requirements
and challenges for realizing this vision, we next discuss how this vision
relates to the current reality in the manufacturing industry.

2.3 Smart Manufacturing: Industry Examples
We now present three example applications, where wireless technology,
as a key enabler for smart production, is actually adopted by the man-
ufacturing industry today. The discussion is based on the experience
of Fraunhofer IIS in troubleshooting real-world industrial communica-
tion systems. Afterward, we examine the gap between envisioned and
existing use cases.

2.3.1 Automated Guided Vehicles

The automotive industry progressively uses automated guided vehicles
(AGVs) to drive car bodies to the respective assembly station. In the
considered example implementation, 50 AGVs are commissioned on the
first floor and arrive at the assembly line on the second floor using an
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elevator. All AGVs are wirelessly connected to a central control system,
which plans the routes for each of them according to the car model, the
model’s individual configuration, and the different assembly stations’
utilization. This way, the factory floor is used more effectively without
being tied to a specific vehicle model.

Communication between the control system and the AGVs is based
on IEEE 802.11 (i.e., Wi-Fi) in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz frequency band.
After more than a year of productive operation, unpredictable communi-
cation faults occurred more and more frequently, resulting in unplanned
stops of the AGVs. This was caused by an ever-increasing use of the
2.4 GHz frequency band by additional Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-based appli-
cations, which led to temporary coexistence problems. Such coexistence
problems are among the hardest to troubleshoot in real-world wireless
networks [197]. Unfortunately, moving to a licensed frequency band
(e.g., a 4G/LTE or 5G cellular network) is not a viable option for many
applications as running costs are high, companies are unable to oper-
ate the network themselves, leading to long service deployment times,
demanding reliability and latency requirements cannot be met, and ex-
isting security mechanisms do not offer sufficient protection for sensitive
data [198, 199]. So far, technical improvements have only been able
to contain the coexistence problem, but not to solve it. A co-design of
wireless stacks and control algorithms is the most promising approach
to ensure the system’s availability.

2.3.2 Cordless Power Tools

In machine construction, cordless power tools are frequently used to
give workers maximum freedom of movement and to access hard-to-
reach places. To further improve the working conditions and facilitate
continuous quality assessment, these tools can be connected to a central
control system, which sets the torque for each screw individually and logs
the measured values in a database. In the concrete use case, situated
in a motor assembly line at Mercedes-Benz Ludwigsfelde GmbH in
Germany (see Figure 2.2), 18 cordless power tools are connected to
a central programmable logic controller (PLC) via Bluetooth across
a 100 m by 500 m factory floor. While this wireless solution provided
the desired freedom of movement, the reliability was not satisfactory.
Especially in hard-to-reach places, the shadowing effect of both the
workers and the cordless power tools resulted in severe message loss.
Such message loss may be prevented by introducing redundancy in
the network, for example, by installing more nodes that form a mesh
topology and forward messages on behalf of other nodes (i.e., multi-
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(a) Factory floor. (b) Cordless power tool.

Figure 2.2: Motor assembly line at Mercedes-Benz Ludwigsfelde GmbH
in Germany.

hop communication). However, the star topology of Bluetooth proved
non-ideal for dealing with shadowing issues.

2.3.3 Parametrization of Automotive Electronics

The various electronic control units (ECUs) installed in a car during
production are initially not customized for the specific vehicle model
and equipment. A parametrization of the generic software components
running on the ECUs is carried out while going through multiple test
stations (e.g., chassis dynamometer, advanced driver-assistance systems,
sensor calibration, and the like). During this calibration procedure,
the worker needs to set up the control system by connecting the test
station to the ECU through vehicle communication interfaces (VCIs).
In the considered use case, the VCIs are based on Wi-Fi operating in
the unlicensed 5 GHz frequency band. Up to 30 of these free-moving
wireless VCIs are used on a multi-level all-metal factory floor of 100 m
by 150 m. The wireless coverage of this area is provided by 15 Wi-Fi
access points. Since the 5 GHz frequency band is shared with weather
radar stations, the access points need to perform “in service monitoring”
for the presence of radar pulses. If radar pulses are detected, an access
point must move to another channel within ten seconds of “channel move
time.” In the considered use case, unfounded detections of radar pulses
by the access points occurred. This led to sudden channel changes and a
reconnection of the VCIs, which caused delays or even interruptions of
the calibration procedure.
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2.3.4 The Reality of Smart Manufacturing

These real-world application examples are in stark contrast to the en-
visioned use cases of smart manufacturing presented in Section 2.2.
Especially the use of wireless communication today is restricted to
applications that are neither time- nor safety-critical. Closing sensing-
computing-actuation loops continuously over wireless communication
networks, as put forward by the smart manufacturing vision, is ex-
tremely far from what industry is currently willing to take up, although
the wish to wirelessly interconnect robots, rotating parts, and AGVs
in automated high-rise warehouses is commonly expressed by many
of our industry partners. However, already in the comparably simple
real-world use cases discussed above, wireless communication causes
several issues. These issues are mainly related to the reliability of
wireless communication because, for example, shadowing effects and
coexistence problems can cause severe, unpredictable message loss or
complete disconnections. Thus, the main reason for the reluctance of
industry to adopt wireless technology for more challenging and critical
tasks appears to be a lack of trust in the reliability of wireless solutions.

2.4 Challenges for Wireless Control in Smart
Manufacturing

While there clearly exists a large gap between the current reality and
future vision of smart manufacturing, it also identifies three main chal-
lenges that need to be solved to close this gap. In the following, we detail
those challenges.

2.4.1 Dependability

The real-world examples and envisioned use cases clearly demonstrate
that smart manufacturing systems are large-scale, complex, and safety-
critical CPS. For this reason, dependability is of utmost importance,
which entails that the systems must be provably secure and function as
intended under realistic attacker and fault models. In addition to broken
sensors, failing devices, software bugs, side-channel attacks, and so on,
these models must account for message loss and disconnections due to
the notorious unreliability of wireless communication. Based on these
attacker and fault models, rigorous proofs of dependability properties
along with an end-to-end validation of the systems on real-world smart
manufacturing demonstrators are needed to promote industrial and
societal acceptance of wireless technology in safety-critical applications—
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there seems no alternative path to realizing the smart manufacturing
vision.

Concerning wireless control, the stability of the feedback loops in a
smart manufacturing system is arguably the most basic dependability
property that has to be provably satisfied. To guarantee closed-loop sta-
bility and also achieve the application-specific control performance, the
ability to provide fast feedback over a wireless communication network is
essential to keep up with the dynamics of the physical (often mechanical)
systems in smart manufacturing. For example, controlling the motion of
a remote robot and coordinating a fleet of drones, as mentioned in the
envisioned use cases from Section 2.2, require update intervals of tens of
milliseconds [187,200]. Such real-time requirements must also be met
when wireless communication occurs over multiple hops, which is key,
for example, when large distances in mining or across a whole factory
floor are to be covered. Thus, we need solutions that provide provably
stable closed-loop control over multi-hop networks, despite unreliable
communication and transmission delays, as identified in the first two
problems in Section 1.2.

2.4.2 Adaptability
Smart manufacturing systems also have to be highly adaptive to support
on-demand reconfigurability of conveyor belts, dynamic assignment of
new tasks to individual drones, or the reformation of entire fleets of
AGVs. In particular, this means that the systems must adapt at run
time to changes in application requirements, hardware and software
components, and dynamics of the environment in which they operate.
As a result of such adaptability, the number, types, and capabilities of
agents, the algorithms they execute, and how they are interconnected
can change in unforeseen and complex ways throughout a smart manu-
facturing system’s lifespan.

With regard to wireless control, a first step toward adaptability is to
enable the system to switch at run time between a fixed set of operating
modes, while ensuring closed-loop stability and control performance. A
mode may correspond to a distinct manufacturing task or conveyor belt
configuration, and mode changes may be triggered by the cloud-based
automation logic or the arrival of a product at a conveyor belt. For an
effective collaboration of multiple agents, a distributed implementation,
where every agent locally uses information received over the network to
solve a common control task, is highly beneficial. Multi-hop communica-
tion supports unforeseen interconnections; for example, no additional
access points must be installed if suddenly the need for a larger wireless
coverage arises.
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2.4.3 Efficiency
The algorithms (control, optimization, learning, etc.), communication pro-
tocols, and other software components need to operate efficiently because
of limited computing power, memory capacity, and wireless bandwidth.
This is particularly relevant on the agent level, where embedded hard-
ware such as low-cost microcontrollers and wireless radios are desirable
for economic, size, or weight considerations. Energy efficiency is not only
a concern for battery-powered drones, remote energy-harvesting sensors,
and the like, but also for cloud-based services [201].

With regard to wireless control, models and methods are needed that
increase control performance (which may translate into shorter manu-
facturing cycles and higher product quality) with the least resources. To
achieve this goal, controllers should, for example, save resources when-
ever possible, and reallocate otherwise unused resources to avoid wasting
them. This, in essence, corresponds to the third problem identified in
Section 1.2.





Chapter 3

Fast Feedback Control over
Multi-hop Wireless Networks
As discussed in the previous chapter, the interconnection of CPS over
wireless networks has many benefits. But at the same time, the in-
troduction of wireless technology poses severe challenges for control
design. Current solutions cannot stabilize systems that require update
intervals below 100 ms over multi-hop networks. In this chapter, we
show how imperfections of wireless communication can be tamed and
addressed through a tight co-design of communication and control strat-
egy. That way, we come up with a design that enables for the first time
fast feedback over low-power wireless multi-hop networks with update
intervals of 20-50 ms. We formally prove stability of the overall system
and validate our design on a cyber-physical testbed.

3.1 Introduction
Realizing reliable feedback control over wireless networks is an impor-
tant stepping stone toward realizing the vision of smart manufacturing
as detailed in the previous chapter, but also other envisioned CPS ap-
plications such as robotic materials [202], smart transportation [2],
multi-robot swarms for disaster response [185], etc. Key hurdles to clos-
ing feedback loops over wireless are that sensors and actuators may be
numerous, mobile, distributed across large physical spaces, and attached
to devices subject to size, weight, and cost constraints. Wireless multi-
hop communication among low-power, possibly battery-supported nodes1

offers the cost efficiency and flexibility to overcome this hurdle [43,203]
if two requirements are met. First, fast feedback is required to keep up

1While actuators often require wall power, low-power operation is crucial for sensors
and controllers, which may run on batteries and harvest energy from various sources, such
as solar in outdoor scenarios or machine vibrations in a factory [40].

41
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with the dynamics of physical systems [204]; for example, robot-motion
control and drone-swarm coordination require update intervals of tens of
milliseconds [187,200]. Second, as feedback control modifies the dynam-
ics of physical systems [205], guaranteeing closed-loop stability in the
presence of imperfect wireless communication is essential. What is more,
dynamic changes in the configuration or behavior of the application are
a major concern. For instance, a drone swarm may act differently during
take-off, normal flight, and landing (enabling/disabling coordination,
switching between different formations, etc.), or machines may be added
or removed in an operational production plant. The ability to cater for
such run time adaptability in response to an event from the environment
or from within the system, known as mode changes [60], is an important
requirement.

Hence, this chapter investigates the following question: Is it possi-
ble to enable fast feedback control and coordination with mode changes
across real-world multi-hop low-power wireless networks with formal
guarantees on closed-loop stability? One of the challenges, as detailed
in Section 3.2, is that even slight variations in the quality of a wireless
link can trigger drastic changes in the routing topology [53]—and this
can happen several times per minute [206]. Thus, to establish trust
in feedback control over wireless, a real-world validation against these
dynamics on a realistic CPS testbed is absolutely essential [43], as op-
posed to considering setups with a statically configured routing topology
and only a few nodes on a desk as, e.g., in [207]. As briefly discussed in
Section 1.3.1, prior works on control over wireless that validate their
design through experiments on physical platforms do not provide an
affirmative answer. Figure 3.1 classifies prior control-over-wireless solu-
tions that have been validated using experiments on real devices and
against the dynamics of real wireless networks along two dimensions:
the diameter of the network (single-hop or multi-hop) and the dynamics
of the physical system (slow or fast). While not representing absolute
categories, we use ‘slow’ to refer to update intervals of seconds, which is
typically insufficient for feedback control of, e.g., mechanical systems.

In the single-hop/slow category, Araujo et al. [45] investigate re-
source efficiency of aperiodic control with closed-loop stability in a single-
hop wireless network of IEEE 802.15.4 devices. Using a double-tank
system as the physical process, update intervals of 1 to 10 seconds are
sufficient.

Several works in the single-hop/fast class stabilize an inverted pen-
dulum via a controller that communicates with a sensor-actuator node
at the cart. The update interval is 60 ms or less, and the interplay of
control and network performance, as well as closed-loop stability are
investigated for different wireless technologies: Bluetooth [46], IEEE
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Figure 3.1: Design space of wireless CPS that have been validated on
real-world devices and networks.

802.11 [47], and IEEE 802.15.4 [25,49]. Belonging to the same class, Ye
et al. use three IEEE 802.11 nodes to control two dryer plants at update
intervals of 100-200 ms [208], and Lynch et al. use four proprietary
wireless nodes to demonstrate control of a three-story test structure at
an update interval of 80 ms [209].

For multi-hop networks, there are only solutions for slow process
dynamics and without stability analysis. For example, Ceriotti et al.
study adaptive lighting in road tunnels [53]. Owing to the length of
the tunnels, multi-hop communication becomes unavoidable. Yet, the
required update interval of 30 seconds allows for a reliable solution built
out of mainstream sensor network technology. Similarly, Saifullah et al.
present a multi-hop solution for power management in data centers,
using update intervals of 20 seconds or greater [54].

In contrast to these works, we demonstrate fast feedback control
over wireless multi-hop networks at update intervals of 20-50 ms, which
is significantly faster than existing multi-hop solutions. Moreover, we
provide a formal stability proof, and our solution seamlessly supports
control and coordination, including mode changes, of multiple physical
systems, validated through experiments on a realistic cyber-physical
testbed.

Contribution and road-map. This chapter presents the design, anal-
ysis, and real-world validation of a wireless CPS that fills the gap vi-
sualized in Figure 3.1. Section 3.2 highlights the main challenges and
corresponding system design goals we need to achieve when closing
feedback loops over wireless multi-hop networks while supporting mode
changes. Underlying our approach is a careful co-design of the wireless
embedded components (in terms of hardware and software) and the
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closed-loop control system, as described in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
We tame typical wireless network imperfections, such as message losses
and end-to-end communication jitter, so that they can be tackled by well-
known control techniques or safely neglected. As a result, our solution
is amenable to a formal end-to-end analysis of all CPS components (i.e.,
wireless embedded, control, and physical systems), which we exploit
to guarantee closed-loop stability for linear dynamic systems in the
presence of mode changes. Moreover, unlike prior work, our solution
supports control and coordination of multiple physical systems out of
the box—a key asset in many CPS applications [185,187,200].

To evaluate our design in Section 3.5, we developed a cyber-physical
testbed that consists of 20 wireless embedded devices forming a 3-hop
network and multiple cart-pole systems whose dynamics match a range
of real-world mechanical systems [18, 205]. As such, this testbed ad-
dresses an important need in CPS research [43]. Our experiments
reveal the following key findings: (i) two inverted pendulums can be
safely stabilized by two remote controllers across the 3-hop wireless net-
work; (ii) the movement of five cart-poles can be synchronized reliably
over the network; (iii) our system can safely change between different
synchronization and stabilization tasks at run time; (iv) increasing mes-
sage loss rates and update intervals can be tolerated at reduced control
performance; and (v) experiments match the theoretical results.

In summary, this chapter contributes the following:

• We are the first to demonstrate feedback control and coordination
over real-world multi-hop low-power wireless networks at update
intervals of 20 to 50 milliseconds.

• We present the first practical wireless CPS design that supports
timely and safe mode changes.

• We provide conditions to formally verify end-to-end closed-loop
stability of our wireless CPS design for physical systems with LTI
dynamics in the presence of noise and mode changes.

• Extensive experiments on a novel cyber-physical testbed show
that our solution can stabilize and synchronize multiple inverted
pendulums despite significant message loss.

3.2 Problem Formulation and Approach
Guaranteeing closed-loop stability for fast feedback control over multi-
hop wireless networks in the presence of mode changes is an unsolved
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Figure 3.2: Tasks and messages of a feedback loop with a remote con-
troller. In every iteration, the sensing task takes a measurement of the
physical system and sends it to the control task, which computes a control
signal and sends it to the actuation task.

problem. The problem originates from the scenarios targeted by emerg-
ing CPS applications. This section distills the target scenarios’ main
characteristics, discusses the associated challenges, and outlines our
approach to address those challenges.

Scenario. We consider multi-mode wireless CPS consisting of embed-
ded devices (nodes) with low-power wireless radios distributed across
physical space. The nodes execute different application tasks (i.e., sens-
ing, control, or actuation) that can exchange messages with each other
over a multi-hop wireless network. Each node can execute multiple ap-
plication tasks, which may belong to different feedback loops closed over
the same wireless network. As an example, Figure 3.2 depicts the exe-
cution of a given set of application tasks and the exchange of messages
between them for a single periodic feedback loop with one sensor and
one actuator. As visible in the figure, the update interval TU is the time
between consecutive sensing or actuation tasks, while the end-to-end
delay TD is the time between corresponding sensing and actuation tasks.

At run time, the wireless CPS can dynamically switch from one
well-defined mode to another, either in response to an event from the
environment or in response to an event from within the system. Example
events include switching from system start-up to normal operation, the
addition/removal of wireless embedded devices or physical systems, and
the failure of hardware/software components. Therefore, a mode change
may involve a change in the set of physical systems and the set of devices
the wireless CPS is composed of, in the set of application tasks executed
by the devices, including the control tasks and its parameters such as TU

and TD, and in the amount of messages exchanged among the application
tasks per unit of time. In this way, the wireless CPS adapts to changing
application requirements and operating conditions to achieve the desired
functionality and efficiency.

Challenges. Fast feedback control over wireless multi-hop networks is
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an open problem to date due to the following fundamental challenges:

• Lower end-to-end throughput. Multi-hop networks have a lower
end-to-end throughput than single-hop networks: Because of inter-
ference, the theoretical multi-hop upper bound on the throughput
is half the single-hop upper bound [210]. This limits the amount of
sensor readings and control signals that can be exchanged within
a given maximum update interval.

• Significant delays and jitter. Multi-hop networks also incur larger
end-to-end communication delays compared with single-hop net-
works, and the delays are subject to larger variations because of
message retransmissions or dynamically changing routing topolo-
gies [53], introducing significant jitter. Delays and jitter can both
destabilize a feedback system [23,211].

• Constrained traffic patterns. In a single-hop network, each node
can communicate with every other node due to the broadcasting
nature of the wireless medium. This is generally not the case in
a multi-hop network. For example, WirelessHART only supports
communication to and from a dedicated gateway that connects the
wireless multi-hop network to the control system. Feedback control
under constrained traffic patterns is more challenging and may
lead to poor control performance or even infeasibility of closed-loop
stability [13].

• Correlated message loss. Wireless networks are prone to unpre-
dictable message loss, which complicates control design. Further,
wireless interference and other disturbances can cause significant
correlation among the losses observed over individual wireless
links [212], which makes a valid theoretical analysis to provide
strong stability guarantees hard, if not impossible.

• Message duplicates and out-of-order message delivery are typical
of many multi-hop wireless communication protocols [206, 213],
further hindering control design and stability analysis [214].

These challenges also complicate the execution of mode changes. To
transition from one mode to another in a timely and safe manner, all
nodes in the system must synchronously change their mode. In the ab-
sence of a shared clock, however, the system-wide time synchronization
and signaling required to do so are hindered by the limited throughput,
unpredictable communication delays, and message loss. For these rea-
sons, mode changes in a real distributed wireless system have not been
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demonstrated so far, not to mention formal guarantees on closed-loop
stability.
Approach. The co-design approach we adopt to fill this gap can be
summarized as follows: Address the challenges through the wireless
embedded system design to the extent possible, and then consider the
resulting key properties in the control design. More concretely, we pursue
three goals with our design of the wireless embedded hardware and
software components:

G1 reduce and bound imperfections impairing closed-loop stability and
control performance (e.g., make TU and TD as short as possible,
and bound the worst-case jitter on both quantities);

G2 support predictable mode changes and arbitrary traffic patterns in
multi-hop low-power wireless networks with real dynamics (e.g.,
time-varying wireless links and network topologies);

G3 operate efficiently in terms of limited resources (e.g., energy, wire-
less bandwidth, computational power), while accommodating the
computational requirements of the controller.

On the other hand, our control design aims to achieve the following
goals:

G4 consider all essential properties of the wireless embedded system
to guarantee closed-loop stability for the entire CPS across mode
changes for physical systems with LTI dynamics;

G5 enable an efficient implementation of the controller on modern
low-power embedded devices;

G6 exploit the support for arbitrary traffic patterns to straightfor-
wardly solve distributed control tasks (e.g., when a local controller
requires information about other processes and controllers).

In the following, Section 3.3 describes the design of the wireless
embedded system, while Section 4.2.3 details the control design and
stability analysis. Sections 3.3 and 4.2.3 address different aspects of a
mode change, which we clarify and define throughout the discussion.

3.3 Wireless Embedded System Design
To achieve goals G1–G3, we design a wireless embedded system consist-
ing of four building blocks:
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1) a low-power wireless protocol that provides multi-hop many-to-
all communication with minimal, bounded end-to-end delay and
accurate network-wide time synchronization;

2) a hardware platform that enables a predictable and efficient exe-
cution of all application tasks and message transfers;

3) a scheduling framework to schedule for each mode all application
tasks and message transfers so that given bounds on TU and TD

are met at minimum communication energy costs;

4) a mode-change protocol to transition in a timely and safe manner
between different modes at run time in response to an event from
the environment or from within the system.

We describe each building block below, followed by an analysis of the
resulting properties that matter for the control design.

3.3.1 Low-power Wireless Protocol
To support arbitrary traffic patterns (G2), we require a multi-hop proto-
col capable of many-to-all communication. Moreover, the protocol must
be highly reliable, and the time needed for many-to-all communication
must be tightly bounded (G1). It has been shown that a solution based
on Glossy floods [215] can meet these requirements with high efficiency
(G3) in the face of significant wireless dynamics (G2) [38]. Thus, similar
to other recent proposals [216,217], we design a low-power wireless pro-
tocol on top of Glossy, but aim at a new design point: bounded end-to-end
delays of at most a few tens of milliseconds for the many-to-all exchange
of multiple messages in a control cycle.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the operation of the protocol proceeds as a
series of communication rounds with period T . Each round consists of a
sequence of non-overlapping time slots. In every slot, all network nodes
participate in a Glossy flood, where a message is sent from one node to all
others. Glossy approaches the theoretical minimum latency for one-to-
all flooding at a reliability above 99.9 %, and provides microsecond-level
network-wide time synchronization [215]. All nodes are synchronized at
the beginning of every round during a flood initiated by a dedicated host
node in the beacon slot (b). Nodes exploit the synchronization to remain
in a low-power sleep mode between rounds and to awake in time for the
next round, as specified by the round period T .

It is important to note that due to the way Glossy exploits syn-
chronous transmissions [215], our wireless protocol operates indepen-
dently of the time-varying network topology. This implies that any logic
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Figure 3.3: Time-triggered operation of low-power wireless protocol.
Communication occurs in rounds that are scheduled with a given round
period T . Every beacon (b) and data slot corresponds to a one-to-all
Glossy flood [215].

built atop the wireless protocol, such as a control or scheduling algo-
rithm, need not worry about the state of individual wireless links or
the positions of specific nodes in the network. This is a fundamental
difference to wireless protocols based on routing, such as WirelessHART
and 6TiSCH. As we shall see in the following sections, the network
topology independence greatly simplifies control design and allows for
providing formally proven guarantees that also hold in practice.

As detailed in Section 3.3.3, the communication schedule for each
mode is computed offline based on the traffic demands and is distributed
to all nodes before the application operation starts. A schedule includes
the assignment of messages to data slots in each round (see Figure 3.3)
and the round period T . Using static schedules brings several benefits.
First, we can a priori verify if closed-loop stability can be guaranteed for
the achievable latencies (see Section 4.2.3). Second, compared to prior
solutions [38,39,216,217], we can support significantly shorter latencies,
the protocol is more energy efficient (no need to send schedules), and
more reliable (schedules cannot be lost over wireless).

3.3.2 Hardware Platform
CPS devices need to concurrently handle (possibly multiple) application
tasks and message transfers. While message transfers involve little but
frequent computations (e.g., serving interrupts from the radio hardware),
sensing and especially control tasks may require less frequent but more
demanding computations (e.g., floating-point operations). An effective
approach to achieving low latency and high energy efficiency for such
diverse workloads is to exploit hardware heterogeneity (G3).

For this reason, we leverage a heterogeneous dual-processor platform
(DPP). Application tasks execute exclusively on a 32-bit MSP432P401R
ARM Cortex-M4F application processor (AP) running at 48 MHz, while
the wireless protocol executes on a dedicated 16-bit CC430F5147 commu-
nication processor (CP) running at 13 MHz. The AP has a floating-point
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unit and a rich instruction set, which facilitates sensing and control com-
putations. The CP features a low-power microcontroller and a low-power
wireless radio operating at 250 kbit s−1 in the 868 MHz frequency band.

AP and CP are interconnected using Bolt [218], an ultra-low-power
processor interconnect that supports asynchronous bidirectional mes-
sage passing with formally verified worst-case execution times. Bolt
decouples the two processors with respect to time, power, and clock do-
mains, enabling energy-efficient concurrent executions with only small
and bounded interference, thereby limiting jitter and preserving the
time-sensitive operation of the wireless protocol.

All CPs are time-synchronized via the wireless protocol. Besides,
AP and CP must be synchronized locally to minimize end-to-end delay
and jitter among application tasks running on different APs (G1). To
this end, we use a GPIO line between the processors, called SYNC line.
Every CP asserts the SYNC line in response to an update of Glossy’s
time synchronization. Every AP resynchronizes its local time base and
schedules application tasks and message passing over Bolt with specific
offsets relative to those SYNC line events. Likewise, the CPs execute
the current communication schedule and perform SYNC line assertion
and message passing over Bolt with specific offsets relative to the start
of communication rounds. Thus, all APs and CPs act in concert.

3.3.3 Scheduling Framework

We illustrate the scheduling problem we need to solve with a simple
example, where node P senses and acts on a physical system, and node
C runs the controller. Figure 3.4 shows a possible schedule of the ap-
plication tasks and message transfers. After sensing (S1), APP writes
a message containing the sensor reading into Bolt (w). CPP reads out
the message (r) before the communication round in which that message
(mS1) is sent using the wireless protocol. CPC receives the message
and writes it into Bolt. After reading out the message from Bolt, APC
computes the control signal (C1) and writes a message containing it into
Bolt. The message (mC1) is sent to CPP in the next round, and then APP
applies the control signal on the physical system (A1).

This schedule resembles a pipelined execution, where in each commu-
nication round the last sensor reading and the next control signal (com-
puted based on the previous sensor reading) are exchanged (mS1mC0,
mS2mC1, . . .). Note that while it is indeed possible to send the cor-
responding control signal in the same round (mS1mC1, mS2mC2, . . .),
doing so would increase the update interval TU at least by the sum of
the execution times of the control task, Bolt read, and Bolt write. For
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Figure 3.4: Example schedule of application tasks and message transfers
between two DPPs. Node P senses and acts on a physical system, while
node C runs the controller. The update interval TU is half the end-to-end
delay TD.

the example schedule in Figure 3.4, the update interval TU is exactly
half the end-to-end delay TD.

In general, the scheduling problem entails computing the communi-
cation schedule and the offsets with which all APs and CPs in the sys-
tem perform wireless communication, execute application tasks, trans-
fer messages over Bolt, and assert the SYNC line. The problem gets
extremely complex for realistic scenarios with more devices, physical
systems, and feedback loops closed over the same wireless network.
Moreover, whenever there is a change in the set of application tasks or
the message transfers between application tasks, this corresponds to a
mode change from the wireless embedded system’s perspective, which is
associated with a distinct schedule.

We leverage Time-Triggered Wireless (TTW) [219], an existing frame-
work tailored to solve this type of scheduling problem automatically.
TTW assumes that every application task that is active in both the
current and the next mode is first aborted and then restarted. For each
mode, TTW takes as main input a dependency graph among the appli-
cation tasks that are active in this mode, and the message transfers
between them, similar to Figure 3.2. Based on an integer linear program,
it computes the communication schedules and all offsets mentioned
above. TTW provides three important guarantees: (i) a feasible solution
is found if one exists, (ii) the solution minimizes the energy consump-
tion for wireless communication, and (iii) the solution can additionally
optimize user-defined metrics (e.g., minimize the update interval TU

as for the schedule in Figure 3.4). Before the wireless CPS is put into
operation, the computed schedules are distributed to all devices. At
run time, the system switches between different schedules using the
mode-change protocol described next.
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Figure 3.5: Operation of mode-change protocol. The beacon slot is used
by the host to inform all nodes about the current mode, the next mode, and
when to change to the next mode. The first communication round after
a mode change contains no data slots because, in general, all messages
generated prior to a mode change are meaningless.

3.3.4 Mode-change Protocol

To support predictable transitions between a well-defined set of modes
(G2), we design a mode-change protocol whose operation is illustrated in
Figure 3.5. Triggered by an event from the environment (e.g., operator)
or from within the system (e.g., detection of a failure), the host sends
a mode-change request to all nodes by embedding the indices of the
current and the next mode, mj and mk, in the next beacon. This beacon
further contains the number of communication rounds r until the next
mode becomes effective. In the following r − 1 rounds, the host keeps
sending the mode-change request with a decreasing counter, so that
nodes that have not yet received the request or new nodes connecting to
the network are also informed of the upcoming mode change. In turn,
the CP of every node informs the AP over Bolt. At the beginning of
the communication round in which the counter reaches zero, all nodes
that have received the request synchronously change to the new mode.
This involves aborting the old and (re)starting the new application tasks,
flushing the Bolt queues, and implementing the new schedule. Flushing
the Bolt queues is appropriate because messages generated in the old
mode may be meaningless in the new mode. For the same reason, the
communication round in which the counter reaches zero contains no
data slots, as visible in Figure 3.5.

Our mode-change protocol ensures timeliness and safety. It guar-
antees a deterministic delay from when the first mode-change request
with counter r is sent until the new mode becomes effective. All nodes
that are part of the network when the first mode-change request is
sent have r chances to learn about the upcoming mode change. Hence,
every such node changes to the new mode with probability 1− pr, where
p, the probability of missing a beacon, is typically less than 0.1 % in
practice [215]. In the unlikely event that a node does not receive any
of the r mode-change requests, our mode-change protocol nevertheless
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ensures a safe operation. In particular, a node can only participate in a
communication round if it has received the beacon and the current mode
(embedded in the beacon) matches its own local mode. Therefore, it is
guaranteed that a node never disturbs the rest of the system. If a node
misses a mode change, it executes a fall-back mechanism by which it
eventually resynchronizes with the network upon the reception of a bea-
con. It then changes to the new mode involving the steps outlined above
and participates in the following communication round. The stability
guarantee derived in Section 4.2.3 is only applicable to a control loop if
all nodes necessary to close that loop are part of the network and in the
current mode.

While TTW and our mode-change protocol could be extended, e.g.,
to preserve periodicity of application tasks across mode changes [60],
this chapter focuses on the interplay of control performance/stability
and mode changes when closing feedback loops over multi-hop wireless
networks.

3.3.5 Essential Properties and Jitter Analysis
The presented wireless embedded system provides the following proper-
ties for the control design:

P1 As analyzed below, for update intervals TU and end-to-end delays
TD up to 100 ms, the worst-case jitter on TU and TD is bounded by
±50 µs. TU and TD are constant for each mode.

P2 Statistical analysis of millions of Glossy floods [220] and percola-
tion theory for time-varying networks [221] have shown that the
spatio-temporal diversity in a Glossy flood reduces the temporal
correlation in the series of received and lost messages by a node, to
the extent that the series can be safely approximated by an i.i.d.
Bernoulli process. Using Glossy, the success probability in real
multi-hop low-power wireless networks is typically larger than
99.9 % [215].

P3 Because the multi-hop wireless protocol provides many-to-all com-
munication, arbitrary traffic patterns required by the application
are efficiently supported.

P4 With high probability, all nodes synchronously change mode, and
otherwise do not disturb the running system. During a mode
change, there is a dead time equal to TU of the new mode.

P5 It is guaranteed that message duplicates and out-of-order message
deliveries do not occur.
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To underpin P1, we analyze the worst-case jitter on TU and TD. We
refer to T̃end as the nominal time interval between the end of two tasks
executed on (possibly) different APs. Due to jitter J , this interval may
vary, resulting in an actual length of T̃end + J . In our system, the jitter
is bounded by

| J | ≤ 2
(
êref + êSYNC + T̃end (ρ̂AP + ρ̂CP )

)
+ êtask , (3.1)

where each term on the right-hand side of (3.1) is detailed below.

1) Time synchronization error between CPs. Using Glossy, each CP
computes an estimate t̂ref of the reference time [215] to schedule subse-
quent activities. In doing so, each CP makes an error eref with respect
to the initiator’s reference time. Using the approach from [215], we
measure eref for our Glossy implementation and a network diameter of
up to nine hops. Based on 340,000 data points, we find that eref ranges
always between −7.1 µs and 8.6 µs. We thus consider êref = 10 µs a safe
bound for the jitter on the reference time between CPs.

2) Independent clocks on CP and AP. Each AP schedules activities
relative to SYNC line events. As independent clocks source AP and CP,
it takes a variable amount of time until an AP detects that CP asserted
the SYNC line. The resulting jitter is bounded by êSYNC = 1/fAP , where
fAP = 48 MHz is the frequency of APs clock.

3) Different clock drift at CPs and APs. The real offsets and durations
of activities on the CPs and APs depend on the frequency of their clocks.
Various factors contribute to different frequency drifts ρCP and ρAP ,
including the manufacturing process, ambient temperature, and aging
effects. State-of-the-art clocks, however, drift by at most ρ̂CP = ρ̂AP =
50 ppm [222].

4) Varying task execution times. The difference between the task’s
best- and worst-case execution time of the last task in the chain, êtask ,
adds to the jitter. For the jitter on the update interval TU and the end-to-
end delay TD, the last task is the actuation task (see Figure 3.2), which
typically exhibits little variance as it is short and highly deterministic.
For example, the actuation task in our experiments has a jitter of ±3.4 µs.
To be safe, we consider êtask = 10 µs for our analysis.

Using (3.1) and the above values, we can compute the worst-case
jitter for a given interval T̃end . Fast feedback control as considered in
this chapter requires 100 ms ≥ T̃end = TD > TU, which gives a worst-case
jitter of ±50 µs on TU and TD, as stated by P1. Section 3.5.2 validates
this experimentally.
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3.4 Control Design and Analysis
Building on the design of the wireless embedded system and its proper-
ties P1–P5, this section addresses the design of the control system to
accomplish goals G4–G6 from Section 3.2. Because the wireless system
supports arbitrary traffic patterns (P3), various control tasks can be
solved, including typical single-loop tasks such as stabilization, distur-
bance rejection, or set-point tracking and multi-agent scenarios such as
synchronization, consensus, or formation control.

Here, we focus on remote stabilization over wireless and synchroniz-
ing multiple agents as prototypical examples for both the single- and the
multi-agent case. For stabilization, the modeling and control design are
presented in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, thus achieving G5. The stability
analysis for the remote stabilization scenario is provided in Section 3.4.3.
The wireless embedded system offers the flexibility to change between
different modes dynamically. In Section 3.4.4, we extend the stability
analysis to also account for mode changes to fulfill G4. Multi-agent
synchronization is discussed in Section 3.4.5, highlighting support for
straightforward distributed control to achieve G6.

3.4.1 Model of Wireless Control System
We address the remote stabilization task depicted in Figure 3.6 (left),
where controller and physical system are associated with different nodes,
which can communicate via the multi-hop wireless network. Such a
scenario is relevant, for instance, in process control, where the controller
often resides at a remote location [55]. We consider stochastic LTI
dynamics for the physical process

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) + v(k). (3.2a)

The model describes the evolution of the system state x(k) ∈ Rn with
discrete time index k ∈ N in response to control input u(k) ∈ Rm and
random process noise v(k) ∈ Rn. The process noise is (as typical in
the literature [15,205]) modeled as an i.i.d. Gaussian random variable
with zero mean and variance Σv (i.e., v(k) ∼ N (0,Σv)), capturing, for
instance, uncertainty in the model.

We assume that the full system state x(k) can be measured through
appropriate sensors. Thus, we have

y(k) = x(k) + w(k), (3.2b)

with sensor measurements y(k) ∈ Rn and sensor noise w(k) ∈ Rn, w(k) ∼
N (0,Σw). If the full state cannot be measured directly, it can often be
reconstructed via state estimation techniques [205].
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Figure 3.6: Considered wireless control tasks: stabilization (left) and
synchronization (right). LEFT: The feedback loop for stabilizing the
physical system is closed over the (multi-hop) low-power wireless network,
which induces delay and message losses (captured by i.i.d. Bernoulli vari-
ables θ and φ). Sensor/actuator and controller are spatially distributed
and associated with different nodes. RIGHT: Two physical systems, each
with a local controller (Ctrl), are synchronized over the wireless network.

The process model (3.2) is stated in discrete time. This representa-
tion is particularly suitable as the wireless system has, in each mode,
a constant update interval TU with worst-case jitter ±50 µs (P1), which
can be neglected from control’s perspective in the considered applica-
tions [26, p. 48]. Thus, u(k) and y(k) in (3.2) represent sensing and
actuation at periodic intervals TU as in Figure 3.4. As in the example
schedule in Figure 3.4, we consider in the following the relation TD =2TU

between end-to-end delay and update interval. Nevertheless, we note
that our system model, control design, and stability analysis can be
readily extended to account for other combinations, including TD = nTU

(n ∈ N) as well as non-identical sensor-to-controller and controller-to-
actuator delays.

With this, as shown in Figure 3.6, measurements y(k) and control
inputs û(k) are sent over the wireless network, and both arrive at the
controller, respectively system, with a delay of TU and with a probability
governed by two independent Bernoulli processes. The Bernoulli assump-
tion is very common as it can significantly simplify control design and
stability analysis [15,214], but unlike traditional wireless systems [212],
this assumption is indeed valid for our wireless embedded design (P2).
We represent the Bernoulli processes by θ(k) and φ(k), which are i.i.d.
binary variables, indicating lost (θ(k) = 0, φ(k) = 0) or successfully
received (θ(k) = 1, φ(k) = 1) messages. To ease notation, and since both
variables are i.i.d., we can omit the time index in the following without
any confusion. We denote the probability of successful delivery by µθ
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(i.e., P[θ = 1] = µθ), respectively µφ. As both measurements and control
inputs are delayed, it also follows that in case of no message loss, the
applied control input u(k) depends on the measurement two steps ago
y(k− 2). If a control input message is lost, the input stays constant since
zero-order hold is used at the actuator, that is,

u(k) = φû(k) + (1− φ)u(k − 1). (3.3)

The model proposed in this section thus captures properties P1, P2,
and P5. While P1 and P2 are incorporated in the presented dynamics
and message loss models, P5 means that there is no need to take du-
plicated or out-of-order sensor measurements and control inputs into
account. Overall, these properties allow for accurately describing the
wireless CPS by a fairly straightforward model, which significantly fa-
cilitates subsequent control design and analysis. Property P3 is not
considered here when dealing with a single control loop but becomes
essential in Section 3.4.5.

3.4.2 Controller Design
Designing a feedback controller for the system (3.2), we proceed by first
discussing state-feedback control for the nominal system (i.e., without
delays, message loss, and noise), and then enhance the design to cope
with the network and sensing imperfections.
Nominal design. Assuming ideal measurements, we have y(k)=x(k).
A common strategy in this setting is static state-feedback control, u(k)=
Fx(k), where F is a constant feedback matrix, which can be designed,
for instance, via pole placement or optimal control such as the linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) [205, 223]. Assuming that the system is
controllable [205], which is standard in control design, stable closed-loop
dynamics (3.2a) can be obtained in this way.
Actual design. We augment the nominal state-feedback design with
state predictions to cope with non-idealities, in particular delayed mea-
surements and message loss, as shown in Figure 3.6 (left).

Because the measurement arriving at the controller y(k − 1) rep-
resents information that is one time-step in the past, the controller
propagates the system for one step as follows:

x̂(k) = θAy(k−1) + (1−θ)(Ax̂(k−1)) +Bû(k−1) (3.4)
= θAx(k−1) + (1−θ)Ax̂(k−1) +Bû(k−1) + θAw(k−1),

where x̂(k) is the predicted state, and û(k) is the control input computed
by the controller (to be made precise below). Both variables are computed
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by the controller and represent its internal states. The rationale of (3.4)
is as follows: If the measurement message is delivered (the controller
has information about θ because it knows when to expect a message),
we compute the state prediction based on this measurement y(k−1)=
x(k−1) + w(k−1); if the message is lost, we propagate the previous
prediction x̂(k−1). As there is no feedback on lost control messages (i.e.,
about φ) and thus a potential mismatch between the computed input
û(k−1) and the actual u(k−1), the controller can only use û(k−1) in the
prediction.

Using x̂(k), the controller has an estimate of the system’s current
state. However, it takes another time-step for the currently computed
control input to arrive at the physical system. For computing the next
control input, we thus propagate the system another step,

û(k + 1) = F (Ax̂(k) +Bû(k)), (3.5)

where F is as in the nominal design. The input û(k + 1) is sent over the
wireless network (see Figure 3.6).

The overall controller design requires only a few matrix multiplica-
tions per execution. This can be efficiently implemented on constrained
embedded devices, thus satisfying goal G5. Moreover, it allows for a for-
mal end-to-end stability analysis as described below, thereby satisfying
goal G4.

3.4.3 Stability Analysis: Remote Stabilization
We now prove stability for the closed-loop system given by the dynamic
system of Section 3.4.1 and the controller proposed in Section 3.4.2. The
model in Section 3.4.1 accounts for the physical process and the essential
properties of the wireless embedded system. The stability proof in this
section thus guarantees stability for the remote stabilization scenario.
In Section 3.4.4, we show that this also guarantees stability under mode
changes if the system stays in each mode for sufficient time.

While the process dynamics (3.2) are time-invariant, the message
loss introduces time variation and randomness into the system dynamics.
Therefore, we will leverage stability results for linear, stochastic, time-
varying systems [224]. We first introduce a few required definitions and
preliminary results and then apply these to our problem.

Consider the system

z(k + 1) = Ã(k)z(k) + Ẽ(k)ε(k), (3.6)

with state z(k) ∈ Rn, Ã(k) = Ã0 +
∑L
i=1 Ãipi(k) and Ẽ(k) = Ẽ0 +∑L

i=1 Ẽipi(k), where pi(k) are i.i.d. random variables with mean E[pi(k)] =
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0, variance Var[pi(k)] = σ2
pi , and E[pi(k)pj(k)] = 0 ∀i, j; and ε(k) is a vec-

tor of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables representing process and mea-
surement noise with E[ε(k)] = 0, E[ε(k)εT(k)] = W , and ε(k) independent
over time and from pi(k) and z(k) at every k.

A common stability notion for stochastic systems like (3.6) is mean-
square stability:

Definition 1 ( [225–227]). Let M(k) := E[z(k)zT(k)] denote the state
correlation matrix. The system (3.6) is mean square stable (MSS) if
limk→∞M(k) <∞ for any initial z(0).

For a system that is constantly perturbed by Gaussian noise ε(k), the
state correlation does not vanish, but mean-square stability guarantees
that it is bounded. If, however, ε(k) = 0 ∀k, we can guarantee the state
correlation matrix to vanish. For systems without noise, we thus employ
the following, stricter definition of mean-square stability:

Definition 2 ( [224, p. 131]). The system (3.6) with ε(k) = 0 ∀k is MSS if
limk→∞M(k) = 0 for any initial z(0).

Mean-square stability then means z(k)→ 0 almost surely as k →∞,
[224, p. 131]. For ease of exposition, we start by considering (3.6) without
noise, and then extend the analysis to account for noise.

In control theory, linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) are often used
as computational tools to check for system properties such as stability
(see [224] for an introduction and details). For mean-square stability, we
employ the following LMI stability result:

Lemma 1 ( [224, p. 131]). System (3.6) with ε(k) = 0∀k is MSS in the
sense of Definition 2 if, and only if, there exists a positive definite matrix
P > 0 such that

ÃT
0 PÃ0 − P +

∑L

i=1
σ2
piÃ

T
i PÃi < 0. (3.7)

We now apply this result to the system and controller from Sec-
tion 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2. The closed-loop dynamics are given by
(3.2)–(3.5), which we rewrite as an augmented system

x(k + 1)
x̂(k + 1)
u(k + 1)
û(k + 1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k+1)

=


A 0 B 0
θA (1− θ)A 0 B
0 φFA (1− φ)I φFB
0 FA 0 FB


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ã(k)


x(k)
x̂(k)
u(k)
û(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k)

. (3.8)
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The system has the form of (3.6) with ε(k) = 0; the transition matrix
depends on θ and φ, and thus on time (omitted for simplicity). We can
thus apply Lemma 1 to obtain the stability result.

Theorem 1. The system (3.8) is MSS in the sense of Definition 2 if, and
only if, there exists a P > 0 such that (3.7) holds with L = 2 and

Ã0 =


A 0 B 0
µθA (1− µθ)A 0 B

0 µφFA (1− µφ)I µφFB
0 FA 0 FB

, Ã1 =


0 0 0 0

−µθA µθA 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

,

Ã2 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 −µφFA µφI −µφFB
0 0 0 0

, σ2
p1 = 1/µθ − 1, σ2

p2 = 1/µφ − 1.

Proof. For clarity, we reintroduce time indices for θ and φ in this proof.
Following a similar approach as in [228], we transform θ(k) as θ(k) =
µθ(1− δθ(k)) with the new binary random variable δθ(k) ∈ {1, 1− 1/µθ}
with P[δθ(k) = 1] = 1−µθ and P[δθ(k) = 1−1/µθ] = µθ; and analogously for
φ(k) and δφ(k). We thus have that δθ(k) is i.i.d. (because θ is i.i.d.) with
E[δθ(k)] = 0 and Var[δθ(k)] = σ2

p1 , and similarly for δφ(k). Employing this
transformation, Ã(k) in (3.8) is rewritten as Ã(k) = Ã0 +

∑2
i=1 Ãipi(k)

with p1(k) = δθ(k), p2(k) = δφ(k), and Ãi as stated above. Thus, all
properties of (3.6) are satisfied, and Lemma 1 yields the result.

Using Theorem 1, we can analyze stability for any concrete physical
system (3.2) (noise-free), a state-feedback controller F , and probabilities
µθ and µφ. Note that the matrices A, B, and F depend on the length
of a discrete time-step k → k + 1 and thus account for the physical
system’s and control loop’s temporal dynamics (i.e., update interval TU).
Searching for a P > 0 that satisfies the LMI (3.7) can be done using
efficient numerical tools based on convex optimization (e.g., [229]).

As it turns out, if such a P is found, this also implies stability for the
system defined in (3.2)–(3.5) (with noise), as we state in the following
theorem (proof is given in Section A.1):

Theorem 2. The system defined in (3.2)–(3.5) is MSS in the sense of
Definition 1 if the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled.
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3.4.4 Stability Analysis: Remote Stabilization with Mode
Changes

To account for the required adaptability in CPS applications, the wireless
embedded system includes support for dynamically changing between
different modes at run time, as stated in P4. We now extend the stability
analysis from the last section to guarantee stability in the presence of
mode changes. From the perspective of control, mode changes correspond
to the dynamic system in (3.6) switching between different modes, which
thus becomes a stochastic switched linear system.

It is well known [230] that even if each subsystem is stable individu-
ally, a switched linear system can, in general, become unstable under
arbitrary switching. This can be seen as follows: An asymptotically
stable linear system approaches its equilibrium at x = 0 for any initial
condition x(0). This, however, does not necessarily happen monotonically.
During the transient behavior, the system state may also (and often
does) grow. Thus, repeatedly switching at the wrong moments might
lead to the system state growing without bounds. Therefore, we have to
enhance the stability analysis from Section 3.4.3 to prove stability also
under mode changes.

To account for mode changes, we extend the system description
in (3.6) as follows

z(k + 1) = Ãσ(k)(k) z(k) + Ẽ ε(k), (3.9)

where σ(k) is the switching signal taking values from the finite set
F = {1, . . . , N}, with N > 1 the number of modes. As described in
Section 3.2, different modes may correspond to, for instance, different
number and dynamics of physical systems, different controllers, etc.
Because of the way Ã is constructed, such changes are captured by the
different matrices Ãσ(k)(k) in (3.9). If the delay requirements or the
amount of messages that need to be communicated per round change
from one mode to the next, the update interval TU changes as well. This
means that the length of a discrete time-step k → k + 1 can be different
for different modes. However, when staying in a mode, the length of
a discrete time-step remains constant (P1). As the results stated in
Lemma 1 do not rely on a constant time-step, we can still use them for
the further analysis.

In the analysis, we assume that switching is instantaneous. As
per property P4, however, there is always a short dead time when
switching to a new mode. We neglect this for the theoretical analysis
and experimentally investigate its effect on control performance and
stability in Section 3.5.6.
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Only in special cases (e.g., if the matrices Ãσ(k)(k) commute) sta-
bility under arbitrary switching signals σ(k) can be guaranteed (see,
e.g., [231]). For general systems, different conditions have been estab-
lished for stability under switching. For example, if a system stays in
each mode “long enough,” stability can be proven [232,233]. The time a
system stays in a mode is called dwell time. Stability can be guaranteed
if the dwell time is larger than or equal to some threshold. In fact, it
is sufficient if the system respects this threshold on average. This is
captured by the notion of average dwell time:

Definition 3 ( [234]). For each switching signal σ(k) and any ke > ks >
k0, let Nσ(k)(ks, ke) be the number of switches of σ(k) over the interval
[ks, ke]. If for any given N0 > 0, τa > 0, we have Nσ(k)(ks, ke) ≤ N0 + (ke −
ks)/τa, then τa and N0 are called average dwell time and chatter bound.

We can then give a lower bound on the average dwell time and have
the stability guarantee if the switching signal respects this lower bound.

Theorem 3. There exists a minimum average dwell time τ∗a . The switched
system defined in (3.9) is MSS in the sense of Definition 1 if the conditions
of Theorem 2 hold and the switching signal σ(k) is constructed such that
τa ≥ τ∗a .

The proof of Theorem 3 in the appendix derives a bound on the worst-
case growth of the system state when switching between modes and
a minimum decay rate once the system stays in a mode. By staying
in a mode for long enough on average, we ensure to account for the
potential growth during switching and thus guarantee the system’s
state to approach its equilibrium. In the considered test scenario in
Section 3.5.4, the dwell times are found to be not overly restrictive.
Moreover, the dwell times only need to be respected on average. The
benefit of this can, for instance, be seen in a scenario where switches can
happen due to external events and be commanded manually. If during a
certain period of time, switches faster than the dwell time are necessary
because of external events, this can be accounted for by reducing the
frequency of manual switches. Then it may still be possible to respect
the dwell time on average.

With Theorem 3, we have the stability guarantee for all cases cap-
tured by properties P1–P5 of the wireless embedded system and thus
achieve goal G4.

3.4.5 Multi-agent Synchronization
In distributed or decentralized control architectures, different controllers
have access to different measurements and inputs, and thus, in general,
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different information. This is the core reason for why such architectures
are more challenging than centralized ones [193,235]. For instance, an
agent may only be able to communicate point-to-point with its nearest
neighbors, or with other agents in a certain range. Property P3 of the
wireless embedded system offers a key advantage compared to these
structures because every agent in the network has access to all informa-
tion (except for rare message loss). We can thus carry out a centralized
design, but implement the resulting controllers in a distributed fash-
ion. Such schemes have been used before for wired-bus networks (e.g.,
in [18]). Here, we present synchronization of multiple physical systems
as an example of how distributed control tasks can easily be achieved
with the proposed wireless control system, thus achieving G6.

The problem we consider is shown in Figure 3.6 (right). We assume
multiple physical processes as in (3.2), but with possibly different dy-
namics parameters (Ai, Bi, etc.). We understand synchronization in
this setting as the goal of having the system state of different agents
evolve together as close as possible. That is, we want to keep the error
xi(k) − xj(k) between the states of systems i and j small. Instead of
synchronizing the whole state vector, also a subset of all states can be
considered. Synchronization of multi-agent systems is a common prob-
lem and also occurs under the terms consensus or coordination [236]. For
simplicity, we consider synchronization of two agents in the following,
but the approach directly extends to more than two, as we demonstrate
in Section 3.5.

We consider the architecture in Figure 3.6, where each physical sys-
tem is associated with a local controller that receives local observations
directly and observations from other agents over the multi-hop wire-
less network. We present an approach based on an optimal LQR [223]
to design the synchronizing controllers. We choose the quadratic cost
function

J = lim
K→∞

1

K
E
[K−1∑
k=0

2∑
i=1

(
xT
i (k)Qixi(k) + uT

i (k)Riui(k)
)

+ (x1(k)− x2(k))TQsync(x1(k)− x2(k))
]
,

(3.10)

which expresses our objective of keeping x1(k)−x2(k) small (through the
weight Qsync > 0) next to usual penalties on states (Qi > 0) and control
inputs (Ri > 0). Using augmented state x̃(k) = (x1(k), x2(k))T and input
ũ(k) = (u1(k), u2(k))T, the term in the summation over k becomes

x̃T(k)

(
Q1 +Qsync −Qsync
−Qsync Q2 +Qsync

)
x̃(k) + ũT(k)

(
R1 0
0 R2

)
ũ(k).
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Thus, the problem is in standard LQR form and can be solved with
standard tools [223]. The optimal stabilizing controller that mini-
mizes (3.10) has the structure u1(k) = F11x1(k) + F12x2(k) and u2(k) =
F21x1(k) + F22x2(k); that is, agent 1 (u1(k)) requires state information
from agent 2 (x2(k)), and vice versa. Because of many-to-all communi-
cation, the wireless embedded system directly supports this (as well as
any other possible) controller structure (P3).

Since the controller now runs on the node that is collocated with the
physical system, local measurements and control inputs are not sent over
the wireless network, and the local sampling time can be shorter than
the update interval TU, while measurements from other agents are still
received over the wireless network every TU. Although the analysis in
Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 can be extended to the synchronization setting,
a formal stability proof is beyond the scope of this chapter. In general,
stability is less critical here because of shorter update intervals in the
local control loop.

3.5 Experimental Evaluation
This section uses measurements from a cyber-physical testbed (see Fig-
ure 3.7a) consisting of 20 wireless embedded devices (forming a three-hop
network) and several cart-pole systems to evaluate the performance of
the proposed wireless CPS design. Our experiments reveal the following
key findings:

• We can safely stabilize two inverted pendulums via two remote
controllers across the 3-hop wireless network.

• Using the same CPS design with a different control logic, we can
reliably synchronize the movement of five cart-poles thanks to the
support of arbitrary traffic patterns.

• Our system can stabilize an inverted pendulum at update intervals
of 20-50 ms. Increasing the update interval decreases the control
performance but leads to significant energy savings on the wireless
communication side.

• The system is highly robust to message losses. Specifically, it can
stabilize an inverted pendulum at an update interval of 20 ms
despite 75 % i.i.d. Bernoulli losses and situations with bursts of 40
consecutively lost messages.

• The measured jitter on the update interval and the end-to-end
delay is less than ±25 µs, which validates our analysis of the theo-
retical worst-case jitter of ±50 µs (P1).
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(a) Layout of cyber-physical testbed.
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Figure 3.7: Cyber-physical testbed with 20 DPP nodes forming a 3-hop
wireless network and five cart-pole systems, two real ones connected to
nodes 1 and 2 and three simulated ones running on nodes 9, 14, and 15.

3.5.1 Cyber-physical Testbed and Performance Metrics

Realistic cyber-physical testbeds are essential for the validation and
evaluation of CPS solutions [43, 166]. To capture the requirements
of a large class of emerging CPS applications [40, 237], we develop
the wireless cyber-physical testbed shown in Figure 3.7. The testbed
is deployed in an office building across an area of 15 m by 20 m, as
illustrated in Figure 3.7a. It consists of 20 DPP nodes (see Section 3.3.2),
two real physical systems (A and B), and three simulated physical
systems (C, D, and E). All DPP nodes transmit at 10 dBm, which results
in a network diameter of three hops. The wireless signals need to
penetrate various types of walls, from glass to reinforced concrete and
are exposed to different sources of interference from other electronics
and human activity.

We use cart-pole systems as physical systems. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.7b, a cart-pole system consists of a cart that can move horizontally
on a track and a pole attached to it via a revolute joint. The cart is
equipped with a DC motor that can be controlled by applying a voltage
to influence the cart’s speed and direction. Moving the cart exerts a force
on the pole and thus influences the pole angle θ. In this way, the pole can
be stabilized in an upright position around θ = 0°, which represents an
unstable equilibrium and is called the inverted pendulum. The inverted
pendulum has fast dynamics, which are typical of real-world mechanical
systems [238], and requires feedback with update intervals of tens of
milliseconds. For small deviations from the equilibrium (i.e., sin(θ) ≈ θ),
the inverted pendulum can be well approximated as an LTI system.
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The state x(k) of the system consists of four variables. Two of them,
the pole angle θ(k) and the cart position s(k), are directly measured by
angle sensors. Their derivatives, the angular velocity θ̇(k) and the cart
velocity ṡ(k), are estimated using finite differences and low-pass filtering.
The voltage applied to the motor is the control input u(k). In this way,
the APs of DPP nodes 1 and 2 interact with the two real pendulums A
and B, while the APs of nodes 9, 14, and 15 run a simulation model of
the inverted pendulum, labeled as C, D, and E in Figure 3.7a.

The cart-pole system is subject to a few constraints. Control inputs
are capped at ±10 V. The track has a length of ±25 cm from the center
(see Figure 3.7b). Surpassing the track limits ends an experiment. Be-
fore each experiment, we move the carts to the center and the poles in
the upright position; then, the controller takes over. The implementation
of the controllers for multi-hop stabilization and multi-hop synchroniza-
tion follows the design outlined in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.5. The system
matrices A and B of the cart-pole system are provided by the manufac-
turer in [239]. For the stabilization experiments, we design a nominal
controller for an update interval of TU = 40 ms via pole placement, and
we choose F such that we get closed-loop eigenvalues at 0.8, 0.85, and
0.9 (twice). In experiments with update intervals different from 40 ms,
we adjust the controller to achieve similar closed-loop behavior. For the
synchronization experiments, we chooseQi from (3.10) for all pendulums
as suggested by the manufacturer [239] and set Ri = 0.1. Further, as
we here care to synchronize the cart positions, we set the first diagonal
entry of Qsync to 5 and all others to 0.

To derive more accurate estimates of the velocities, filtering can be
done at higher update intervals than communication occurs. For the
experiments presented in this chapter, estimation and filtering occurs at
intervals between 10 ms and 20 ms, depending on the experiment.

We measure the control performance in terms of pole angle, cart
position, and control input. Furthermore, we measure the nodes’ radio
duty cycle in software, which can be considered the communication costs
of feedback control, and record when a message is lost over wireless.

3.5.2 Multi-hop Stabilization

In our first experiment, we study the feasibility and performance of
fast feedback control over a real multi-hop low-power wireless network,
thereby validating the theoretical results from Section 3.4.3.
Setup. We use two controllers running on nodes 14 and 15 to stabilize
the two real pendulums A and B at θ = 0° and s = 0 cm. Hence, two
independent control loops are sharing the same wireless network, and it
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(b) Pendulum B.

Figure 3.8: Cart position s, pole angle θ, and control input u of two real
inverted pendulums when concurrently stabilizing them over the same
multi-hop wireless network at an update interval of 45 ms. The cart
position and the pole angle always stay within safe regimes, and less
than half of the possible control input is needed.

takes six hops to close each loop. We configure the wireless embedded
system and the controllers for an update interval of TU = 45 ms, and
according to P2 (and confirmed by our measurements discussed below),
we expect a message delivery rate of at least 99.9 %. For these settings,
we can use Theorems 1 and 2 to formally prove stability of the overall
system.

Results. Our experimental results empirically validate the system de-
sign in the tested scenario: We can safely stabilize both pendulums over
the three-hop wireless network. Figure 3.8 shows a characteristic 30 s
trace of the two pendulums. Due to differences in the two pendulums’
physical properties, cart position, pole angle, and control input oscillate
differently but always stay within safe regimes. For example, the carts
never come very close to either end of their track, and less than half of
the possible control input is applied. Not a single message was lost in
this experiment, demonstrating the reliability of our wireless embedded
system design.

During the same experiment, we use a logic analyzer to measure the
update interval TU and the end-to-end delay TD (see Figure 3.4). Fig-
ure 3.9 shows the distributions of the measured jitter on TU and TD. We
see that the empirical results are well within the theoretical worst-case
bounds of ±50 µs, which validates our jitter analysis from Section 3.3.5
and assumptions made in Section 4.2.3. Indeed, this jitter is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the jitter of conventional approaches
based on routing and per-link scheduling. For example, Schindler et al.
report that the communication jitter alone (i.e., neglecting time-varying
processing delays, which would contribute to the end-to-end jitter) is
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Figure 3.9: Distributions of the measured jitter on the update interval
TU and the end-to-end delay TD. The experimental measurements are
well within the theoretical worst-case bounds determined in Section 3.3.5.

at least ±23 ms in a single-hop 6TiSCH network, which is an advance-
ment of WirelessHART [207]. Unlike our approach, such jitter cannot
be neglected as it is on par with the dynamics of the physical systems,
complicating control design, and stability analysis.

In a further experiment, we demonstrate that our design is indeed in-
dependent of the network topology (see Section 3.3.1). This independence
allows us, for instance, to carry around the controller while balancing
the pendulums, without any deterioration of the control performance.2

3.5.3 Multi-hop Synchronization
To assess its versatility, we apply the same CPS design to the distributed
control task from Section 3.4.5.
Setup. We use the two real pendulums A and B and the three simulated
pendulums C, D, and E. The goal is to synchronize the five pendulums’
cart positions over the multi-hop wireless network, while each pendulum
is stabilized by a local control loop. This scenario is similar to drone
swarm coordination, where each drone stabilizes its flight locally but
exchanges its position with all other drones to keep a desired swarm
formation [200]. In our experiment, stabilization runs with TU = 10 ms,
and nodes 1, 2, 9, 14, and 15 exchange their current cart positions every
50 ms.
Results. The left plot in Figure 3.10 shows the cart positions over time
without synchronization. We see that the real pendulums’ carts move
with different amplitude, phase, and frequency due to slight differences
in their physics and imperfect measurements. Instead, the simulated
pendulums are perfectly balanced and behave deterministically as they
all start in the same initial state.

2A video of this experiment can be found at https://youtu.be/19xPHjnobkY.

https://youtu.be/19xPHjnobkY
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Figure 3.10: Cart position of five cart-pole systems over time as they
locally stabilize their pole at an update interval of 10 ms and synchronize
the cart positions (middle and right plot) over the multi-hop low-power
wireless network at an update interval of 50 ms. With synchroniza-
tion enabled, all three carts move in concert and even try to mimic the
temporary disturbance of pendulum A (right plot).

In the middle plot of Figure 3.10, we can observe the pendulums’
behavior when they synchronize their cart positions over the multi-hop
wireless network. Now, all five carts move in concert. The movements
are not perfectly aligned because, besides the synchronization, each cart
also needs to locally stabilize its pole at θ = 0° and s = 0 cm. Since
no message is lost during the experiment, the simulated pendulums
all receive the same state information and, therefore, show identical
behavior.

This effect can also be seen in our third experiment, shown in the
right plot of Figure 3.10, where we hold pendulum A for some time
at s = −20 cm. The other pendulums now have two conflicting control
goals: stabilization at s = 0 cm and θ = 0°, as well as synchronization
while one pendulum is fixed at about s = −20 cm. As a result, they all
move towards this position and oscillate between s = 0 and s = −20 cm.
Clearly, this experiment demonstrates that the cart-pole systems influ-
ence each other, which is enabled by the many-to-all communication
over the multi-hop wireless network.

3.5.4 Mode Changes
Next, we test our system’s ability to dynamically change between differ-
ent modes at run time without affecting stability, thereby validating the
theoretical results from Section 3.4.4.
Setup. We consider the five modes in Table 3.1. They differ in the
number and the way the cart-poles in our testbed3 are stabilized and/or

3Due to logistic constraints, we slightly adapt the testbed layout for this experiment
(see Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: Layout of the cyber-physical testbed for the mode change
experiments.

synchronized, which implies different application tasks being executed
on certain nodes as well as different traffic loads, traffic patterns, and
update intervals. We compute the corresponding schedules offline (see
Section 3.3.3) and distribute them to the nodes before the experiment
begins. At run time, we manually trigger a mode change at the host
every 90 s, which becomes effective r = 5 communication rounds later
using the mode-change protocol from Section 3.3.4. For these settings,
we can use Theorem 3 to formally prove stability: The average dwell time
over any given interval (corresponding to 90 s) is at least 2000 discrete
time-steps (dwell time in mode 3), which exceeds the required minimum
average dwell time of τ∗a = 289 (11.56 s in mode 2 and 13.005 s in mode
3) discrete time-steps.

Results. Figure 3.12 shows cart position and pendulum angle of all five
cart-poles over time for the example sequence 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5 of
mode changes; the bottommost plot shows for each mode the average
radio duty cycle of the node at pendulum A. Our results empirically vali-
date the theoretical results for the tested scenario: The system remains
stable despite the mode changes. The general behavior of the pendulums
with and without synchronization is similar to the previous experiment.
Interestingly, however, when synchronizing all five carts in mode 5, the
two real pendulums exhibit less variation in terms of cart position and
pendulum angle compared with mode 4: The idealized simulation model
underlying pendulums C, D, and E influence the behavior of the real
pendulums A and B, and vice versa. Looking at the duty cycle, we notice
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Table 3.1: Modes considered in the experiment of Section 3.5.4 includ-
ing the update intervals used. In mode 2, the two real pendulums are
remotely stabilized by one controller (ctrl) running on node 13. A sec-
ond controller running on node 18 is used in mode 3 so that each real
pendulum has its own controller.

Mode
Real pendulums A and B

Stabilization Synchronization

1 Local @ 10 ms –
2 Remote (1 ctrl) @ 40 ms –
3 Remote (2 ctrl) @ 45 ms –
4 Local @ 10 ms 50 ms
5 Local @ 10 ms 50 ms

Mode
Simulated pendulums C, D, and E

Stabilization Synchronization

1 Local @ 10 ms –
2 Local @ 10 ms –
3 Local @ 10 ms –
4 Local @ 10 ms –
5 Local @ 10 ms 50 ms

that each mode incurs a different communication cost. Even in mode
1, where the application tasks exchange no messages over the network,
the duty cycle is 10 %. This is due to the beacon sent at the beginning of
communication rounds, scheduled with a period of 25 ms also in mode 1
to quickly react to mode-change events.

3.5.5 Impact of Update Interval

The following experiment takes a closer look at the impact of different
update intervals (and hence different end-to-end delays) on the control
performance and the associated communication costs.
Setup. To minimize effects that we cannot control, such as external
interference, we use two nodes close to each other: Real pendulum A
attached to node 1 is stabilized via a remote controller running on node 2
(cf. Figure 3.7). We test different update intervals in consecutive runs.
Starting with the smallest update interval of 20 ms that the wireless
embedded system can support in this scenario, we increase the update
interval in steps of 10 ms until stabilization is no longer possible.
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Figure 3.13: Distribution of control performance metrics and average
radio duty cycle when stabilizing an inverted pendulum over low-power
wireless at different update intervals. The plots show the distribution
of the respective variable for fixed update intervals TU. A larger update
interval leads to larger pole angles and more movement of the cart, but
also significantly reduces the communication costs for feedback control.

Results. Figure 3.13 shows control performance and radio duty cycle
for different update intervals based on more than 12 500 data points.
We see that a longer update interval causes larger pole angles and more
movement of the cart. Indeed, the total distance the cart moves during
an experiment increases from 3.40 m for 20 ms to 9.78 m for 50 ms. This
is consistent with the wider distribution of the control input for larger
update intervals. At the same time, the radio duty cycle decreases from
40 % for 20 ms to 15 % for 50 ms. Hence, there is a trade-off between
control performance and the associated communication costs, which may
be exploited based on the application requirements.

3.5.6 Impact of Dwell Time
Unlike the experiment in Section 3.5.4, we now evaluate control perfor-
mance and stability when mode changes occur faster than the minimum
average dwell time stipulated by Theorem 3 allows.
Setup. We consider the setup from the last experiment and two modes:
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of control performance when stabilizing an
inverted pendulum while changing modes with different dwell times.
The control performance shows no noticable difference across the tested
dwell times.

remote stabilization with an update interval of 30 ms and 40 ms. We
configure the mode-change protocol such that the new mode becomes
effective r = {25, 50, 100} communication rounds after the first request,
and let the host request the next mode change already one round later.
Different from the experiment in Section 3.5.4, with these settings
stability is not guaranteed according to Theorem 3 as the system changes
modes significantly faster than the required minimum average dwell
time of τ∗a = 272. Note that r = 25 results in the shortest dwell time at
which stabilization is possible in our setting.
Results. Figure 3.14 shows that pole angle and cart position always
stay in a safe regime, and rarely more than half of the possible input
voltage is used. A difference in control performance is hardly visible
across the three dwell times, suggesting that control performance is
nearly independent of the dwell time when stabilization is possible. As
the system is stable even for dwell times much smaller than the average
dwell time requested by Theorem 3, we can conclude that it is indeed safe
to neglect the dead time (P4) in the stability analysis from Section 3.4.4.

3.5.7 Resilience to Message Losses
Finally, we look at how control performance is affected by significant
message loss over wireless.
Setup. We use the two-node setup again and fix the update interval at
20 ms. We let both nodes intentionally drop messages in two different
ways. In a first experiment, the two nodes independently drop a received
message according to a Bernoulli process with a given failure probability.
We test three failure probabilities in different runs: 15 %, 45 %, and
75 %. In a second experiment, the two nodes drop a certain number of
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(d) Pole angle over time for three artificial bursts of 40 consecutively lost mes-
sages every 10 s (shaded areas). The plot to the right zoomes into the second
burst phase.

Figure 3.15: Control performance when stabilizing a pendulum over
low-power wireless under artificially injected message loss, for i.i.d.
Bernoulli losses in (a), (b), and (c) and for bursts of multiple consecutive
losses in (d). Depending on the update interval, the pendulum can be
stabilized despite significant and bursty message loss.

consecutive messages every 10 s, namely between 10 and 40 messages
in different runs. This artificially violates property P2 of the wireless
embedded system, yet it allows us to evaluate the robustness of our
control design to unexpected conditions.

Results. Figures 3.15a and 3.15b show the distributions of the pole
angle and the control input for the three failure probabilities. We see
that the control performance decreases at higher loss rates, but the
pendulum can be stabilized even at a loss rate of 75 %. One reason
for this is the short update interval. For example, losing 50 % of the
messages at an update interval of 20 ms is comparable to an update
interval of 40 ms without message loss, which is sufficient to stabilize
the pendulum. With a longer update interval, the system would not be
able to tolerate such high message loss.

Figure 3.15d plots the pole angle over time for a burst length of
40 consecutively lost messages, with the right plot zooming into the
second burst phase. No control inputs are received during a burst, and
depending on the state of the pendulum and the control input right
before a burst, the impact of a burst can be very different, as visible in
Figure 3.15d. The magnified plot shows that the pole angle diverges
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from around 0° with increasing speed. When the burst ends, the control
input rises to its maximum value of 10 V to bring the pendulum back to
a non-critical state, which usually takes 1–2 s. These results show that
while property P2 of our wireless embedded system design significantly
simplifies control design and analysis, the overall system remains stable
even if P2 is dramatically violated, which is nevertheless very unlikely
as demonstrated in prior work [220,221].

3.6 Concluding Remarks
We have presented a CPS design that enables, for the first time, fast feed-
back control with stability guarantees and mode changes over wireless
multi-hop networks at update intervals of 20-50 ms. Existing solutions
for feedback control over real wireless networks are either limited to
single-hop scenarios or physical systems with slow dynamics, where
update intervals on the order of seconds are sufficient. Using a novel co-
design approach, we tame communication imperfections and account for
the wireless embedded system’s resulting key properties in the control
design. This has allowed us to formally prove closed-loop stability of the
entire CPS in the presence of noise and mode changes. Experiments on
a cyber-physical testbed with multiple physical systems further demon-
strate our design’s applicability, versatility, and robustness. We thus
maintain that our work represents an important stepping stone toward
realizing the CPS vision.

We have deployed our system and testbed in other locations. This
includes a public demonstration at CPS-IoT Week 2019 [240] featuring
three real inverted pendulums spread out across an indoor space about
twice as large as the one used for the experiments in this chapter. Re-
mote stabilization and synchronization worked reliably over a three-hop
network despite the larger physical space, the presence of hundreds of
people, and interference from other wireless equipment.4

In terms of scalability, our current implementation satisfies the needs
of many CPS applications relying on tens of devices forming a network
with a diameter of up to three hops [40, 237]. Indeed, in our system,
the minimum update interval and end-to-end delay are independent of
the number of devices but increase linearly with the traffic load and
the network diameter. This limits the number of physical systems and
the extent of the deployment area that can be supported for a given
control task. Specifically, our current implementation supports remote
stabilization and synchronization of up to three and five inverted pen-

4A video of the demonstration can be found at https://youtu.be/AtULmfGkVCE.

https://youtu.be/AtULmfGkVCE
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dulums, respectively, over a three-hop network at an update interval
of 50 ms. One possibility to surpass these limits is to switch to a faster
low-power wireless physical layer. For instance, Al Nahas et al. have re-
cently demonstrated an implementation of a network-flooding primitive
similar to Glossy on Bluetooth Low Energy 5 radios that can operate at a
transmit bitrate of up to 2 Mbit/s, which is 8× faster than the radios we
use [241]. With this, we could seamlessly support more physical systems
and deeper networks with more hops.

Although 5G standardization is still ongoing and initial field trials
have just begun, we briefly comment on similarities and differences
between 5G and our work. 5G requires the deployment of dedicated
infrastructure (base stations) and devices operating in licensed spectrum.
By contrast, our approach is infrastructure-less and targets commodity,
off-the-shelf devices that are available today and operate in unlicensed
spectrum. As a result, our approach incurs lower costs compared with 5G
and allows users to remain independent from network operators, with
full control over their hardware and data. Network slicing and ultra-
reliable low-latency communication (URLLC) are two key ingredients
of 5G [242]. Network slicing entails the allocation of network resources
(e.g., bandwidth) to an application or service. Using TTW, which supports
the scheduling of multiple CPS applications, we essentially perform
static network slicing in a wireless multi-hop network, while the mode
switches allow us to support a predefined set of slicing configurations.
URLLC targets packet loss rates of 10−9 and packet latencies of 1 ms
between network interfaces. While short network latencies are indeed
a prerequisite to control fast physical systems, our work demonstrates
how to achieve short end-to-end latencies with bounded, negligible jitter
among application tasks and that closed-loop stability guarantees do not
necessarily require close-to-zero packet loss.





Chapter 4

Predictive and Self Triggering for
Resource-aware Control

In the last chapter, we demonstrated the feasibility of feedback control
over low-power wireless networks. But communication was running at
the highest, periodic rates that the network was able to support. To en-
able resource savings, we now present event-triggered methods that only
communicate if needed. Existing approaches typically instantaneously
decide whether communication is necessary; thus, there is no time for
the communication system to reschedule resources. In contrast to that,
we present a framework that decides about future communication needs
in advance.

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider state estimation and control problems for
distributed CPS as discussed in Section 3.4.5. Figure 4.1 shows an
abstraction of multiple CPS connected over a communication network.
We assume a network that provides many-to-all communication, i.e., a
network as the one presented in the previous chapter.

The advantages and challenges of using wireless networks instead
of wires to connect multiple agents have already been discussed. While
such approaches’ general feasibility has been demonstrated in the pre-
vious chapter, one challenge remains open. Because multiple entities
share the network bandwidth, each agent should use the communication
resource only when necessary. Developing such resource-aware control
methods is the focus of this chapter. This contrasts with traditional feed-
back control, where data transmission typically happens periodically at
a priori fixed update rates.

Owing to the shortcomings of traditional control, event-triggered
methods for state estimation and control have emerged since pioneering

79
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Figure 4.1: Abstraction of multiple CPS connected over a communication
network. Each System is composed of Dynamics representing its physical
entity and an Agent representing its algorithm unit. Dynamics and
Agent are interconnected via sensors (S) and actuators (A). The Network
connects all systems.

work at the beginning of the century [71, 243]. The key idea of event-
triggered approaches is to apply feedback only upon certain events,
indicating that transmission of new data is necessary (e.g., a control error
passing a threshold level, or estimation uncertainty growing too large).
Core research questions concerning the design of the event triggering
laws, which decide when to transmit data, and the associated estimation
and control algorithms with stability and performance guarantees have
been solved in recent years (see [61–63,66] for overviews).

This chapter builds on a framework for distributed event-triggered
state estimation (DETSE) developed in prior work [75,76,78,79], which
is applied to resource-aware control as in Figure 4.1. The key idea of
DETSE is to employ model-based predictions of other systems to avoid
the need for continuous data transmission between the agents. Only
when the model-based predictions become too inaccurate (e.g., due to
a disturbance or accumulated error), an update is sent. Figure 4.2
represents one agent of the overall system in Figure 4.1 and depicts the
key components of the DETSE architecture:

• Local control: Each agent makes local control decisions for its
actuator; for coordinated action across the network, it also needs
information from other agents in addition to its local sensors.

• Prediction of other agents: State estimators and predictors (e.g., of
Kalman filter type) are used to predict the states of all, or a subset
of all agents, based on the models of the agents; these predictions
are reset (or updated) when new data is received from the other
agents.
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Figure 4.2: Algorithmic components implemented on each agent i =
1, . . . , N of the system in Figure 4.1. Agent i’s control decision is based
on local information (State Estimation i) and predictions of all (or a
subset of) other systems (Prediction System 1 to N ). Each agent sends an
update (Event Trigger) to all other agents whenever the prediction of its
own state (Prediction System i) deviates too far from the truth, so that
predictions can be reset (R).

• Event trigger: Decides when an update is sent to all agents. For
this purpose, the local agent implements a copy of the predictor
of its own behavior (Prediction System i) to replicate locally the
information the other agents have about itself. The event trigger
compares the prediction with the local state estimate: the current
state estimate is transmitted to other agents only if the prediction
is not sufficiently accurate.

Key benefits of this architecture are: each agent has all relevant in-
formation available for coordinated decision making, but inter-agent
communication is limited to the necessary instants (whenever model-
based predictions are not good enough).

Experimental studies [75,78] demonstrated that DETSE can achieve
significant communication savings, which is in line with many other
studies in event-triggered estimation and control. The research com-
munity has had remarkable success in showing that the number of
samples in feedback loops can be reduced significantly as compared
to traditional time-triggered designs, which can be translated into in-
creased battery life [45] in wireless sensor systems, for example. Despite
these successes, better utilization of shared communication resources
has typically not been demonstrated. A fundamental problem of most
event-triggered designs (incl. DETSE) is that they make decisions about
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whether a communication is needed instantaneously. This means that
the resource must be held available at all times in case of a positive
triggering decision. Conversely, if a triggering decision is negative, the
reserved slot remains unused because it cannot be reallocated to other
users immediately.

To translate the reduction in average sampling rates to better ac-
tual resource utilization, the event-triggered system must be able to
predict resource usage ahead of time, rather than requesting resources
instantaneously. This allows the processing or communication system
to reconfigure and make unneeded resources available to other users
or set to sleep for saving energy. Developing such predictive triggering
laws for DETSE and their use for resource-aware control are the main
objectives of this chapter.

Contributions

This chapter proposes a framework for resource-aware control based on
DETSE. The main contributions are summarized as follows:

1. Proposal of a Bayesian decision framework for deriving predictive
triggering mechanisms, which provides a new perspective on the
triggering problem in estimation;

2. Derivation of two novel triggers from this framework: the self
trigger, which predicts the next triggering instant based on infor-
mation available at a current triggering instant; and the predictive
trigger, which predicts triggering for a given future horizon of M
steps;

3. Demonstration and comparison of the proposed triggers in experi-
ments on an inverted pendulum testbed; and

4. Simulation study of a multi-vehicle system.

The Bayesian decision framework extends previous work [64] on
event trigger design to the novel concept of predicting trigger instants.
The proposed self trigger is related to the concept of variance-based
triggering [76], albeit this concept has not been used for self-triggering
before. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, predictive triggering is
an entirely new concept in both event-triggered estimation and control.
Predictive triggering is shown to reside between the known concepts of
event-triggering and self-triggering.
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Figure 4.3: Predictive triggering problem. The sensor agent i runs a local
State Estimator and transmits its estimate x̂i(k) to the remote agent j in
case of a positive triggering decision (γi(k) = 1). The predictive trigger
computes the triggering decisions (γi(k +M) ∈ {0, 1}) M steps ahead of
time. This information can be used by the network to allocate resources.
Local control (cf. Figure 4.2) is omitted here for clarity, but treated in the
analysis.

4.2 Fundamental Triggering Problem
In this section, we formulate the predictive triggering problem that each
agent in Figure 4.2 has to solve, namely predicting when local state
estimates shall be transmitted to other agents. We consider the setup
in Figure 4.3, which has been reduced to the core components required
for the analysis in subsequent sections. Agent i, called sensor agent,
sporadically transmits data over the network to agent j. Agent j here
stands representative for any of the agents that require information
from agent i. Because agent j can be at a different location, it is called
remote agent here. We next introduce the components of Figure 4.3 and
then make the predictive triggering problem precise.

4.2.1 Process dynamics
We consider each agent i to be governed by stochastic LTI dynamics,

xi(k) = Aixi(k − 1) +Biui(k − 1) + vi(k − 1) (4.1a)
yi(k) = Cixi(k) + wi(k), (4.1b)

with k ∈ N the discrete-time index, xi(k) ∈ Rn the state, ui(k) ∈ Rm
the input, vi(k) ∈ Rn process noise (e.g., capturing model uncertainty),
yi(k) ∈ R` the sensor measurements, and wi(k) ∈ R` sensor noise. The
random variables xi(0), vi(k), and wi(k) are mutually independent with
PDFs N (x̄i, Xi), N (0,Σvi), and N (0,Σwi).
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Equations (4.1a) and (4.1b) represent decoupled agents’ dynamics,
which we consider in this work (cf. Figure 4.1). Agents will be coupled
through their inputs (see Section 4.2.3 below). While the results are
developed herein for the time-invariant dynamics (4.1) to keep notation
uncluttered, they readily extend to the linear time-variant case (i.e.,
Ai, Bi, Ci, Σvi

, and Σwi
being functions of time k). Such a problem is

discussed in Section 4.8.
The sets of all measurements and inputs up to time k are denoted by

Yi(k) := {yi(1), yi(2), . . . , yi(k)} and Ui(k) := {ui(1), ui(2), . . . , ui(k − 1)},
respectively.

4.2.2 State estimation
The local state estimator on agent i has access to all measurements Yi(k)
and inputs Ui(k) (cf. Figure 4.3). The Kalman filter (KF) is the optimal
Bayesian estimator in this setting, [244]; it recursively computes the
exact posterior PDF f(xi(k)|Yi(k),Ui(k)). The KF recursion is

x̂i(k|k − 1) = Aix̂i(k − 1) +Biui(k − 1) (4.2a)

Pi(k|k − 1) = AiPi(k − 1)AT
i + Σvi

=: V o
i (Pi(k − 1)) (4.2b)

Li(k) = Pi(k|k − 1)CT
i (CiPi(k|k − 1)CT

i + Σwi
)−1 (4.2c)

x̂i(k) = x̂i(k|k − 1) + Li(k)(yi(k)− Cix̂i(k|k − 1)) (4.2d)
Pi(k) = (I − Li(k)Ci)Pi(k|k − 1). (4.2e)

where f(xi(k)|Yi(k−1), Ui(k)) = N (xi(k); x̂i(k|k − 1), Pi(k|k − 1)), f(xi(k)|
Yi(k), Ui(k)) = N (xi(k); x̂i(k), Pi(k)), and the short-hand notation x̂i(k) =
x̂i(k|k) and Pi(k) = Pi(k|k) is used for the posterior variables. In (4.2b),
we introduced the short-hand notation V o

i for the open-loop variance up-
date for later reference. We shall also need the M -step ahead prediction
of the state (M ≥ 0), whose PDF is given by [244, p. 111]

f(xi(k +M)|Yi(k),Ui(k+M)) = N (xi(k +M); x̂i(k +M |k), Pi(k +M |k)),
(4.3)

with mean and variance obtained by the open-loop KF iterations (4.2a),
(4.2b), i.e., x̂i(k +M |k) = AMi x̂i(k) +

∑M
m=1A

M−m
i Bui(k +m− 1) and

Pi(k +M |k) = (V o
i ◦ · · · ◦ V o

i )(Pi(k)), where ‘◦’ denotes composition. Fi-
nally, the error of the KF is defined as

êi(k) := xi(k)− x̂i(k). (4.4)

4.2.3 Control
Because we are considering coordination of multiple systems, the i’s
control input may depend on the prediction of the other systems (cf.
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Figure 4.2). We thus consider a control policy

ui(k − 1) = Fix̂i(k − 1) +
∑

j∈NN\{i}
Fj x̌j(k − 1) (4.5)

where the local KF estimate x̂i(k) is combined with predictions x̌j(k) of
the other agents (to be made precise below), and NN denotes the set of
all integers {1, . . . , N}. For coordination schemes where not all agents
need to be coupled, some Fj may be zero. Then, these states do not need
to be predicted.

It will be convenient to introduce the auxiliary variable ξi(k) =∑
j∈NN\{i} Fj x̌j(k); (4.5) thus becomes

ui(k − 1) = Fix̂i(k − 1) + ξi(k − 1). (4.6)

4.2.4 Communication network
Communication between agents occurs over a bus network that connects
all systems with each other. In particular, we assume that data (if trans-
mitted) can be received by all agents that care about state information
from the sending agent:

Assumption 1. Data transmitted by one agent can be received by all
other agents.

Such bus-like networks are common, for example, in automation
industry in the form of wired fieldbus systems [245], but are also feasible
for wireless networks as shown in the previous chapter. To develop the
triggers, we further abstract communication to be ideal:

Assumption 2. Communication between agents is without delay and
message loss.

This assumption is dropped later in the multi-vehicle simulation.

4.2.5 State prediction
The sensor agent in Figure 4.3 sporadically communicates its local
estimate x̂i(k) to the remote estimator, which, at every step k, computes
its own state estimate x̌i(k) from the available data via state prediction.
We denote by γi(k) ∈ {0, 1} the decision taken by the sensor about
whether an update is sent (γi(k) = 1) or not (γi(k) = 0). For later
reference, we denote the set of all triggering decisions until k by Γi(k) :=
{γi(1), γi(2), . . . , γi(k)}.
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The state predictor on the remote agent (cf. Figure 4.3) uses the
following recursion to compute x̌i(k), its remote estimate of xi(k):

x̌i(k) =

{
Aix̌i(k − 1) +Biǔ(k − 1) if γi(k) = 0

x̂i(k) if γi(k) = 1;
(4.7)

that is, at times when no update is received from the sensor, the estima-
tor predicts its previous estimate according to the process model (4.1a)
and prediction of the input (4.6) by

ǔi(k − 1) = Fix̌i(k − 1) + ξi(k − 1). (4.8)

Implementing (4.8) thus requires the remote agent to run predictions of
the form (4.7) for all other systems m that are relevant for computing
ξi(k − 1). This is feasible as an agent can broadcast state updates (for
γi(k) = 1) to all other systems via the bus network. We emphasize that
ξi(k − 1), the part of the input ui(k − 1) that corresponds to all other
agents, is known exactly on the remote estimator since updates are
sent to all agents connected to the network synchronously. Hence, the
difference between the actual input (4.6) and predicted input (4.8) stems
from a difference in x̂i(k − 1) and x̌i(k − 1).

With (4.8), the prediction (4.7) then becomes

x̌i(k) =

{
Ãix̌i(k − 1) +Biξi(k − 1) if γi(k) = 0

x̂i(k) if γi(k) = 1;
(4.9)

where Ãi := Ai +BiFi denotes the closed-loop state transition matrix of
agent i. The estimation error at the remote agent, we denote by

ei(k) := xi(k)− x̌i(k). (4.10)

A copy of the state predictor (4.9) is also implemented on the sensor
agent to be used for the triggering decision (cf. Figure 4.3).

Finally, we comment how local estimation quality can possibly be
further improved in certain applications.

Remark 1. In (4.9), agent j makes a pure state prediction about agent i’s
state in case of no communication from agent i (γi(k) = 0). If agent j has
additional local sensor information about agent i’s state, it may employ
this by combining the prediction step with a corresponding measurement
update. This may help to improve estimation quality (e.g., obtain a lower
error variance). In such a setting, the triggers developed herein can be
interpreted as ‘conservative’ triggers that consider only prediction.
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Remark 2. Under the assumption of perfect communication, the event of
not receiving an update (γi(k) = 0) may also contain information useful
for state estimation (also known as negative information [80]). Here, we
disregard this information in the interest of a straightforward estimator
implementation (see [64] for a more detailed discussion).

4.2.6 Problem formulation
The main objective of this chapter is the development of principled ways
for predicting future triggering decisions. In particular, we shall develop
two concepts:

1. predictive triggering: at every step k and for a fixed horizon M>0,
γi(k+M) is predicted, i.e., whether or not communication is needed
at M steps in future; and

2. self triggering: the next trigger is predicted at the time of the last
trigger.

In the next sections, we develop these triggers for agent i shown
in Figure 4.3, which is representative for any one agent in Figure 4.1.
Because we will thus discuss estimation, triggering, and prediction solely
for agent i (cf. Figure 4.3), we drop the index ‘i’ to simplify notation.
Agent indices are reintroduced in Section 4.7, when multiple agents are
again considered.

For ease of reference, key variables from this and later sections are
summarized in Table 4.1.

4.3 Triggering Framework
To develop a framework for making predictive triggering decisions, we
extend the approach from [64], where triggering is formulated as a one-
step optimal decision problem trading off estimation and communication
cost. While this framework was used in [64] to re-derive existing event
triggers (summarized in Section 4.3.1), we extend the framework herein
to yield predictive and self triggering (Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3).

4.3.1 Decision framework for event triggering
The sensor agent (cf. Figure 4.3) makes a decision between using the
communication channel (and thus paying a communication cost C(k))
to improve the remote estimate, or to save communication, but pay
a price in terms of a deteriorated estimation performance (captured
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Table 4.1: Summary of main variables used in this chapter. The agent
index ‘i’ is dropped for all variables in Sections 4.3 to 4.5.

NN Set of integers {1, . . . , N}
Ai, Bi, Ci,Σvi ,Σwi Dynamic system parameters
Fi Control gain corresponding to agent i’s state
xi(k) State of agent i, eq. (4.1a)
x̂i(k) Kalman filter (KF) estimate (4.2d)
x̌i(k) Remote state estimate (4.9)
êi(k) KF estimation error (4.4)
ei(k) Remote estimation error (4.10)
γi(k) Communication decision (1 : comm., 0 : not)
Γi(k) Set of communication decisions {γi(1), . . . , γi(k)}
X|γ(k)=0, X|γ(k)=1 Expr. X evaluated for resp. γ(k) = 0, γ(k) = 1
Yi(k) Set of all measurements on agent i until time k
Ui(k) Set of all inputs on agent i until time k
x̃(k), ẽ(k), etc. Collection of corresp. variables for all agents
C(k) Communication cost (‘i’ dropped)
E(k) Estimation cost (‘i’ dropped)
M Prediction horizon (‘i’ dropped)
`(k) Last triggering time (‘i’ dropped)
κ(k) Time of last comm in Γ(k +M) (‘i’ dropped)
∆ No. of steps from κ(k − 1) to k+M (cf. Lem. 3)

by a suitable estimation cost E(k)). The communication cost C(k) is
application-specific and may be associated with the use of bandwidth
or energy, for example. We assume C(k) is known for all times k. The
estimation cost E(k) is used to measure the discrepancy between the
remote estimation error e(k) without update (γ(k) = 0), which we write
as e(k)|γ(k)=0, and with update, e(k)|γ(k)=1. Here, we choose

E(k) = e(k)Te(k)|γ(k)=0 − e(k)Te(k)|γ(k)=1 (4.11)

comparing the difference in quadratic errors.
Formally, the triggering decision can then be written as

min
γ(k)∈{0,1}

γ(k)C(k) + (1− γ(k))E(k). (4.12)

Ideally, one would like to know e(k)|γ(k)=0 and e(k)|γ(k)=1 exactly when
computing the estimation cost to determine whether it is worth paying
the cost for communication. However, e(k) cannot be computed since
the true state is generally unknown (otherwise, we would not have to
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bother with state estimation in the first place). As is proposed in [64],
we consider instead the expectation of E(k) conditioned on the data D(k)
that is available by the decision making agent. Formally,

min
γ(k)∈{0,1}

γ(k)C(k) + (1− γ(k)) E[E(k)|D(k)] (4.13)

which directly yields the triggering law

at time k: γ(k) = 1 ⇔ E[E(k)|D(k)] ≥ C(k). (4.14)

In [64], this framework was used to re-derive common event-triggering
mechanisms such as innovation-based triggers [75, 82], or variance-
based triggers [76], depending on whether the current measurement
y(k) is included in D(k), or not.

Remark 3. The choice of quadratic errors in (4.11) is only one possibility
for measuring the discrepancy between e(k)|γ(k)=0 and e(k)|γ(k)=1 and
quantifying estimation cost. It is motivated by the objective of keeping the
squared estimation error small, a common objective in estimation. The
estimation cost in (4.11) is positive if the squared error e(k)Te(k)|γ(k)=0

(i.e., without communication) is larger than e(k)Te(k)|γ(k)=1 (with com-
munication), which is to be expected on average. Moreover, the quadratic
error is convenient for the following mathematical analysis. Finally, the
scalar version of (4.11) was shown in [64] to yield commonly known event
triggers. However, other choices than (4.11) are clearly conceivable, and
the subsequent framework can be applied analogously.

4.3.2 Predictive triggers
This framework can directly be extended to derive a predictive trigger
as formulated in Section 4.2.6, which makes a communication decision
M steps in advance, where M > 0 is fixed by the designer. Hence,
we consider the future decision on γ(k + M) and condition the future
estimation cost E(k +M) on D(k) = {Y(k),U(k)}, the data available at
the current time k. Introducing Ē(k + M |k) := E[E(k + M)|Y(k),U(k)],
the optimization problem (4.12) then becomes

min
γ(k+M)∈{0,1}

γ(k +M)C(k +M) + (1− γ(k +M))Ē(k +M |k) (4.15)

which yields the predictive trigger (PT):

at time k: γ(k +M) = 1 ⇔ Ē(k +M |k) ≥ C(k +M). (4.16)

In Section 4.4, we solve Ē(k + M |k) = E[E(k + M)|Y(k),U(k)] for the
choice of error measure (4.11) to obtain an expression for the trigger
(4.16) in terms of the problem parameters.
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4.3.3 Self triggers
A self trigger computes the next triggering instant at the time when an
update is sent. A self triggering law is thus obtained by solving (4.16) at
time k = `(k) for the smallest M such that γ(k +M) = 1. Here, `(k) ≤ k
denotes the last triggering time; in the following, we drop ‘k’ when clear
from context and simply write `(k) = `. Formally, the self trigger (ST) is
then given by:

at time k=`: find smallest M≥1 s.t. Ē(`+M |`) ≥ C(`+M),
set γ(`+ 1)= . . .=γ(`+M − 1)=0, γ(`+M)=1. (4.17)

While both the PT and the ST compute the next trigger ahead of
time, they represent two different triggering concepts. The PT (4.16)
is evaluated at every time step k with a given prediction horizon M ,
whereas the ST (4.17) needs to be evaluated at k = ` only and yields
(potentially varying) M . That is, M is a fixed design parameter for
the PT and computed with the ST. Which of the two should be used
depends on the application (e.g., whether continuous monitoring of the
error signal is desirable). The two types of triggers will be compared in
simulations and experiments in subsequent sections.

4.4 Predictive Trigger and Self Trigger
Using the triggering framework of the previous section, we derive con-
crete instances of the self and predictive trigger for the squared estima-
tion cost (4.11).

To this end, we first determine the PDF of the estimation errors.

4.4.1 Error distributions
In this section, we compute the conditional error PDF f(e(k +M)|Y(k),
U(k)) for the cases γ(k +M) = 0 and γ(k +M) = 1, which characterize
the distribution of the estimation cost E(k +M) in (4.11). These results
are used in the next section to solve for the triggers (4.16) and (4.17).

Both triggers (4.16) and (4.17) predict the communication decisions
M steps ahead of the current time k. Hence, in both cases, the set of
triggering decisions Γ(k +M) can be computed from the data Y(k), U(k).
In the following, it will be convenient to denote the time index of the last
nonzero element in Γ(k+M) (i.e., the last planned triggering instant) by
κ(k); for example, for Γ(10) = {. . . , γ(8) = 1, γ(9) = 1, γ(10) = 0}, k = 6,
and M = 4, we have κ(6) = 9. It follows that κ(k) ≥ `(k), with equality
κ(k) = `(k) if no trigger is planned for the next M steps.

The following two lemmas state the sought error PDFs.
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Lemma 2. For γ(k +M) = 1, the predicted error e(k +M) conditioned
on Y(k), U(k) is normally distributed with1

f(e(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)) = N (e(k +M); êc(k +M |k), P c(k +M |k))

= N (e(k +M); 0, P (k +M)). (4.18)

Proof. See Appendix B.1.

Lemma 3. For γ(k +M) = 0, the predicted error e(k +M) conditioned
on Y(k), U(k) is normally distributed1

f(e(k+M)|Y(k),U(k)) = N (e(k+M); ênc(k+M |k), P nc(k+M |k)) (4.19)

with mean and variance given as follows.
Case (i): k > κ(k − 1) (i.e., no trigger planned in prediction horizon)

ênc(k +M |k) = ÃM
(
x̂(k)− Ãk−`x̂(`)−

k−∑̀
m=1

Ãk−`−mBξ(`+m− 1)
)

(4.20)
P nc(k +M |k) = P (k +M |k) + Ξ(k,M) (4.21)

where

Ξ(k,M) :=
M−1∑
m=1

G(M −m− 1)L(k +m)P̃ (k +m)L(k +m)T

G(M −m− 1)T,

(4.22a)

P̃ (k) := CAP (k)ATCT + CQCT +R, (4.22b)

G(m) := AG(m− 1) +BFÃm, G(0) := BF, (4.22c)

L(k) is the KF gain (4.2c), and P (k +M |k) is the KF prediction variance
in (4.3).

Case (ii): k ≤ κ(k − 1) (i.e., trigger planned in horizon)

ênc(k +M |k) = 0 (4.23)
P nc(k +M |k) = P (κ+ ∆|κ) + Ξ(κ,∆) (4.24)

where κ is used as shorthand for κ(k − 1), and ∆ := k +M − κ(k − 1).

Proof. See Appendix B.2.

1The superscripts ‘c’ and ‘nc’ denote the cases ‘communication’ (γ = 1) and ‘no commu-
nication’ (γ = 0).
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A simpler formula for Lemma 3 can be given for the case of an
autonomous system (4.1a) without input:

Corollary 1. For (4.1a) with Biui(k − 1) = 0, (4.19) holds for case (i)
with

ênc(k +M |k) = AM (x̂(k)−Ak−`x̂(`)) (4.25)
P nc(k +M |k) = P (k +M |k) (4.26)

and for case (ii) with

ênc(k +M |k) = 0 (4.27)
P nc(k +M |k) = P (κ+ ∆|κ). (4.28)

Proof. Taking B = 0 yields Ã = A and Ξ(k,M) = 0 and thus the result.

We thus conclude that the extra term Ξ(k,M) in the variance (4.21)
stems from additional uncertainty about not exactly knowing future
inputs.

4.4.2 Self trigger
The ST law (4.17) is stated for a general estimation error Ē(` + M |`).
With the preceding lemmas, we can now solve for Ē(`+M |`) and obtain
the concrete self triggering rule for the quadratic error (4.11).

Proposition 1. For the quadratic error (4.11), the self trigger (ST) (4.17)
becomes:

find smallest M ≥ 1 s.t.
Tr(P (`+M |`) + Ξ(`,M)− P (`+M)) ≥ C(`+M);
set γ(`+ 1)= . . .=γ(`+M − 1)=0, γ(`+M)=1, (4.29)

with Tr the trace of a matrix.

Proof. Applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 (for k = ` = κ(k−1)), we obtain

Ē(`+M |`) = E
[
e(`+M)Te(`+M)|γ(`+M)=0

∣∣Y(`),U(`)
]

− E
[
e(`+M)Te(`+M)|γ(`+M)=1

∣∣Y(`),U(`)
]

= ‖ênc(`+M |`)‖2 − ‖êc(`+M |`)‖2 (4.30)
+ Tr(P nc(`+M |`)− P c(`+M |`))
= Tr(P (`+M |`) + Ξ(`,M)− P (`+M)) (4.31)

where E[eTe] = ‖E[e]‖2 + Tr(Var[e]) with ‖·‖ the Euclidean norm was
used.
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The self-triggering rule is intuitive: a communication is triggered
when the uncertainty of the open-loop estimator (prediction variance
P (`+M |`) + Ξ(`,M)) exceeds the closed-loop uncertainty (KF variance
P (`+M)) by more than the cost of communication. The estimation mean
does not play a role here, since it is zero in both cases for k = κ.

4.4.3 Predictive trigger
Similarly, we can employ lemmas 2 and 3 to compute the predictive
trigger (4.16).

Proposition 2. For the quadratic error (4.11), the predictive trigger (PT)
(4.16) becomes, for k > κ(k − 1),

γ(k +M) = 1 ⇔
∥∥∥ÃM (x̂(k)− Ãx̌(k − 1)−Bξ(k − 1))

∥∥∥2

+ Tr
(
P (k +M |k) + Ξ(k,M)− P (k +M)

)
≥ C(k +M) (4.32)

and, for k ≤ κ(k − 1),

γ(k +M) = 1 ⇔ Tr
(
P (κ+ ∆|κ) + Ξ(κ,∆)− P (κ+ ∆)

)
≥ C(κ+ ∆).

(4.33)

with ∆ as defined in Lemma 3.

Proof. For k > κ(k − 1) (i.e., the last scheduled trigger occurred in the
past), we obtain from lemmas 2 and 3

Ē(k +M |k) =
∥∥∥ÃM (x̂(k)−Ax̌(k − 1)−Bξ(k − 1))

∥∥∥2

+ Tr
(
P (k +M |k) + Ξ(k,M)− P (k +M)

)
, (4.34)

where we used Ãk−`x̂(`) +
∑k−`
m=1 Ã

k−`−mBξ(` + m − 1) = Ax̌(k − 1) +
Bξ(k− 1), which follows from the definition of the remote estimator (4.9)
with γ(k) = 0 for k > `.

Similarly, for k ≤ κ(k − 1), we obtain Ē(k +M |k) = Tr
(
P (κ+ ∆|κ) +

Ξ(`,∆)− P (κ+ ∆)
)
.

Similar to the ST (4.29), the second term in the PT (4.32) relates the
M -step open-loop prediction variance P (k+M |k)+Ξ(k,M) to the closed-
loop variance P (k +M). However, now the reference time is the current
time k, rather than the last transmission `, because the PT exploits data
until k. In contrast to the ST, the PT also includes a mean term (first
term in (4.32)). When conditioning on new measurements Y(k) (k > `),
the remote estimator (which uses only data until `) is biased; that is, the
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mean (4.20) is non-zero. The bias term captures the difference in the
mean estimates of the remote estimator (Ax̌(k − 1) +Bξ(k − 1)) and the
KF (x̂(k)), both predicted forward by M steps. This bias contributes to
the estimation cost (4.32).

The rule (4.33) corresponds to the case where a trigger is already
scheduled to happen at time κ in future (within the horizon M ). Hence,
it is clear that the estimation error will be reset at κ, and from that point
onward, variance predictions are used in analogy to the ST (4.29) (`
replaced with κ, and the horizon M with ∆). This trigger is independent
of the data Y(k), U(k) because the error at the future reset time κ is
fully determined by the distribution (4.18), independent of Y(k), U(k).

4.4.4 Discussion
To obtain insight into the derived PT and ST, we next analyze and
compare their structure. To focus on the essential triggering behav-
ior and simplify the discussion, we consider the case without inputs
(Biui(k − 1) = 0 in (4.1a)). We also compare to an event trigger (ET),
which is obtained from the PT (4.32) by setting M = 0:

γ(k) = 1 ⇔ Ē(k|k) = ‖x̂(k)−Ax̌(k − 1)‖2 ≥ C(k). (4.35)

The trigger directly compares the two options at the remote estimator,
x̂(k) and Ax̌(k − 1). To implement the ET, communication must be
available instantaneously if needed.

The derived rules for ST, PT, and ET have the same threshold struc-
ture

γ(k +M) = 1 ⇔ Ē(k +M |k) ≥ C(k +M) (4.36)

where the communication cost C(k +M) corresponds to the triggering
threshold. The triggers differ in the expected estimation cost Ē(k+M |k).
To shed light on this difference, we introduce

Ēmean(k,M) :=
∥∥AM (x̂(k)−Ax̌(k − 1))

∥∥2
(4.37a)

Ēvar(k,M) := Tr(P (k +M |k)−P (k +M)). (4.37b)

With this, the triggers ST (4.29), PT (4.32), (4.33), and ET (4.35) are
given by (4.36) with

Ē(k + 0|k) = Ēmean(k, 0),M = 0 (ET) (4.38)
Ē(k +M |k) = Ēmean(k,M) + Ēvar(k,M) (PT), k > κ (4.39)
Ē(k +M |k) = Ēvar(κ,∆) (PT), k ≤ κ (4.40)
Ē(`+M |`) = Ēvar(`,M) (ST). (4.41)
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Hence, the trigger signals are generally a combination of the ‘mean’
signal (4.37a) and the ‘variance’ signal (4.37b). Noting that the mean
signal (4.37a) depends on real-time measurement data Y(k) (through
x̂(k)), while the variance signal (4.37b) does not, we can characterize ET
and PT as online triggers, while ST is an offline trigger. This reflects
the intended design of the different triggers. ST is designed to predict
the next trigger at the time ` of the last triggering, without seeing any
data beyond `. This allows the sensor to go to sleep in-between triggers,
for example. ET and PT, on the other hand, continuously monitor the
sensor data to make more informed transmit decisions (as shall be seen
in the following comparisons).

While ET requires instantaneous communication, which is limiting
for online allocation of communication resources, PT makes the transmit
decision M ≥ 1 steps ahead of time. ET compares the mean estimates
only (cf. (4.38)), while PT results in a combination of mean and variance
signal (cf. (4.39)). If a transmission is already scheduled for κ(k− 1) ≥ k,
PT resorts to the ST mechanism for predicting beyond κ(k − 1); that is,
it relies on the variance signal only (cf. (4.40)).

While ST can be understood as an open-loop trigger ((4.41) can be
computed without any measurement data), ET clearly is a closed-loop
trigger requiring real-time data Y(k) for the decision on γ(k). PT can
be regarded as an intermediate scheme exploiting real-time data and
variance-based predictions. Accordingly, the novel predictive triggering
concept lies between the known concepts of event- and self-triggering.

The ST is similar to the variance-based triggers proposed in [76].
Therein, it was shown for a slightly different scenario (transmission
of measurements instead of estimates) that event triggering decisions
based on the variance are independent of any measurement data and can
hence be computed offline. Similarly, when assuming that all problem
parameters A, C, Q, R in (4.1a), (4.1b) are known a priori, (4.29) can be
pre-computed for all times. However, if some parameters only become
available during operation (e.g., the sensor accuracy R(k)), the ST also
becomes an online trigger.

For the case with inputs (Biui(k − 1) 6= 0 in (4.1a)), the triggering
behavior is qualitatively similar. The mean signal (4.37a) will include
the closed-loop dynamics Ã and the input ξ(k− 1) corresponding to other
agents, and the variance signal (4.37b) will include the additional term
Ξ(k,M) accounting for the additional uncertainty of not knowing the
true input.
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Figure 4.4: Example 1 with self trigger (ST). TOP: KF estimation er-
ror ê = x − x̂ (blue) and remote error e = x − x̂ (orange). MIDDLE:
components of the triggering signal Ēmean (4.37a) (blue), Ēvar (4.37b)
(orange), the triggering signal Ē = Ēmean + Ēvar (black, hidden), and
the threshold C(k) = 0.6 (dashed). BOTTOM: triggering decisions γ.

4.5 Illustrative Example
To illustrate the behavior of the obtained PT and ST, we present a
numerical example. We study simulations of the stable, scalar, LTI
system (4.1a), (4.1b) with:

Example 1. A = 0.98, B = 0 (no inputs), C = 1, Σv = 0.1, Σw = 0.1, and
x̄(0) = X0 = 1.

4.5.1 Self trigger
We first consider the self trigger (ST). Results of the numerical simula-
tion of the event-triggered estimation system (cf. Figure 4.3) consisting
of the local state estimator (4.2a)–(4.2e), the remote state estimator
(4.9), and the ST (4.29) with constant cost C(k) = C = 0.6 are shown
in Figure 4.4. The estimation errors of the local and remote estimator
are compared in the first graph. As expected, the remote estimation
error e(k) = x(k)− x̂(k) (orange) is larger than the local estimation error
ê(k) = x(k)− x̂(k) (blue). Yet, the remote estimator only needs 14 % of
the samples.

The triggering behavior is illustrated in the second graph showing
the triggering signals Ēmean (4.37a), Ēvar (4.37b), and Ē = Ēmean + Ēvar,
and the bottom graph depicting the triggering decision γ. Obviously, the
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Figure 4.5: Example 1 with predictive trigger (PT) and C(k) = 0.6.
Coloring of the signals is the same as in Figure 4.4. The triggering
behavior is stochastic.

ST entirely depends on the variance signal Ēvar (orange, identical with
Ē in black), while Ēmean = 0 (blue). This reflects the previous discussion
about the ST being independent of online measurement data. The
triggering behavior (the signal Ē and the decisions γ) is actually periodic,
which can be deduced as follows: the variance P (k) of the KF (4.2a)–
(4.2e) converges exponentially to a steady-state solution P̄ , [244]; hence,
the triggering law (4.29) asymptotically becomes Tr(V o

M (P̄ ) − P̄ ) ≥ C
with V o(X) := AXAT + Σv, and (4.17) thus has a unique solution M
corresponding to the period seen in Figure 4.4.

Periodic transmit sequences are typical for variance-based triggering
on time-invariant problems, which has also been found and formally
proven for related scenarios in [76,83].

4.5.2 Predictive trigger

The results of simulating Example 1, now with the PT (4.32), (4.33),
and prediction horizon M = 2, are presented in Figure 4.5 for the cost
C(k) = C = 0.6, and in Figure 4.6 for C(k) = C = 0.25. Albeit using
the same trigger, the two simulations show fundamentally different
triggering behavior: while the triggering signal Ē and the decisions γ in
Figure 4.5 are irregular, they are periodic in Figure 4.6.

Apparently, the choice of the cost C(k) determines the different be-
havior of the PT. For C(k) = 0.6, the triggering decision depends on both,
the mean signal Ēmean and the variance signal Ēvar, as can be seen from
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Figure 4.6: Example 1 with predictive trigger (PT) and C(k) = 0.25.
Coloring of the signals is the same as in Figure 4.4. The triggering
behavior is periodic.

Figure 4.5 (middle graph). Because Ēmean is based on real-time measure-
ments, which are themselves random variables (4.1b), the triggering
decision is a random variable. We also observe in Figure 4.5 that the
variance signal Ēvar is alone not sufficient to trigger a communication.
However, when lowering the cost of communication C(k) enough, the
variance signal alone becomes sufficient to cause triggers. Essentially,
triggering then happens according to (4.33) only, and (4.32) becomes
irrelevant. Hence, the PT resorts to self-triggering behavior for small
enough communication cost C(k). That is, the PT undergoes a phase
transition for some value of C(k) from stochastic/online triggering to
deterministic/offline triggering behavior.

4.5.3 Estimation versus communication trade-off

Following the approach from [64], we evaluate the effectiveness of differ-
ent triggers by comparing their trade-off curves of average estimation
error E versus average communication C obtained from Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. In addition to the ST (4.29) and the PT (4.32), (4.33), M = 2,
we also compare against the ET (4.35). The latter is expected to yield
the best trade-off because it makes the triggering decision at the latest
possible time (ET decides at time k about communication at time k).

The estimation error E is measured as the squared error e(k)2 aver-
aged over the simulation horizon (200 samples) and 50 000 simulation
runs. The average communication C is normalized such that C = 1
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Figure 4.7: Trade-off between estimation error E and average commu-
nication C for different triggering concepts applied to Example 1. Each
point represents the average from 50 000 Monte Carlo simulations, and
the light error bars correspond to one standard deviation.

means γ(k) = 1 for all k, and C = 0 means no communication (except for
one enforced trigger at k = 1). By varying the constant communication
cost C(k) = C in a suitable range, an E-vs-C curve is obtained, which rep-
resents the estimation/communication trade-off for a particular trigger.
The results for Example 1 are shown in Figure 4.7.

Comparing the three different triggering schemes, we see that the
ET is superior, as expected, because its curve is uniformly below the
others. Also expected, the ST is the least effective since no real-time
information is available, and triggers are purely based on variance
predictions. The novel concept of predictive triggering can be understood
as an intermediate solution between these two extremes. For small
communication cost C(k) (and thus relatively large communication C),
the PT behaves like the ST, as was discussed in the previous section and
is confirmed in Figure 4.7 (orange and black curves nearly identical for
large C). When the triggering threshold C(k) is relaxed (i.e., the cost
increased), the PT also exploits real-time data for the triggering decision
(through (4.37a)), similar to the ET. Yet, the PT must predict the decision
M steps in advance, making its E-vs-C trade-off generally less effective
than the ET. In Figure 4.7, the curve for PT is thus between ET and ST
and approaches either one of them for small and large communication C.
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4.6 Hardware Experiments: Remote
Estimation & Feedback Control

Experimental results of applying the proposed PT and ST on an inverted
pendulum platform are presented in this section. We show that trade-off
curves in practice are similar to those in simulation (cf. Figure 4.7), and
that the triggers are suitable for feedback control (i.e., stabilizing the
pendulum).

4.6.1 Experimental setup

As an experimental platform, we use the cyber-physical testbed already
introduced in Section 3.5.1. Instead of a multi-hop network, the pendu-
lum is directly connected to a standard laptop running Matlab/Simulink.
Thus, the characteristics of the communication network to be investi-
gated are implemented in the Simulink model. The round time of the
network is assumed to be 10 ms. For the PT the prediction horizon
is M = 2. Thus, the communication network has 20 ms to reconfigure,
which is expected to be sufficient for fast protocols such as the one
presented in the previous chapter.

For stabilization, we use an LQR with Q = 30I and R = I, with I the
identity matrix, which leads to stable balancing with slight motion of
the cart.

4.6.2 Remote estimation

The first set of experiments investigates the remote estimation scenario
as in Figure 4.3. For this purpose, the pendulum is stabilized locally
via the above LQR, which runs at 1 ms and directly acts on the encoder
measurements and their derivatives obtained from finite differences.
The closed-loop system thus serves as the dynamic process in Figure 4.3
(described by equation (4.1a)), whose state is to be estimated and commu-
nicated via ET, PT, and ST to a remote location, which could represent
another agent from Figure 4.1.

The local State Estimator in Figure 4.3 is implemented as the KF
(4.2a)–(4.2e) with properly tuned matrices updated every 1 ms (at every
sensor update). Triggering decisions are made at the round time of the
network (10 ms). Accordingly, state predictions (4.9) are made every
10 ms (in Prediction System i in Figure 4.3).

Analogously to the numerical examples in Section 4.5, we investigate
the estimation-versus-communication trade-off achieved by ET, PT, and
ST. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, all three triggers lead to approximately
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Figure 4.8: Trade-off between averaged communication and the esti-
mation error for a pendulum experiment with low sensor noise. Each
marker represents the mean of 10 experiments with the same communi-
cation cost. The variance is negligible and thus omitted.

the same curves. These results are qualitatively different from those
of the numerical example in Figure 4.7, which showed notable differ-
ences between the triggers. Presumably, the reason for this lies in the
low-noise environment of this experiment. The primary source of distur-
bances is the encoder quantization, which is negligible. Therefore, the
system is almost deterministic, and predictions are very accurate. Hence,
in this setting, predicting future communication needs (PT, ST) does
not involve any significant disadvantage compared to instantaneous
decisions (ET).

To confirm these results, we added zero-mean Gaussian noise with
variance 5E−6 to the position and angle measurements. This emulates
analog angle sensors instead of digital encoders and is representative of
many sensors in practice that involve stochastic noise. This experiment’s
results are shown in Figure 4.9, which depict the same qualitative dif-
ference between the triggers as was observed in the numerical example
in Figure 4.7.

4.6.3 Feedback control

The estimation errors obtained in Figure 4.8 are fairly small even with
low communication. Thus, we expect the estimates obtained with PT
and ST also to be suitable for feedback control, which we investigate
here. In contrast to the setting in Section 4.6.2, the LQR controller does
not use the local state measurements at the fast update interval of 1 ms,
but the state predictions (4.9) instead. This corresponds to the controller
being implemented on a remote agent, which is relevant for control of
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Figure 4.9: Same experiment as in Figure 4.8, but with noisy sensors.

multiple CPS as in Figure 4.1, where feedback loops are closed over a
resource-limited network.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the experimental results of using PT
and ST for feedback control. For these experiments, the weights of the
LQR approach were chosen as those suggested by the manufacturer
in [239], which leads to a slightly more robust controller. Both triggers
can stabilize the pendulum well and save around 80 % of communication.

In addition to disturbances inherent in the system, the experiments
also include impulsive disturbances on the input (impulse of 2 V ampli-
tude and 500 ms duration every 10 s), which we added to study the trig-
gers’ behavior under deterministic disturbances. In addition to stochas-
tic noise, such disturbances are relevant in many practical scenarios
(e.g., a car braking, a wind gust on a drone). Under these disturbances,
a particular advantage of PT over ST becomes apparent. The ST is an
offline trigger which yields periodic communication (in this setting) that
does not react to the external disturbances. The PT, on the other hand,
takes the current error into account and is thus able to issue additional
communication in case of disturbances. As a result, the maximum angle
of the pendulum stays around 0.03 rad in magnitude for the PT, while it
comes close to 0.04 rad for the ST.

4.7 Control with Multiple Agents

In the preceding sections, we addressed the problem posed in Sec-
tion 4.2.6 for the case of two agents. In this section, we make precise
how these results can be used for the scenario with multiple agents in
Figure 4.1. Moreover, we sketch how the resulting closed-loop dynamics
can be analyzed when remote estimates are used for feedback control.
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Figure 4.10: Closing the feedback loop with the PT. The graphs show,
from top to bottom, the cart position s, the pendulum angle θ, and the
obtained average communication γ̄, computed as a moving average over
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Figure 4.11: Closing the feedback loop with the ST. Same plots as in
Figure 4.10.
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Because we discuss multiple agents, we reintroduce the index ‘i’ to
refer to an individual agent i from here onward.

4.7.1 Multiple agents
The derivations for a pair of agents as in Figure 4.2 in the previous
sections equally apply to the scenario in Figure 4.1. Each agent imple-
ments the blocks from Figure 4.2: State Estimation is given by the KF
(4.2a)–(4.2e), Prediction by (4.9), Control by (4.5), and the Event Trigger
is replaced by either the ST (4.29) or the PT (4.32), (4.33). In particular,
each agent makes predictions for those other agents whose state it re-
quires for coordination. Whenever one agent transmits its local state
estimate, it is broadcast over the network and received by all agents
that care about this information, e.g., via many-to-all communication.
In the considered scenario, the dynamics of the systems are decoupled
according to (4.1a), (4.1b) (cf. Figure 4.1), but their action is coupled
through the cooperative control (4.5).

In Section 4.8, a simulation study of a control problem with multiple
agents is discussed.

4.7.2 Closed-loop analysis
While the main object of study in this chapter are predictive and self
triggering for state estimation (cf. Figure 4.3), an important use of the
algorithms is for feedback control as in Figures fig:iotControlSchematic
and 4.2. The general suitability of the algorithms for feedback control
has already been demonstrated in Section 4.6.3. As for feedback con-
trol, analyzing the closed-loop dynamics (e.g., for stability) is often of
importance, we briefly outline how this can be approached.

The closed-loop state dynamics of agent i are obtained from (4.1a)
and (4.5), and can be rewritten as

xi(k) = Aixi(k − 1) +BiFix̂i(k − 1) +
∑

j∈NN\{i}
BiFj x̌j(k − 1) + vi(k − 1)

= Aixi(k − 1) +BiFixi(k − 1) +
∑

j∈NN\{i}
BiFjxj(k − 1)

−BiFiêi(k − 1)−
∑

j∈NN\{i}
BiFjej(k − 1) + vi(k − 1) (4.42)

where êi(k) is the KF estimation error (4.4) and ej(k) the remote estima-
tion error (4.10). The combined closed-loop dynamics of N systems with
concatenated state x̃T(k) = [(x1(k))T, (x2(k))T, . . . , (xN (k))T] can then be
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written as

x̃(k) = (Ā+ B̄F̄ )x̃(k−1)− D̄˜̂e(k−1)− (B̄F̄ − D̄)ẽ(k−1)+ ṽ(k−1) (4.43)

where

Ā := diag(A1, . . . , AN ), B̄T :=
[
BT

1 . . . BT
N

]
,

D̄ := diag(B1F1, . . . , BNFN ), F̄ :=
[
F1 . . . FN

]
,

diag denotes block-diagonal matrix, and ˜̂e(k), ẽ(k), and ṽ(k) are the
combined vectors of all êi(k), ei(k), and vi(k) (i ∈ NN ), respectively.

Equation (4.43) describes the closed-loop dynamics of N systems of
Figure 4.1 that implement the control architecture in Figure 4.2; it can
therefore be used to deduce closed-loop system properties. The evolution
of the complete state x(k) is governed by the transition matrix Ā+ B̄F̄
and driven by three input terms: the KF error ˜̂e(k − 1), the remote
error ẽ(k − 1), and process noise ṽ(k − 1). Under mild assumptions, the
feedback matrix F̄ can be designed such that a stable transition matrix
Ā+ B̄F̄ results (i.e., all eigenvalues with magnitude less than 1), which
implies that x̃(k) = (Ā+ B̄F̄ )x̃(k − 1) is exponentially stable. Stability
analysis then amounts to showing that the input terms are well behaved
and bounded in a stochastic sense (e.g., bounded moments).2 While
ṽ(k − 1) is Gaussian by assumption (cf. Section 4.2.1), ˜̂e(k − 1) being
Gaussian follows from standard KF analysis [244] (cf. Section 4.2.2).
Lemmas 3 and 2 can be instrumental to analyze the distribution of
ẽ(k − 1). However, the distribution of ẽ(k − 1) depends on the chosen
trigger, and its properties (e.g., bounded second moment) would have
to be formally shown. Such an analysis is shown in Chapter 6 for a
framework extending the idea of the predictive trigger presented in this
chapter.

4.8 Simulation Study: Vehicle Platooning
To illustrate the scalability of the proposed triggers, we present a simula-
tion study of vehicle platooning. Autonomous driving and, in particular,
platooning of vehicles has already been motivated in Section 1.1. Platoon-
ing of autonomous vehicles has been extensively studied in literature,
e.g., for heavy-duty freight transport [2, 246]. It has been shown that
platooning leads to remarkable improvements in terms of fuel consump-
tion.

2For example, if, in x̃(k) = (Ā+ B̄F̄ )x̃(k−1) + z̃(k−1), the input z̃(k) is uncorrelated
and Gaussian with bounded variance, then stability of Ā + B̄F̄ implies bounded state
variance (see, e.g., [244, Sec. 4.3]).
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of vehicle platooning.

4.8.1 Model
We consider a chain of N vehicles (see Figure 4.12), which are modeled as
unit point masses (cf. [79,247]). The state of each vehicle is its absolute
position si and velocity vi, and its acceleration ui is the control input.
The control objectives are maintaining a desired distance between the
vehicles and tracking a desired velocity for the platoon. For this study,
we assume that every vehicle measures its absolute position.

The architecture of the vehicle platoon is as in Figure 4.1. To con-
trol the inter-vehicle distances, communication between the vehicles
is required. We thus implement the control architecture given by Fig-
ure 4.2 with PT and ST to save communication. We assume 100 ms as
the sample time for the inter-vehicle communication. Here, we consider
the case where each vehicle transmits its local state information to all
other vehicles. Alternative architecture, where communication is only
possible with a subset of vehicles, are also conceivable in the considered
scenario (see [246]), and the PT and ST can be used for only the required
communication links appropriately.

For our chosen setup, where each vehicle can only measure its own
absolute position, it is obvious that communication between vehicles is
necessary to control the inter-vehicle distance. However, even if local
sensor measurements are available, e.g., if every vehicle can measure the
distance to the preceding vehicle via a radar sensor, communication is
required to guarantee string stability. String stability indicates whether
oscillations are amplified upstream the traffic flow. In [248], it has been
proven that if only local sensor measurements are used, string stability
can only be guaranteed for velocity-dependent spacing policies, i.e., the
faster the cars drive, the larger distances are required, and thus, the less
fuel can be saved. Therefore, even in the presence of local measurements,
communication between vehicles is crucial for fuel saving. In such a case,
where additional local sensor measurements are available, predictive
and self triggering can similarly be used, as also stated in Remark 1.

To address the control objectives, we design an LQR for the linear
state-space model that includes the vehicle velocities and their relative
distances, i.e., xi(t) = [vi(t), si(t) − si−1(t)]T. The complete state x̃ is
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given by x1, x2, . . . , xN except for no relative position for the last vehicle
i = N (cf. Figure 4.12). For this system, an LQR is designed with Q = I
and R = 1000I. The even-numbered diagonal entries of the Q matrix
specify the inter-vehicle distance tracking, while the odd ones weight
the desired velocity. To achieve tracking of desired velocity and inter-
vehicle distance, the desired state x̃des is introduced, and the LQR law
ũ(k) = F̄ (x̃(k)− x̃des(k)) implemented.

We emphasize that the feedback gain matrix F̄ is dense; that is,
information about all states in the platoon are used to compute the
optimal control input. Such a controller can only be implemented in
a distributed way if complete state information is available on each
agent via the architecture presented in Section 4.2.4 with all-to-all
communication.

In the simulations below, position measurements are corrupted by
independent noise, uniformly distributed in [−0.1 m, 0.1 m]. Likewise,
the inputs are corrupted by uniform noise in [−0.1 m s−2, 0.1 m s−2]. Ad-
ditionally, we assume 10 % Bernoulli message losses.

4.8.2 Platooning on changing surfaces
We investigate the performance versus communication trade-off achieved
with PT and ST for platooning of 10 vehicles. Here, we are interested
in the closed-loop performance that is achieved with the proposed archi-
tecture; hence, instead of the estimation error, we use the sum of the
element-wise absolute value of x̃− x̃des, averaged over the time steps and
scaled by the state dimension, as performance metric J̃3. The platoon
drives for 25 s, while keeping desired inter-vehicle distances of 10 m and
velocity of 22.2 m s−1. After 200 m, the dynamics change due to different
road conditions (e.g., continue driving on a wet road after leaving a
tunnel), which is modeled by altering the vehicle dynamics accordingly
(vehicles moving 50 % faster, and the effect of braking/accelerating is
reduced by 50 %). Figure 4.13 shows the results from 100 Monte Carlo
simulations.

Both triggers achieve significant communication savings at only a
mild decrease of control performance. Similar to studies in previous sec-
tions, the PT performs better than the ST for low communication rates,
because it can react to changing conditions. For high communication
rates, PT and ST are identical. If the prediction horizon is extended, the
PT’s performance gets closer to that of the ST, as can be obtained from
the blue curve in Figure 4.13.

3Other performance metrics, such as the LQR cost, lead to similar insights, but have
higher variance.
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Figure 4.13: Trade-off between normalized communication and control
cost for a 10 vehicles platoon. Every marker represents the mean of 100
Monte Carlo simulations. The variance is negligible and hence omitted.
The plot shows the ST (black) as well as two curves for the PT, one with a
prediction horizon of 2 (orange) and one with a prediction horizon of 5
(blue).

4.8.3 Braking

If vehicles drive in close proximity, the ability to react to sudden changes
such as a braking maneuver of the preceding car is critical. This is
investigated here for three vehicles (simulation with more vehicles leads
to the same insight).

Figure 4.14 shows simulation results, where all cars start with a
velocity of 22.2 m s−1, but after 10 s, the first car brakes. The results
in Figure 4.14 (left) show that even with very little communication,
the PT can deal with this situation. The PT detects the need for more
communication and can control inter-vehicle distances within safety
bounds. As previously pointed out, the ST (Figure 4.14 right) cannot
react online, which causes a crash in this example (∆s1 = 0).

4.9 Conclusions

In control of multiple CPS, the network is shared by many entities. Thus,
communication is a limited resource that must be taken into account
when making control decisions for optimal system-level operation. This
chapter sets a foundation for such resource-aware control. Distributed
event-triggered state estimation provides a powerful architecture for
sharing information between multiple systems and their cooperative
control. The developed self trigger and predictive trigger allow one
to anticipate future communication needs, which is fundamental for
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Figure 4.14: 3 vehicles platooning with a constant velocity of 22.2 m s−1.
After 10 s the first car starts braking. The top plot shows the distances
∆s1 (blue) and ∆s2 (red); the bottom plot shows the communication
instants (vehicle 1 in blue, vehicle 2 in red, and vehicle 3 in yellow).
The left plots show the behavior for the PT (with communication cost
C(k) = C = 10), the right plots for the ST (with communication cost
C(k) = C = 0.7).

efficiently (re-)allocating network resources.
To leverage this chapter’s potential and realize actual resource sav-

ings on concrete systems, the integration of ST and PT herein with a suit-
able communication system is essential. While DETSE has successfully
been implemented on wired CAN bus networks in prior works [75,78],
we discuss the integration with the wireless embedded system design de-
veloped in Chapter 3, which provides many-to-all communication, in the
next chapter. Due to its support for many-to-all communication, this de-
sign is ideally suited for scenarios such as in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, where
multiple systems require information of each other for coordination. In
particular, many-to-all communication allows for the effective realiza-
tion of the predictors (4.9) on any agent that needs the corresponding
state information. While this chapter’s focus is on saving communication
bandwidth, the proposed triggers can also be instrumental for saving
other resources (e.g., computation or energy).

The predictive and self triggers are suitable for different applica-
tion scenarios. The simulation and experimental studies herein clearly
highlight the predictive trigger’s advantage: by continuously monitoring
the triggering condition, it can react to unforeseeable events such as
disturbances. On the other hand, the self trigger is an offline trigger,
which allows for setting devices to sleep. In contrast to commonly used
event triggers, both proposed triggers can predict resource needs rather
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than making instantaneous decisions. Predictive triggering is a novel
concept in-between the previously proposed concepts of self-triggering
and event triggering.

Concrete instances of the predictive and self trigger were derived
herein for estimation of linear Gaussian systems. While the general
idea of predicting triggers also extends to nonlinear estimation, properly
formalizing this and deriving triggering laws for nonlinear problems is
an interesting task for future work. Likewise, considering alternative
optimization problems for different error choices in (4.11), as well as
dynamic programming formulations in place of the one-step optimiza-
tion in (4.12), may lead to interesting insights and alternative triggers.
While the predictive and self triggers herein were shown to stabilize
the inverted pendulum in the reported experiments, formally analyz-
ing stability of the closed-loop system (e.g., along the lines outlined in
Section 4.7.2) is another relevant open research question.



Chapter 5

Adaptive Wireless Control
through Self Triggering

Having presented a joint design of wireless embedded and control system
that enables fast feedback control over wireless multi-hop networks
in Chapter 3 and strategies to let control systems reason about future
communication demands in Chapter 4, we now merge these two concepts.
We show that through an integration at run time, we can reallocate
unused resource and save energies while still supporting fast update
intervals and multi-hop communication.

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we presented a co-design of wireless embedded and control
system that enabled fast feedback control of wireless CPS at run time.
However, our solution adopted a periodic scheme, with communication
running at the highest rates the wireless system was able to support.
In wireless CPS, the limited network bandwidth can lead to congestion
when many agents need to communicate simultaneously, and wireless
radios draw considerable power, which is a major concern for embedded
sensors and mobile devices that must be untethered and thus powered
by batteries. For these reasons, adaptive schemes, such as the ones
developed in Chapter 4, are needed where agents use the network only
when necessary to save energy, and available resources are reallocated
at run time to serve those in need. In this chapter, we integrate the
concepts from Chapters 3 and 4 to arrive at such adaptive schemes.

Specifically, in this chapter we focus on self-triggered control (STC)
approaches. As discussed in Chapter 4, STC algorithms decide ahead
of time about the next triggering instant. However, to utilize freed
resources (e.g., to serve traffic from additional remote sensors), an inte-
gration of STC designs and wireless communication protocols is required.
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Table 5.1: Qualitative comparison of prior and our work on integrat-
ing STC with wireless communication, evaluated through real-world
experiments.

Work Fast update Multi- Energy Reallo- Distributed
intervals hop savings cation implementation

[45] 7 7 3 3 7
[44] 7 7 3 3 7
[55] 7 3 3 7 7
[51] 3 7 3 7 7
[52] 3 7 3 7 7

This 3 3 3 3 3

Moreover, such co-design approaches must be evaluated on real cyber-
physical testbeds to establish trust in feedback control over wireless [43].
While a large body of work on STC exists (see [62,63,85–87] and the ref-
erences therein), the integration of STC designs with wireless protocols,
including an experimental evaluation, has rarely been considered. The
few exceptions are listed in Table 5.1 and discussed next.

Existing approaches integrating STC and wireless communication
target remote control, for example, of a double-tank process [44,45], a
simulated load-positioning system [55], or a mobile robot [51]. Coordi-
nation in multi-robot systems has been studied in [52], but the control
commands are computed by a central entity, so the implementation is
not distributed. All works show that STC allows for solving the control
task with less communication than periodic control, enabling significant
energy savings. However, reallocation of freed resources has only been
demonstrated in [44,45], for single-hop networks and update intervals
of a few seconds. In fact, STC over a wireless multi-hop network has
only been shown in [55], with an update interval of 1 s.

In summary, no solution exists that provides energy savings and
reallocation of freed resources for the control of systems at fast update
intervals over multi-hop networks. Moreover, no work has shown a
distributed implementation of an STC law, where agents locally use
information obtained over the network to solve a common control task.
However, a complete solution is needed to enable novel applications,
such as collaborative multi-robot swarms for future smart production
systems.
Contribution. We present a co-design of control and communication for
multi-hop wireless networks that fills this gap. Our approach arbitrates
the available communication bandwidth among different types of traffic
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Figure 5.1: We consider multiple physical systems connected over a
wireless multi-hop network. Each system is associated with a self trigger
that computes at the current communication instant when it needs to
communicate next. This information is piggybacked onto the message it
sends. The network manager uses this information to compute a commu-
nication schedule respecting these demands and, if possible, reallocating
bandwidth to additional data sources.

from any entity in the network, while simultaneously shutting down
resources completely to save energy when neither the control system nor
any other entity needs the full bandwidth. We evaluate the approach on
a three-hop cyber-physical testbed with multiple physical systems [166],
demonstrating improved resource efficiency at high control performance
for update intervals below 100 ms.

At the heart of our solution is the novel concept of control-guided
communication: The control system informs the communication system
at run time about its resource requirements, and the communication
system leverages this information to dynamically allocate or shut down
resources. Concretely, we consider the setup depicted in Figure 5.1. Each
agent uses STC to decide at the current communication instant when
it will communicate next. The agent piggybacks the decision of its self
trigger onto the messages it sends. The network manager uses this
information as input when dynamically computing the communication
schedule at run time. For example, when some agents do not need to
communicate, their share of the bandwidth can be reallocated to serve
other traffic (e.g., from remote sensors) or can be shut down to conserve
energy. The concrete scheduling policy is an exchangeable component of
our design and can be adapted to the application requirements.

In essence, we make the following two main contributions:

• We propose control-guided communication, a tight integration of
STC and wireless multi-hop communication in which the control
system informs the network at run time about future communi-
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cation demands to enable both energy savings and reallocation of
network bandwidth.

• Using experiments on a real cyber-physical testbed with five in-
verted pendulums, we are the first to demonstrate distributed
STC over wireless multi-hop networks with update intervals below
100 ms, while showing energy savings of up to 87 % compared to
the periodic baseline.

5.2 Problem Setting
We consider N physical systems connected over a wireless multi-hop
network, as shown in Figure 5.1. We again model the individual agents
as stochastic LTI systems,

xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) +Biui(k) + vi(k), (5.1)

with state xi(k) ∈ Rn, input ui(k) ∈ Rm, and vi(k) ∈ Rn a Gaussian
random variable with zero mean and variance Σvi

, capturing process
noise. We assume each agent has a local controller that receives local
observations directly but also needs information from other agents for
distributed control.

There are various methods to design distributed controllers (see, for
example, [193]). In this chapter, we use the approach from Chapter 3
based on linear quadratic control [223]. Using augmented states x̃(k) =
(x1(k), . . . , xN(k))T and inputs ũ(k) = (u1(k), . . . , uN(k))T, we define the
cost function

J = lim
K→∞

1

K
E

[
K−1∑
k=0

(x̃T(k)Qx̃(k) + ũT(k)Rũ(k))

]
, (5.2)

with positive definite weight matrices Q and R. The optimal stabilizing
controller that minimizes (5.2) is of the form ui(k) =

∑
j Fijxj(k), where

Fij denotes entry (i, j) of the feedback matrix F . That is, to implement
this controller, each agent needs information from all other agents,
which is sent over the wireless multi-hop network. To provide high-
performance control while efficiently using limited network bandwidth
and energy resources, the system must meet several requirements:

• For coordination, the agents need to exchange data; in particular,
for optimal control according to (5.2), all agents need to communi-
cate with one another (all-to-all).
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• Wireless multi-hop communication must be reliable and fast to
support feedback control of physical systems with fast dynamics;
we target mechanical systems requiring update intervals on the
order of tens of milliseconds [40].

• The network must arbitrate among multiple types of data traffic
as determined by the communication schedule while always giving
highest priority to control traffic.

• If some fraction of the bandwidth is not allocated to any entity, this
resource should be shut down to save energy.

5.3 Co-design Approach
This chapter’s main goal is to facilitate high-performance distributed
control across multi-hop wireless networks with highly adaptive resource
arbitration and allocation to support multiple traffic types and save
unused resources. Prior work failed to reach this goal because the
many imperfections of wireless systems, such as time-varying end-to-
end delays and limited throughput, complicate the control design and
make it difficult to quickly coordinate the system-wide operation and
resource usage based on the current control-traffic demands.

To tackle this issue, we enhance the novel co-design approach pre-
sented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, we presented a wireless embedded
system design that tamed network imperfections as much as possible,
and the control system accounted for the emerging key properties and
remaining imperfections. In this chapter, we enhance the design by
letting control systems during operation reason about its future commu-
nication demands and inform the communication system accordingly.
On the other hand, the communication system adapts to these demands
by arbitrating the available bandwidth among different types of traffic
and by shutting down resources completely to save energy when neither
the control system nor any other participant needs the full bandwidth.
We call this concept control-guided communication, which we detail in
the following two sections.

Besides, as in Chapter 3, our wireless communication system pro-
vides fast and reliable many-to-all communication among any set of
agents, even when the agents are mobile and thereby causing the net-
work topology to change continuously. This feature is a key difference
to traditional wireless communication systems, such as WirelessHART,
and makes our co-design approach directly applicable to solve various
kinds of distributed control problems that may be stated in the form of a
cost function (5.2).
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5.4 Wireless Communication System Design
We first describe the wireless communication system’s design and detail
the control design based on the emerging properties in the next section.
The wireless system builds on the periodic design in Chapter 3 and
consists of three elements, where 2) is significantly modified and 3) is a
new component:

1. a hardware platform enabling a predictable and efficient execution
of all control tasks and message transfers;

2. a multi-hop wireless protocol that provides many-to-all communi-
cation with minimal, bounded end-to-end delay;

3. an online scheduler that dynamically assigns bandwidth to each
agent based on its communication requirements.

In the following, we detail the new components as compared to Chapter 3
and refer to Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.1 for details on the hardware platform
and the wireless protocol, respectively.
Multi-hop wireless protocol. Different from Chapter 3, in this chap-
ter, we introduce a network manager who uses the first slot of each
communication round to flood a message containing the schedule. Any
node in the network can serve as the network manager. The schedule
informs all other nodes about the number of data slots in the round
(up to K) and the allocation of nodes to these data slots. The trans-
mitted messages carry, for example, high-priority control information
from agents or lower-priority data from other nodes, such as measure-
ments from a remote sensor or information about a node’s health status
(e.g., its battery’s state of charge). When sending a message, a node
also piggybacks information about its future communication demands;
if the network manager does not receive a message, it assumes that
the respective node needs to transmit in the next round. Based on all
demands, the network manager computes the next round schedule after
the last data slot.
Online scheduler. To this end, the network manager maintains a list
of unserved communication demands and allocates up to K nodes to
the data slots in the next round according to a scheduling policy. The
scheduling policy can be adjusted to meet different application require-
ments. As an illustrative example, we design in this chapter a new policy
that aims to strike a balance between resource efficiency and accom-
modating lower-priority messages next to control traffic. Specifically,
suppose there are free data slots after assigning all nodes with pending
control messages in the next round. In that case, we allocate one of the
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free data slots to a node for sending some other message (sensor, status,
etc.). The next node to send such a message is chosen in a round-robin
fashion. Any other free slot is left empty. Since nodes have their radios
only on during allocated slots and off otherwise, this example policy
illustrates that our wireless communication system allows for both ar-
bitrating bandwidth among different traffic types and not allocating
resources at all to save energy, as demonstrated in Section 5.6.
Key properties. As in Chapter 3, our wireless system design provides
highly reliable, efficient many-to-all communication and system-wide
time synchronization. In addition, it now also adapts at run time to the
nodes’ communication demands.

5.5 Self-triggered Control Design
We now detail the control design, first our approach to distributed control,
and then our self-triggered design.

5.5.1 Distributed Control
We adopt a similar approach as in Chapter 3. That is, we again exploit
the capability of the wireless protocol to support many-to-all commu-
nication to come up with a centralized LQR design and implement it
locally on each node. Different from Chapter 3, we let agents trans-
mit control commands instead of state measurements. Particularly,
through the LQR design, we obtain a feedback controller of the form
u1(k) = F11x1(k) + F12x2(k) for the two-agent case. We now let agent 2
send u12(k) = F12x2(k) over the network. Thus, agent 1’s control input
consists of u11(k) = F11x1(k), which it can compute using its local ob-
servations, and u12(k), which it receives over the network. We can then
define the closed-loop matrix Ã1 = A1 + B1F11 and (5.1) then reads as
follows

x1(k + 1) = Ã1x1(k) +B1u12(k) + v1(k). (5.3)

5.5.2 Self-triggered Approach
Different STC designs have been proposed and are conceivable to realize
control-guided communication. We use a design that exploits ideas from
Chapter 4. Instead of sending states as in Chapter 4, we consider the
communication of control inputs. Specifically, rather than sending its
entire state, agent 2 only sends the input u12(k) that is needed by agent 1.
In case of no communication, agent 1 keeps applying u12(k`), where k`
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is the last time step at which the input u12(k) was sent. We trigger
communication based on the error e12(k) := u12(k)− u12(k`) as follows

γ2(k) = 1 ⇐⇒ (e12(k))Te12(k) > δ. (5.4)

Here, γ2(k) is a binary variable, denoting whether agent 2 communicates
u12(k) (γ2(k)=1) or not (γ2(k)=0), while δ defines the designer’s trade-
off between saving communication (large δ) and keeping the error to a
minimum (small δ).

If we directly implement (5.4), agent 2 instantaneously decides on
whether to transmit u12(k) to agent 1. In case of a negative triggering
decision, there is no possibility to reallocate bandwidth and hence freed
resources remain unused. To overcome this problem, we use a self-
triggered strategy. Whenever an agent communicates, it already decides
when to communicate next. To this end, we predict the evolution of the
error and look for the smallest M > 1 such that

E
[
(e12(k +M))Te12(k +M)|D2(k)

]
> δ (5.5)

and set γ(k+M−1) = 1. Here, D2(k) describes the data agent 2 collected
until time step k, that is, its local states x2 and the inputs u2 and u12 that
it has applied and sent so far, respectively. The rationale behind this
triggering rule is as follows: Information that is sent over the network
is delayed by one discrete time step. The inequality in (5.5) tells us that
the error exceeds, in expectation, the threshold δ in M time steps. We
thus seek to communicate next in M − 1 time steps such that the new
input arrives in M time steps, which is exactly when we expect the error
to exceed the threshold.

The exact computation of (5.5) is complicated by the fact that the
input u21(k) is not available at all times at agent 2. To derive the
triggering law, we assume u21(k) is known and then comment on how
we approximate it to yield a tractable implementation. Based on this,
we get the error distribution

f(e12(k +M)|D2(k)) = N (ê12(k +M |k), P2(k +M |k)),

with mean ê12 and variance P2 given as

ê12(k +M |k) =

F12(ÃM2 x2(k) +
M∑
i=0

ÃM−i2 B2u21(k + i))− u12(k)
(5.6a)

P2(k + 1|k) = FT
12(ÃT

2P2(k|k)Ã2 + Σv2
)F12. (5.6b)
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Equations (5.6) are standard open-loop state and covariance predictions
of the system in (5.3), so the derivations follow from Kalman filter
theory [244, p. 111].

Given this error distribution, we can now, using E[eTe] = ‖E[e]‖2 +
Tr(Var[e]), solve for the triggering rule (5.4): At every communication
instant, find the smallest M>1 such that

‖F12(ÃM2 x2(k) +
M∑
i=0

ÃM−i2 B2u21(k + i))− u12(k)‖2

+ Tr(FT
12(ÃT

2P2(k +M |k)Ã2 + Σv2
)F12) > δ. (5.7)

So far, we assumed that agent 2 has knowledge about the future
development of u21(k + i), which does not hold in practice. Because
agent 2 has no information about the current state of agent 1 and hence
cannot infer the future development of u21(k+ i), it approximates u21(k+
i) as u21(k+i) = u21(k)∀i ∈ [0,M). With this, the input u21(k+i) in (5.6a)
and (5.7) effectively becomes a constant.

We note that one way to let agent 1 reason about agent 2’s state
would be to send the entire state x2(k) instead of the control input
u12(k). Agent 1 could use this state to compute u12(k) and to predict the
evolution of agent 2’s state. However, this incurs higher communication
demands at each instant as the state is typically of higher dimension
than the input.

5.6 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our approach using experiments on the cyber-physical
testbed from Chapter 3. The setup for the experiments in this chapter
is shown in Figure 5.2. It consists of 15 wireless DPP nodes and five
cart-pole systems (or pendulums), where A and B are real systems, and
C, D, and E are simulated systems. The nodes are distributed in an office
space of about 15 m by 20 m, and transmit at −6 dBm and 250 kbit s−1 in
the 868 MHz, forming a three-hop wireless network.

5.6.1 Scenario and Metrics
Each pendulum’s control task is to stabilize itself locally and synchronize
its cart position with all others. Since each system has access to its local
state xi(k), we can run the local feedback loop at a faster update interval
than communication over the network occurs. Here, we choose an update
interval of 10 ms for the local loop. Control inputs uij(k) of the other
agents are communicated over the wireless multi-hop network, where
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Figure 5.2: Cyber-physical testbed with 15 wireless DPP nodes and five
cart-pole systems (A and B are real systems; C, D, and E are simulated
systems). The network has a diameter of three hops. Node 10 is the
network manager.

the exchange of all control inputs takes 50 ms (i.e., one communication
round with up to K = 5 data slots and 4 byte per agent). We use the
scheduling policy outlined in Section 5.4. To challenge the synchroniza-
tion of the cart positions, we apply a sine distortion signal (3.6 s period
with an amplitude of ±5 V) to the control input of pendulum B.

The controllers are designed as described in Section 5.5. We use the
same model for the cart-pole system as in Chapter 3 and also adopt the
Qi matrices used for periodic synchronization. For Qsync, we set the first
diagonal entry to 20 and all other entries to zero to express our desire
to synchronize the cart positions. Further, we choose Ri = 0.01 for all
systems.
Metrics. Our evaluation uses the following metrics:

• root mean square of the synchronization error (RMSE) computed
based on the cart positions of all pendulums in an experiment as a
measure of control performance;

• utilization of the available data slots during each round, broken
down into free slots (radio off), slots used for control traffic, and
slots used for additional (other) traffic;

• radio duty cycle, the fraction of time a node has its radio on, which
is a widely used metric in the low-power wireless networking liter-
ature (see, e.g., [206,216]) for quantifying communication energy
cost.
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Figure 5.3: Control performance and bandwidth utilization over time,
recorded during one of our experiments. The scheduling policy described
in Section 5.4 is used but applications can also specify any other policy.
Each vertical line in the lower figure represents a communication round.
The control traffic demands vary over time between 0 and 4 slots. One
slot is always used for other traffic and the remaining free slots are shut
down to save communication energy.

In the following, we first illustrate the run time operation of our co-
designed wireless control system in a real experiment, and then evaluate
the trade-off among control performance, communication energy cost,
and serving additional traffic as a function of the triggering threshold.

5.6.2 Efficient Resource Arbitration and Allocation
Figure 5.3 shows a real trace of the control performance (top) and the
slot utilization in each communication round (bottom) over time for a
triggering threshold of δ = 0.03. Looking at the utilization, we see that,
on average, less than one-third of the available bandwidth is needed
for control traffic. Our co-design approach effectively uses the freed
bandwidth to schedule additional traffic (here at most one slot per round
according to the example scheduling policy from Section 5.4) and to shut
down the remaining bandwidth completely. During the many free slots,
all nodes have their radios turned off, saving significant amounts of
energy. Due to the sine distortion signal, the RMSE at the top exhibits a
similar shape.

5.6.3 Control Performance vs. Efficiency vs. Flexibility
The triggering threshold δ allows a user to trade control performance
for communication energy efficiency and flexibility in serving other traf-
fic. To evaluate this trade-off, we consider six different thresholds and
perform for each threshold three 2-minute experiments. In addition, we
perform experiments with δ = 0 to obtain results for periodic control,
where all agents communicate in every time step, requiring all band-
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Figure 5.4: Trade-off between control performance, communication en-
ergy efficiency, and flexibility in serving other traffic for different frac-
tions of control traffic, reported in terms of the median and 25th/75th
percentiles. Control performance decreases when less bandwidth is used
for control traffic. Conversely, freed resources that are not needed for
control traffic result in considerable communication energy savings or
allow to serve other traffic (e.g., status, sensors).

width for control traffic. For each threshold, we report the median and
25th/75th percentiles across the three experiments.

Figure 5.4 shows RMSE, radio duty cycle for control traffic, and
fraction of bandwidth available for other traffic against the fraction of
bandwidth used for control traffic. We use this intuitive unit for the
x-axis instead of the triggering threshold δ because our measurements
reveal that each δ corresponds to a certain fraction of bandwidth used
for control traffic with negligible variance across experiments with the
same δ.

Looking at Figure 5.4, we observe that the more bandwidth is used
for control traffic, the better the control performance, and the less band-
width is available for other traffic. As expected, higher bandwidth
demands result in a higher radio duty cycle. Using 25 % of the available
bandwidth for control traffic, the control performance is still compara-
ble to the periodic baseline. Further bandwidth reductions lead to a
noticeable decrease in control performance compared with the periodic
baseline of up to 22 % when only 11 % of the available bandwidth is used
for control traffic. At the same time, up to 87 % of communication energy
can be saved, while the vast majority of the bandwidth is available for
other traffic. Overall, these experimental results demonstrate that our
control-guided communication approach allows for exploiting this trade-
off to meet a wide range of requirements of emerging cyber-physical
applications.
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5.7 Conclusions
For the first time, we have demonstrated distributed, self-triggered
control over wireless multi-hop networks with energy savings and reallo-
cation of resources at fast update intervals of tens of milliseconds. At the
heart of our solution is control-guided communication, a new co-design
approach where the control system predicts and informs the communi-
cation system about future resource demands. Using this information,
bandwidth and energy are either saved or used efficiently for different
kinds of traffic. Experiments on a real cyber-physical testbed show the
effectiveness of our approach. As part of our future work, we focus on a
variety of theoretical questions, for example, regarding the closed-loop
stability of the overall system, especially in the presence of message
loss.





Chapter 6

Scalable Wireless Control
through Predictive Triggering

In the last chapter, we demonstrated how an integration of self-triggering
and wireless networking enables reliable distributed control of fast phys-
ical systems over wireless multi-hop networks while reallocating unused
resources and saving energy. However, the approach has one major
shortcoming: since the triggering decision is binary, in the worst case,
all systems need to be able to transmit information at once. In practical
applications, this may not always be realizable. This chapter addresses
this by advancing the predictive trigger developed in Chapter 4 into a
priority measure that lets the communication system schedule resources.

6.1 Introduction

Emerging applications demand ever larger teams of agents and shorter
control cycles to perform the task at hand. Thus, the amount of control
data that must be communicated per unit of time increases. Besides
control traffic, the wireless network is also used to transport increasingly
larger volumes of other application data. For example, drones on a rescue
mission must promptly deliver the imagery data they record [185], and
robots in a smart factory need to retrieve product-specific configuration
data from the factory management system and send status information
for quality control (cf. Chapter 2). We are thus faced with a scala-
bility problem as the communication demands will inevitably exceed
bandwidth limitations. Specifically, a system is overloaded by design
(i.e., by means of its configuration) if the number of control messages
resulting from periodic control exceeds the available bandwidth. While
self-triggered control (STC) can, as shown in the previous chapter, en-
able reallocation of unused resources and decrease the bandwidth needs
on average compared to the periodic baseline, it cannot guarantee that
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Table 6.1: Qualitative comparison between prior and our work on in-
tegrating control designs that predict communication demands with
wireless communication, validated using experiments on real physical
systems and wireless networks.

Work Fast phys. Multi- Distur- Overload Stability
systems hop bances guarantees

[45] 7 7 7 7 3
[54] 7 3 3 7 7
[52] 3 7 7 7 7

Chapter 5 3 3 7 7 7
This 3 3 3 3 3

control demand never exceeds the bandwidth. In particular, all agents
in the network might signal a need for communication at the same time
instant, which cannot be supported due to bandwidth limitations.

In response, we investigate the following question: Is it possible
to scale distributed control of fast physical systems over real wireless
multi-hop networks without exceeding the available bandwidth while
providing the required control performance and stability guarantees?
Prior works on control-over-wireless that validate their designs through
experiments on real physical systems and wireless networks do not
provide an affirmative answer. In Table 6.1, we show, similarly as in
the previous chapter, a comparison of prior and our work on practical
co-designs that adopt some kind of triggering concept on the control
side, integrate this with wireless communication, and validate their
design on real physical systems. In particular, we base our comparison
on whether or not the approaches can support fast physical systems, i.e.,
update intervals of at most a few hundreds of milliseconds, multi-hop
communication, overload, and whether or not they can spontaneously
react to disturbances, and provide formal stability guarantees.

Araujo et al. use STC to control a quadruple-tank process over a
single-hop network with update intervals of a few seconds [45]. Sai-
fullah et al. present a multi-hop solution for power management in
data centers, using update intervals of 20 seconds or longer [54]. While
their control design is not explicitly based on STC, it exhibits similar
properties, including the inability to cope with overload settings. The
same holds for the works by Santos et al. [52] and the approach pre-
sented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. Both employ an STC approach and
demonstrate control of fast physical systems; however, only the solution
from Chapter 5 supports control over multi-hop networks. None of the
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works based on STC can spontaneously react to disturbances, as they
already decide about the next communication instant at the current one
and cannot react in between, and only [45] provides stability guarantees.

Contributions and road-map. We present the design, analysis, and
practical validation of a wireless CPS that fills this gap. As described in
Section 6.2, our approach is based on a systematic co-design of control
and communication such that during operation, the available bandwidth
is allocated to the agents with the greatest need for communication. To
this end, we extend in Section 6.3 the concept of predictive triggering
from Chapter 4 with a priority measure that indicates how urgent an
agent needs to transmit control data in a given number of time steps.
Our design of the communication system, described in Section 6.4, ex-
tends Mixer [249] to enable every agent to efficiently and reliably share
its priority with all other agents and compute a global communication
schedule based on the exchanged priorities. Our co-design approach ac-
counts for wireless imperfections (e.g., message loss, jitter), so that these
can be tackled by well-known control techniques or safely neglected. As
a result, our solution is amenable to a formal end-to-end analysis of all
CPS components (i.e., communication, control, and physical system),
which allows us to prove in Section 6.5 closed-loop stability for physical
systems with stochastic linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamics.

We evaluate our design in Section 6.6 on an extended version of the
testbed already use in Chapters 3 and 5. As in the previous chapter,
we consider synchronization, but this time of 20 agents that exchange
control information every 100 ms. Our experiments demonstrate, for
example, that under overload our approach delivers a 40 % reduction
in the control costs compared to a periodic baseline, thus achieving a
significantly better synchronization.

In summary, this chapter contributes the following:

• We present the first practical wireless CPS design that dynamically
resolves situations in which the communication demands exceed
the available bandwidth. With this, we dramatically improve the
scalability of wireless CPS toward future applications that require
more agents and shorter control cycles.

• We formally prove that our co-design guarantees closed-loop stabil-
ity for physical systems with stochastic LTI dynamics.

• Experiments on a CPS testbed demonstrate the improved perfor-
mance of our solution under realistic conditions.
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6.2 Overview

Scenario. We consider CPS consisting of N heterogeneous agents that
jointly work on a distributed control task. All agents run a controller
that computes local actuator commands based on local sensor readings
and information from other agents. Thus, besides executing sensing,
control, actuation, and possibly other application tasks, the agents are
equipped with radio transceivers to exchange data over a wireless multi-
hop network. The agents’ physical dynamics and the required control
performance determine the update interval at which control information
is to be exchanged; we target distributed control of mechanical systems
requiring update intervals on the order of tens of milliseconds [40]. Con-
versely, the bandwidth of the wireless network determines the number
L of messages that can be exchanged within each update interval. Out
of these, only LC <L messages can carry control information because
the wireless network is also used to exchange other application data,
which occupy LA = L− LC messages per update interval.

Overload problem. Since LC is limited by L and LA, an increasing
number N of agents often leads to N > LC. In such settings standard
periodic control is impossible as it would exceed the bandwidth lim-
itation. To overcome this problem, there are three different options:
(i) an increase of LC and consequently L, or (ii) a longer update interval
to handle the control traffic in a round-robin fashion, or (iii) dynamic
scheduling of only relevant control messages.

Challenge. Distributed control over wireless with increasing number
of agents is challenging in many aspects. We demonstrated distributed
control of 5 agents over multi-hop networks at update intervals of 50 ms
in Chapter 3. While this approach has addressed substantial challenges
(e.g., hidden nodes, message loss, delay, jitter), it does not overcome
the overload problem. Straightforwardly extending this approach by
aforementioned options (i) and (ii) is not viable in practice since longer
update intervals deteriorate stability, as we investigated in Section 3.5.5,
while increasing LC is often infeasible due to bandwidth limitations
or application requirements.= If N slightly exceeds LC then ETC or
STC might work, but with N � LC they break due to their inability
to resolve overloaded time steps in a coordinated way. Option (iii), on
the other hand, needs a scheduling criterion. For a universal solution,
this criterion must be measurable (i.e., computable in a generic way),
comparable (i.e., have a common numeric interpretation independent
of a specific control task), and effective (i.e., the achieved gains must
outweigh the associated overhead to an extent that solves the over-
load problem). Finding such a criterion and establishing a provably
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Figure 6.1: System architecture. The CPS consists of N heterogeneous
agents working on a common task. Each agent controls a physical system.
To coordinate their actions, all agents communicate through a wireless
multi-hop network. Ωi denotes the set of agents relevant for the local
control task, Īdenotes all agents except i, Jdenotes all agents whose state
information has been successfully exchanged in the previous time step.

stable scheduling approach—also in the face of the aforementioned im-
perfections of wireless communication—is an unsolved challenge. In
particular, thus far, no practical control-over-wireless solution exists that
can provide the required control performance and stability guarantees
in overload situations where LC is insufficient to enable all N agents (or
the maximum number of simultaneously self-triggered agents) to send
control information in a control cycle.

Approach. We propose a novel co-design approach that addresses
this challenge. Our approach encompasses the integration of control
and communication both at design time (i.e., prior to operation) and
at run time (i.e., during operation). Prior to operation, the design of
the communication system tames wireless network imperfections to the
extent possible, and the design of the control system takes the emerging
characteristics in terms of message loss, delay, and jitter into account.
During operation, the control system continuously reasons about the
future need for communication of each agent, and the communication
system adapts to these needs by dynamically assigning the LC messages
available for control traffic to the agents with the highest need for
communication in each update interval.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the overall system architecture as well as the
data flows between the building blocks inside each agent. All components
are discussed in detail in Sections 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. The control system
incorporates the following blocks:
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B1 A controller performs the desired control task for the physical
system connected to agent i. The design exploits many-to-all com-
munication capabilities to realize distributed control.

B2 As a scheduling criterion, we devise a universal priority measure
indicating an agent’s future need for communication to achieve the
required control performance.

B3 Blocks B1 and B2 are empowered by an estimator for the current
state of all agents.

On the other hand, the communication system combines the following
building blocks:

B4 The state exchange utilizes a special communication mechanism
that distributes L messages (incl. LC control messages) in a many-
to-all fashion over a wireless multi-hop network. It provides out-
standing efficiency, particularly for large L.

B5 The mechanism from B4 is extended to efficiently and reliably
exchange priority values among all N agents.

B6 A distributed scheduler assigns the LC available control messages
to the agents with the highest priorities.

The control and communication systems are co-designed and integrated
carefully to enable a theoretical analysis of the overall system char-
acteristics. As a result, we can formally prove stability of the entire
CPS (including communication and control) for physical systems with
stochastic LTI dynamics.

6.3 Predictive Triggering and Control System
In this section, we present the design of the control system. We first
provide a model of the physical system and then subsequently show how
the different building blocks of Figure 6.1 are designed. In particular,
we introduce the controller (B1) and the estimator (B3) in Section 6.3.2
and derive the priority measure (B2) in Section 6.3.3.

6.3.1 Control System Model
We consider a collection of N stochastic LTI systems. The dynamics of
the physical system i (cf. Figure 6.1) of this collection are given by

xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) +Biui(k) + vi(k), (6.1)

with discrete time index k ∈ N, state xi(k) ∈ Rn, input ui(k) ∈ Rm, Ai
and Bi matrices of appropriate dimensions, and process noise vi(k) ∈ Rn,
which we assume to follow a normal distribution with zero mean and
variance Σvi . Further, we assume the noise processes of individual
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agents to be uncorrelated, i.e., E[vi(k)vj(k)] = 0 for all i, j, and k. The
length of a discrete time step here represents the time needed to dis-
tribute all messages.

We consider a distributed control problem, i.e., the input ui(k) of
agent i at time k depends not only on its own state but also on the
state of (possibly all) other agents. Assuming static linear feedback, the
control law for agent i becomes

ui(k) = Fiixi(k) +
∑
j∈Ωi

Fij x̂ij(k), (6.2)

with feedback matrices Fii, Fij ∈ Rm×n, Ωi the set of all agents whose
state is relevant to agent i, and x̂ij(k) agent i’s estimate of agent j’s
state. The estimate of other agents’ states is based on the information
transmitted over the wireless network (cf. Figure 6.1). However, we
assume that only LC < N agents can simultaneously transmit informa-
tion, i.e., an agent i may not receive state updates from all other agents
j ∈ Ωi in every time step.

6.3.2 Control Architecture
Based on the model (6.1), we now introduce the estimator (B3) that lets
agent i estimate agent j’s current state. Afterward, we discuss how we
design the feedback matrices Fii, Fij of the controller (B1).
State estimation. As stated in the previous section, agent i needs
information of the other agents’ states to compute its control input.
However, only LC < N can transmit their state information over the
communication network. Thus, for all agents from which agent i did
not receive an update, it needs to estimate the current state based on
the data it received so far. Further, information sent over the network
is delayed by one time step and subject to message loss. An estimate
of agent j’s current state, compensating sporadic message exchange,
transmission delays, and message loss, can be obtained via

x̂ij(k) = γj(k)φj(k)(Aj +BjFjj)xj(k − 1)

+ (2− (γj(k) + φj(k)))(Aj +BjFjj)x̂ij(k − 1)

+Bj
∑
`∈Ωj

Fj`x̂i`(k − 1),
(6.3)

where γj(k) denotes, whether (γj(k) = 1) or not (γj(k) = 0) agent j trans-
mitted its state in the current round. Possible message loss is captured
by φj(k) (φj(k) = 0 if the message was lost and φj(k) = 1 otherwise). If
γj(k) = 0, no message has been sent, i.e., there is no message that could
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be lost. Thus, in this case, we set φj(k) = 1. The intuition behind (6.3) is
as follows: in case of successful communication, agent i receives agent
j’s state. To compensate for the transmission delay, agent i makes a one
step ahead prediction. In case of no communication (either intentionally
or due to message loss), it propagates its last estimate of agent j’s state.
Controller design. As in Chapters 3 and 5, we consider synchroniza-
tion as an example for distributed control. We also adopt the same
general LQR approach for the controller design, which we restate here
for completeness. For ease of presentation, we assume a two-agent set-
ting in the following. However, as we also show in the experimental
evaluation, the design straightforwardly extends to more agents. We
start with formulating a cost function

J = lim
K→∞

1

K
E

[
K−1∑
k=0

2∑
i=0

(
xi(k)TQixi(k) + ui(k)TRiui(k)

)
+(x1(k)− x2(k))TQsync(x1(k)− x2(k))

]
, (6.4)

with positive definite matrices Qi, Ri, and Qsync, penalizing deviations
from the equilibrium state, high control inputs, and deviations from
the synchronization objective, respectively. Since both agents have an
estimate of the other agent’s current state, obtained from (6.3), we can
rewrite the term in the summation in (6.4), using the augmented state
x̃(k) = (x1(k), x2(k))T and augmented input ũ(k) = (u1(k), u2(k))T, as

x̃T(k)

(
Q1 +Qsync −Qsync
−Qsync Q2 +Qsync

)
x̃(k) + ũT(k)

(
R1 0
0 R2

)
ũ(k). (6.5)

We now seek to find the optimal feedback controller that minimizes the
cost function J . Using the formulation in (6.5), this problem can be
solved using standard tools from linear optimal control [223] and yields
a static linear feedback controller as in (6.2).

6.3.3 Priority Measure
We now discuss how to derive a priority measure that enables the com-
munication system to arbitrate available resources among the agents.
The design of the priority measure is motivated by [168]. However,
different from [168], we provide a closed-form expression for computing
the measure and follow up with a stability analysis in Section 6.5.2.

If state estimates (6.3) were perfect, there would be no need for any
communication. However, since we consider noisy dynamics (cf. (6.1)),
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the estimates will, over time, start to deviate from the true state. Thus,
we seek to transmit information as soon as the error between estimated
and true state becomes too large. Therefore, agent i computes the same1

estimate other agents have of its state and derives the estimation error
êi(k) := xi(k) − x̂ii(k). Ideally, we would now like agent i to transmit
its state whenever êi(k) exceeds some threshold. However, we need to
(i) announce communication needs in advance, i.e., we cannot use the
current êi(k) to decide about communication, and (ii) we need a measure
that quantifies agent i’s communication demand instead of a binary
decision.

We first introduce the measure that we use to quantify whether the
estimation error is “too large.” This measure is the squared Mahalanobis
distance [250] of the estimation error from the origin,

‖êi(k)‖2M := E[(êi(k))] Var[êi(k)]−1 E[(êi(k))]T. (6.6)

The Mahalanobis distance extends the idea of measuring the distance
between an observation and a random variable by accessing how many
standard deviations it is away from the mean, to multiple dimensions.
For Var[êi(k)] = In, with In the n× n identity matrix, the Mahalanobis
distance reduces to the Euclidean distance.

Directly using the squared Mahalanobis distance to schedule agents
would yield a viable triggering strategy for homogeneous agents and has
already been used in prior work [251]. Yet, for heterogeneous agents,
the estimation errors may be in different orders of magnitude and, thus,
not comparable. Further, instead of an instantaneous decision, we need
to announce communication needs in advance. Thus, we consider the
probability of the squared Mahalanobis distance exceeding a predefined
threshold δi in M + 1 time steps. The parameter M denotes how much
time the communication system needs to reschedule resources. As shown
in Figure 6.1, at time k, each agent receives states that were sent at k−1,
i.e., there is a delay of one time step. Thus, we consider the probability
of exceeding the threshold in M + 1 time steps. Expected value and
variance for this error can be derived exploiting the fact that the noise
sequences are uncorrelated and using

E[xi(k +M + 1)] = AM+1
i xi(k) +

M∑
s=0

AsiBiui(k − 1− s) (6.7a)

Var[xi(k +M + 1)] =
M∑
s=0

Asi Var[vi(k − 1− s)](Asi )T, (6.7b)

1Estimates may diverge in case of message loss. We discard impact of message loss for
the triggering design and analyze its impact in the stability analysis in Section 6.5.2.
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where Var[vi(k)] = Σvi for all k.
The estimation error êi(k + M + 1) is a normally distributed ran-

dom variable. Thus, the probability of exceeding the threshold can be
computed in closed form [252],

PM
i (k) = γ

(
n

2
,
δi − ‖êi(k +M + 1)‖2M

2

)
Γ
(n

2

)−1

, (6.8)

with γ(·) the lower incomplete gamma function, Γ(·) the gamma function,
and n the dimensionality of the physical system. The derived probabili-
ties can then be used to allocate resources to the agents most likely to
exceed their respective threshold δi within the next M + 1 time steps.

6.4 Adaptive Communication System
The control system outlined in the previous section is one part in our
overall CPS co-design. We now turn to the design of the communication
system. As outlined in Section 3.2, we consider the problem of having
LC messages for N agents with N > LC, and a potentially high number
of application messages LA. First, we describe a scalable communication
mechanism in Section 6.4.1 as all L messages have to be exchanged
over the wireless network, including the states of the agents (B4). In
the following Section 6.4.2, we extend this mechanism to support our
predictive triggering approach. Therefore, we add means to efficiently
exchange priorities (B5) that we use in our distributed scheduling design
(B6) to assign messages to those agents with the highest communication
need.

6.4.1 Large Multi-agent Systems
For the approaches presented in Chapters 3 and 5, the latency to ex-
change L messages scales as O(LT ) with T the time required for the
dissemination of one message. Due to this scaling behavior the number
of messages that can be exchanged in a given update interval is small.
For instance, experiments in Chapter 3 show that the system supports
at most five agents at an update interval of 50 ms.

To improve on this scalability, we adopt and enhance the recently
proposed Mixer many-to-all communication primitive [249]. Mixer ap-
proaches the order-optimal scaling of O(L+ T ), which results in a sig-
nificant improvement over the O(LT ) scaling for large L and T . This
improvement is achieved by the combination of synchronous transmis-
sions and random linear network coding.
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Figure 6.2: Communication protocol. A Mixer round consists of slots,
where in each slot nodes (A, B, C) decide whether and what to transmit.
Packets are combinations of previously received packets containing the
original messages (depicted as colors). Priorities are exchanged and
aggregated as part of Mixer’s header. At the end of the round all nodes
have all messages. The scheduler uses the final aggregate to allocate
messages for the next round.

In this work, we extend Mixer and (i) port it to a faster physical layer
to reduce T , (ii) reuse information about the network state collected in
the recent past to communicate more effectively in the near future, (iii)
provide a mechanism to efficiently exchange priorities, and (iv) add a
mechanism to dynamically adapt to a varying number of messages per
round.

Mixer’s working principle. Mixer is a fast, efficient, and reliable
communication primitive that disseminates a set of messages among all
nodes in a network. As shown in Figure 6.2, a Mixer round consists of
consecutive time slots, where in each slot nodes either transmit or listen
for a packet. Packets contain Mixer’s protocol header and a combination
of messages as payload. Such a combination is created by choosing a sub-
set of already received packets and combining their payloads via XOR.
This coding-based approach is the main reason for the improved scaling
behavior, as it can better utilize the communication channel at the cost
of additional computations. The two key challenges addressed inside
Mixer are: When should a node transmit, and what payloads should be
combined. Furthermore, Mixer uses synchronous transmissions to take
advantage of the capture effect [215], i.e., if multiple transmissions over-
lap at a receiver, one of the packets can likely be successfully received
(as in Figure 6.2 slot 3), which results in better spatial reuse.

Porting Mixer to Bluetooth Low Energy. The original Mixer imple-
mentation targets IEEE 802.15.4-compliant low-power wireless radios
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Figure 6.3: Latency comparison of Mixer using 802.15.4 vs. 2 Mbps BLE
PHY. Although our BLE port needs more slots due to the lower robustness
of the BLE PHY, overall we still see a 4.2× reduction in latency (median).
Wiskers show 1st, 50th, and 99th percentiles.

with a limited data rate of 250 kbps. We ported Mixer to the faster Blue-
tooth Low Energy (BLE) physical layer (PHY), which supports data rates
of up to 2 Mbps, which is 8× faster. To empirically quantify the end-to-
end improvements, we run experiments with both variants—involving
several thousand Mixer rounds—on a 31-node testbed deployed across
several rooms and hallways in an office building at Graz University of
Technology [253]. With a transmit power of 8 dBm, nodes form networks
with a diameter of 2 (802.15.4) and 3 (BLE) hops. Figure 6.3 shows the
distribution of the end-to-end latency of both variants as nodes exchange
messages with a size of 18-byte in an all-to-all fashion, i.e., in every
round all nodes start with one message that should be disseminated
to all other nodes. We see that our BLE port of Mixer outperforms the
original version by 2.5–4.7× with a median of 4.2×. One of the main
reasons why the theoretical speed-up of 8× is unattainable in practice
are differences in the robustness of the two physical layers: While the
802.15.4 PHY features a spreading code, 2 Mbps BLE mode is uncoded
and thus much more susceptible to failed packet receptions in the pres-
ence of synchronous transmissions. Consequently, the number of slots
needed to exchange L messages increases, as visible from Figure 6.3.

Warmstart. At the beginning of a Mixer round, nodes start without any
knowledge about their neighboring nodes. With each packet reception
during a round, nodes gain more information about their neighbors,
which helps them make better decisions to quickly finish the message
exchange. Doing wireless control with fast physical systems requires
short update intervals, such as drones exchanging their positions every
100 ms to avoid crashes or to fly in formation [254]. In such scenarios, the
network topology changes continuously; however, changes are small from
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Figure 6.4: Mixer using the 2 Mbps BLE PHY without and with warm-
start. Warmstarting nodes reduces latencies by 31% (median).

one communication round to the next due to the short update interval.
We leverage this observation to further improve Mixer’s performance
without sacrificing reliability. Rather than starting each round from
scratch, we warmstart nodes with neighborhood information from the
previous round, enabling them to communicate more effectively right
from the start and thus to complete the message exchange faster. Our
experiments (see Figure 6.4) show that warmstarting nodes reduces
latencies by 12–40% with a median of 31% in a static testbed.

6.4.2 Support for Predictive Triggering

Priorities PM
i (k) have much smaller size than full state information xi(k).

The key idea is to exploit this size advantage and exchange priorities to
reasonably schedule LC messages to the agents with the highest need.
Efficient exchange of priorities. Since all messages in one Mixer
round must have the same size, it is inefficient to transmit priorities
and full state information as independent messages in the same Mixer
round. Instead, as shown in Figure 6.2, we extend Mixer’s packet header
and reserve space for the priorities. Initially, each agent has only its own
priority. During the communication round, priorities from all received
packets are aggregated, and all transmitted packets contain the current
aggregate from the sending agents. Depending on the scenario, the most
compact implementation of the aggregate function may differ. With
N � LC, it is most efficient to only keep the LC highest priorities
together with the respective agent ID and a flag field to verify that all
agents have contributed to the aggregate. Because the aggregate is part
of every packet, it propagates quickly and reliably through the network.
Distributed scheduling. A schedule in Mixer corresponds to the map-
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ping of agents to messages. Agents derive the schedule by mapping
LC messages to the agents with the highest need, determined by the
exchanged priorities. More formally, we have that agent i is assigned a
message if PM

i (k) ∈ PL, where PL denotes the set of the up to LC highest
priorities above a threshold Pδ so PL is unique.

Every agent can locally compute the schedule for the next round
because all agents know all relevant priorities (final aggregate). Thus,
we can set M = 1 in (6.8). In the rare event that an agent does not
have the final aggregate of priorities at the end of a round, no messages
are allocated by this agent to prevent collisions. There are two possible
scenarios: (i) The agent’s own message is not assigned in the schedule,
which has no effect at all. (ii) The agent has a message assigned in the
schedule. In this case, the message is unused in the next round.
Adaptivity. Nodes turn off to save energy when all L messages are
received, or the end of the round is reached. In situations where less than
L messages need to be communicated, the original Mixer [249] cannot
adapt adequately, and energy efficiency decreases. To enable a more
adaptive behavior, we extend Mixer and allow nodes to mark unused
messages. This information requires only 1 bit per message, allowing
us to reuse a specific part in Mixer’s packet header2 and alternate its
original content with the information about unused messages. Figure 6.5
compares Mixer’s original behavior (non-adaptive) with our extension
for varying communication demands in terms of energy efficiency. We
use the same experimental setup as described in Section 6.4.1, including
the warmstart feature and the extra field for the priorities. The lower
the actual communication demand, the higher the energy savings with
an improvement of up to 40% less radio-on time.

Marking unused messages also helps to efficiently realize a second,
instantaneous trigger. For this, every agent that is allocated a message
in the schedule derives P 0

i (k) (as shown in Figure 6.1) by setting M = 0
in (6.6) and (6.8). If P 0

i (k) < Pδ agent i can then skip the transmission
and mark the message as unused, enabling further energy savings.
However, reallocation of unused messages is not possible in this case
because it is an instantaneous decision. The combined scheduling rule
can be summarized as

γi(k +M + 1) = 1 ⇐⇒ PM
i (k) ∈ PL ∧ PM

i (k) > Pδ

∧ P 0
i (k +M) > Pδ.

(6.9)

2The InfoVector, see [249].
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Figure 6.5: Mixer’s energy efficiency for varying communication de-
mands. By allowing nodes to mark unused messages, we can lower the
radio-on time and, thus, achieve a better energy efficiency.

6.5 Integration and Stability Analysis
Integrating our co-designed control and communication system with
respect to their timely interaction and execution is key to meet CPS
application requirements. In Section 6.5.1 we briefly characterize im-
plementation aspects of the resulting wireless embedded system and
summarize important properties regarding timing and message losses.
Taking this into account, we provide a formal stability analysis of our
integrated system in Section 6.5.2.

6.5.1 Implementation Aspects

Hardware platform. We again use the DPP platform introduced and
described in Chapter 3.
Time synchronization. We use the start of a communication round in
Mixer as a reference time that is shared among all CPs in the network.
Using a GPIO line between AP and CP, this reference time is propagated
to each node’s AP. By aligning all application tasks to the global refer-
ence time, similar to Chapter 3, we ensure that the end-to-end delay
and jitter among application tasks (i.e., from sensing through control to
actuation) is minimized. In particular, one time step (update interval) of
the CPS corresponds to the time between the start of consecutive com-
munication rounds. The time synchronization error between CPs has by
far the biggest impact on jitter, while other factors such as differences in
clock speeds and clock drifts only play a minor role.
Timing and message loss. The nominal length of a slot during a
Mixer round provides an upper bound for the end-to-end jitter. For
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our BLE port and typical payload sizes, this is on the order of a few
hundred microseconds. Given the extremely high reliability of Mixer
with hardly any message losses during hundreds of hours of indoor and
outdoor experiments [249],3 the temporal correlation among those very
few message losses is practically negligible.

6.5.2 Stability Analysis
For the stability analysis, we make the following assumptions.
Jitter. The system model (6.1) implicitly assumes that the time step
k → k+1 is constant, which implies that jitter can be neglected. As a rule
of thumb, jitter that is below 10 % of the nominal update interval does
not need to be compensated for [26, p. 48]. For CPS scenarios discussed
in Section 3.1 we target update intervals of tens of milliseconds. Thus,
the jitter of our communication system is orders of magnitude below that
threshold, as discussed in Section 6.5.1, which justifies our assumption.
Message loss. For the following analysis, we assume that message
loss is i.i.d.. As discussed in Section 6.5.1, this is a valid approximation
for our communication system. Further, we assume pc > 0, where pc

denotes the probability of successful communication.
System and control design. For notational convenience, we assume
homogeneous systems with equal choices of Q and R matrices for con-
troller design, i.e., Ai = Aj , Bi = Bj , and Fij = Fji for all i, j. We, thus,
drop the index i for A and B in this section. The controller matrix is
designed such that both the overall system and the individual closed-
loop systems A + BFii would be stable under periodic communication
without message loss. For homogeneous systems, the system with the
largest Mahalanobis distance from the origin will also have the highest
priority measure.

We define stability of the system in terms of boundedness of its second
moment (cf. [255]):

Definition 4 (Mean square boundedness). The system (6.1) is mean
square bounded (MSB) if there exist ε̄ and ρ(ε) such that for a given
ε > ε̄ > 0, ‖x(0)‖2 < ρ implies supk≥0 E[‖x(k)‖22] ≤ ε.

With this definition, we can state the following theorem:

Theorem 4. Consider a system consisting ofN homogeneous agents with
stochastic LTI dynamics as in (6.1), a transmission channel with LC < N

3In [249] this has been demonstrated with the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY. In our experiments
with BLE we also have recorded only one message loss in about 50 000 messages.
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resources per communication round, the control law (6.2), estimation
strategy (6.3), and scheduling law (6.9) with M = 1. Then, the system is
MSB.

The proof of Theorem 4 mainly follows the proofs in [97,256]. We here
provide some intuition and comment on the main differences to [97,256],
while a formal proof is presented in the appendix.

As the system is stable by design under reliable, periodic communi-
cation, potential instability stems from the estimation error. Thus, we
show that we can derive upper bounds for this error in a mean-squared
sense, which ensures MSB of the overall system.

Compared to [97,256], we assume a deterministic scheduling policy.
While in [97,256] the agent with the largest error might not receive a
slot due to the probabilistic scheduling policy, this cannot happen in our
design. Therefore, we can obtain tighter upper bounds on the estimation
error. Further, since we assume message loss to be i.i.d., we do not need
to guarantee that a certain amount of packets is delivered successfully
within a given time interval.

6.6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our solution using an extended version of
the testbed from Chapters 3 and 5.

6.6.1 Cyber-physical Testbed

Characteristics. We extend the testbed from previous chapters to
20 agents and set it up in a robotic lab, spanning an area of about
20 m × 30 m. Figure 6.6 shows the locations of the agents in our testbed.
As before, each agent consists of a DPP wireless node (see Section 6.5.1)
and a physical system.
Physical systems. As shown in Figure 6.6, our testbed features 6
real cart-pole systems connected to the AP of nodes 2, 3, 5–8, and 14
simulated cart-pole systems by running simulation models on the AP of
nodes 1, 4, 9–20. The simulated systems allow us to scale up the number
of agents in our testbed, given the hefty price tag of real cart-pole
systems. We still use the 2 off-the-shelf cart-pole systems from Quanser
used in earlier chapters but complement them with 4 cart-pole systems
we built in our lab. As a result, we have a testbed with three types of
physical systems with different properties. Such heterogeneity generally
makes distributed control more challenging compared to homogeneous
systems [236].
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Figure 6.6: Wireless cyber-physical testbed with 20 agents deployed
across an area of about 20 m × 30 m. Each agent consists of a DPP
wireless node and a real or simulated cart-pole system as physical
system. The wireless nodes form a three-hop network.

6.6.2 Scenario and Settings

We again consider synchronization as an example for distributed control,
i.e., all N = 20 agents try to synchronize their cart positions while also
stabilizing their poles in an upright position at cart position s = 0 cm (i.e.,
in the middle of their tracks). For stabilization, each agent runs a local
control loop at an update interval of 10 ms. For synchronization, agents
exchange information over the multi-hop wireless network with an up-
date interval of 100 ms. The objective and timescales of this distributed
control task are similar to, for example, coordination in drone swarms.
To introduce a disturbance that further challenges the synchronization,
we let all carts start at s = 0 cm but purposely fix the cart position of one
of the simulated systems (agent 11) at s = 20 cm half-way through an
experiment.

Comparison approaches. We consider a scenario where high-priority
application traffic occupies most of the available wireless communication
bandwidth (e.g., imagery data recorded by drones in remote surveil-
lance [185]). Specifically, we exchange L = 20 messages within any
update interval of 100 ms, where LA = 18 messages are reserved for the
application and at most 2 agents can exchange information required for
synchronization (LC = 2). Messages have a size of 25 bytes. We compare
two approaches that differ in the way the LC messages are assigned to
the agents.
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Periodic: This represents the state of the art where agents exchange
their states periodically. However, since only 2 agents can transmit in a
communication round, the LC messages are allocated in a predetermined
round-robin fashion; that is, each agent is allocated a control message
every 10th communication round, effectively sharing its state every
second.

Predictive: This represents the novel predictive triggering approach
presented in this chapter, where in each communication round, the 2
agents with the highest priorities are allowed to share their states. To
efficiently compute priorities on our embedded hardware we approx-
imate (6.8) with Chernoff bounds [257]. The transmitted priorities
have a width of 4 bit so that we can distinguish 16 different values.
In case multiple agents have the same priority, we use their IDs to
resolve such ties. Further, we use a threshold of Pδ = 0.5 and choose
êmax = (0.03, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3)T as the maximum error to derive the priorities
(cf. Section 6.3.3).

To allow for a fair comparison between the two approaches, we use
Mixer with the enhancements described in Section 6.4.1 for both ap-
proaches, whereas the mechanisms from Section 6.4.2 designed to sup-
port predictive triggering are only used for the predictive approach. In
particular, the priority aggregate introduces an overhead of 5 bytes, for
which the additional transmission time can be neglected.
Controller design. We adopt the controller design from Chapter 3,
but set the first entry of Qsync to 10 to emphasize the synchronization
goal even further. The system matrices of the self-built systems were
identified in [168]. For the simulated systems, we again use the matrices
from [239], but add normally distributed noise with a standard deviation
of 1E−4.

6.6.3 Results

Figure 6.7 shows representative traces from our experiments, plotting
the cart position of all 20 agents in our testbed over time, for the periodic
baseline in Figure 6.7a and for the predictive approach in Figure 6.7b.
In both runs the cart position of agent 11 is fixed to s = 20 cm shortly
before the 30 s mark. We find the following.

Qualitatively: Looking at the traces, we can literally see that the
predictive approach achieves a better synchronization than the periodic
baseline, both before and after the change in the cart position of agent
11. In particular, we observe that with the periodic approach, the change
has almost no impact on the other agents, i.e., the other agents stay far
from agent 11, not meeting the synchronization goal. However, with
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(a) Periodic baseline.
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(b) Proposed predictive approach.

Figure 6.7: Cart position of agents over time as they try to synchronize
their cart positions while also stabilizing their poles. At about 30 s the
cart position of agent 11 is fixed at 20 cm. In each control cycle at most
two agents can communicate their states. The cart positions in our
predictive approach are much closer to one another and especially to
agent 11, representing about 40 % better synchronization performance
after the position of agent 11 is changed.

the predictive approach, the other agents clearly move toward the new
position of agent 11.

Quantitatively: Evaluating the cost function (6.4) for the recorded
traces, we find that after the change the predictive approach incurs
around 40 % lower costs than the periodic approach. While we have
costs of about 1 for both approaches before the change, we have costs
of 5.5 and 9.5 after the change for the predictive and periodic approach,
respectively.

The better control performance of the predictive approach can be
explained by taking a more in-depth look into how the LC messages
available for control are assigned. Figure 6.8 shows the number of
messages assigned to each agent throughout the experiments. We see
that with the periodic approach, every agent gets the same share of
the available messages (i.e., one message every ten communication
rounds). Using the predictive approach, instead, some agents get to
communicate significantly more often than others. This is because the
predictive approach dynamically allocates resources to agents based
on their actual needs. Indeed, we see in Figure 6.8 that agents with
simulated systems (1, 4, 9–20) rarely get resources allocated because
their states can be predicted more accurately, which reduces the need
to communicate state information. Agent 11 is the only exception since
its predictions become inaccurate as soon as we fix its cart position to
s = 20 cm. The states of agents with real systems (2, 3, 5–8) are more
difficult to predict, and thus they need to communicate their states more
often. This higher need is effectively accounted for by the predictive
approach, as visible from the many messages allocated to these agents.

Figure 6.9 shows the different communication needs, represented by
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Figure 6.8: Number of messages allocated to each agent throughout the
experiments for the predictive and periodic approach. The predictive
approach dynamically assigns the LC messages available for control
based on each agent’s need.

Figure 6.9: Per agent distribution of transmitted priorities for selected
agents using the predictive triggering approach.

the priorities, for a selected set of agents in the experiment using the
predictive approach. Each histogram indicates how often the respective
agent has transmitted low to high priorities. Agent 2 has a self-built
system, and agent 8 has an off-the-shelf system. The two real systems
have different physical characteristics, which translates into different
communication needs. Agents 11 and 16 have simulated systems, so they
should behave similarly in terms of their communication needs. However,
as mentioned before, as soon as we change the cart position of agent 11,
its predictions become inaccurate, and thus it chooses higher priorities
more often; in fact, after the change, it chooses the highest priority most
often among all agents. Consequently, the predictive approach allocates
a message to agent 11 in almost every control cycle, helping the other
agents to synchronize the cart positions better.
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6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we extended the wireless control approach toward larger-
scale multi-agent systems. By deriving a priority measure in advance
and distributing this measure among all agents, we enable allocating
resources to agents with the greatest need for communication. Specifi-
cally, we can also accommodate overload settings where only a subset of
agents can transmit information per communication round. We evaluate
the approach on a cyber-physical testbed, demonstrating support for
synchronizing 20 cart-pole systems at update intervals of 100 ms over a
3-hop network.
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Chapter 7

Deep Reinforcement Learning
for Event-triggered Control

The approaches presented in Part I rely on the availability of an accurate
model of the system to be controlled. From hereon, we drop the assump-
tion of having such a model. In this chapter, we present an approach for
end-to-end learning of ETC, without the need for a model. In contrast to
existing approaches for learning event-triggered controllers, we learn
both the control policy and the communication strategy simultaneously.
We further demonstrate that this approach straightforwardly extends to
nonlinear systems.

7.1 Introduction

Most ETC approaches depend on a predesigned control strategy, includ-
ing for instance a (fixed or dynamic) triggering threshold. In contrast to
this, we show herein that deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms
can be leveraged to learn both control and communication law from
scratch without the need for a model. We formulate resource-aware
control as a reinforcement learning (RL) problem, where the learning
agent optimizes its actions (control input and communication decision)
to maximize some expected reward over a time horizon. The reward
function is composed of two terms, one capturing control performance,
and one that gives rewards for time steps without communication. This
way, the agent learns to control the system with good performance, but
without communicating all the time.

More specifically, we consider the setup in Figure 7.1. While the
learning agent is directly connected to the sensor and thus receives its
measurements continuously, it must transmit actuator commands over
a wireless network link. Therefore, we seek to reduce communication
of control inputs. We propose two approaches for learning ETC in this

149
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Actuator Physical System Sensor

Learning
Agent

Figure 7.1: Learning of event-triggered control. The learning agent
continuously receives sensor inputs but has to transmit control signals
over a resource-limited wireless network. The agent learns both control
and communication; that is, (i) what actuator command to send, and (ii)
when to send it.

setting. In the first approach, we assume that a time-triggered feedback
controller is given, and we learn only the communication policy. As an
alternative, we learn both control and communication policy simultane-
ously. This can be regarded as end-to-end learning. In DRL, end-to-end
learning (e.g., [103]) typically refers to learning the complete control
policy from raw sensor data to actuator commands “end to end”, without
(artificially) separating into sub-tasks such as filtering, planning, and
tracking. In the context of ETC, end-to-end thus emphasizes learning of
both control and communication simultaneously, rather than separating
the two. This is particularly interesting as the separation principle does
not generally hold in ETC; that is, optimizing controller and communica-
tion structure separately, as often done in practice, does not necessarily
yield the overall optimal event-triggered control law [258]. End-to-end
DRL is a way to overcome this separation.

Through numerical examples, we demonstrate that end-to-end learn-
ing of ETC is feasible. Moreover, we compare to some common model-
based ETC approaches. The comparison reveals that, for linear settings
with an accurate model available, model-based ETC typically cannot be
outperformed by the proposed DRL approach—at least, at medium to
high average communication rates. However, in some cases, DRL can
find superior policies at very low communication rates, where model-
based ETC yields unstable solutions. In contrast to common ETC meth-
ods, the proposed learning approach straightforwardly applies also to
nonlinear control problems.
Contributions. The contributions of this chapter can be summarized
as follows:

• Proposal of DRL to learn event-triggered controllers from data;

• learning of communication policy only (with a given controller)
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with policy gradients [107];

• end-to-end learning of control and communication policy with deep
deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm [106];

• demonstration of feasibility of DRL in numerical benchmark prob-
lems; and

• comparison to model-based ETC methods.

Outline. The next section continues with an introduction to DRL with
a particular focus on approaches for continuous state-action spaces. The
proposed approaches for DRL of ETC are then introduced in Section 7.3.
Section 7.4 presents numerical results, and the chapter concludes with
a discussion in Section 7.5.

7.2 Background
We consider nonlinear, discrete-time systems disturbed by Gaussian
noise,

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k)) + v(k) (7.1a)
y(k) = x(k) + w(k), (7.1b)

with k ∈ N the discrete-time index, x(k), y(k), v(k), w(k) ∈ Rn, u(k) ∈ R`
and v(k), w(k) mutually independent Gaussian random variables with
PDFs N (v(k); 0,Σv) and N (v(k); 0,Σw), and variances Σv and Σw.

7.2.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning
We give a brief introduction to RL in general and present the two baseline
algorithms we later focus on in Section 7.3.

RL’s main goal is to learn an optimal policy by trial and error while
interacting with the environment. Mathematically, this can be formu-
lated as a Markov decision process (MDP). In an MDP, we consider the
setting where an agent interacts with the environment. At every time
step, the agent selects an action a(k), from the action space A, based
on its current state s(k), from the state space S, according to a policy
π(a(k)|s(k)).1 The agent receives a reward r(k) and the state transitions
to the next state s(k + 1) according to the state transition probability

1If we want to learn a controller for a dynamical system, often s(k) ≡ x(k) and
a(k) ≡ u(k) holds. However, this is not necessarily the case and, in particular, not in the
setup we shall develop herein.
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p(s′, r|s=s(k), a=a(k)). The goal of the RL agent is to maximize the ex-
pected discounted reward E[R(k)] = E

[∑T−1
i=0 ζir(k + i)

]
, where ζ ∈ (0, 1]

is the discount factor.2 There are generally two types of RL methods:
model-free and model-based. One model-free method to achieve the goal
is to learn a value function vπ(s) != E[R(k)|s(k) = s], which denotes the
expected return in case policy π is followed from state s onwards. The
value function vπ(s) follows the Bellman equation [259],

vπ(s) =
∑
a

π(a|s)
∑
s′,r

p(s′, r|s, a)[r + ζvπ(s′)], (7.2)

which can then be maximized to find the optimal state values.
Similarly, one can estimate a state-action value function (Q-function)

Qπ(s, a) != E(R(k)|s(k) = s, a(k) = a) which determines the expected re-
turn for selecting action a in state s and following the policy π thereafter.
In an MDP, the optimal action in the current state can be derived by
maximizing the Q-function. If the transition probabilities p are avail-
able, this can, e.g., be done using (exact) dynamic programming (DP). In
cases where the model is unknown, we resort to RL (simulation-based
approximate DP) methods. In such cases, the Q-function can be learned
using the Q-learning algorithm presented in [260],

Q(s(k), a(k))← Q(s(k), a(k))

+ α

(
r(k) + ζ max

a(k)′
Q(a(k)′, s(k)′)−Q(s(k), a(k))

)
.

(7.3)

The Q-learning algorithm updates the Q-function using the collected
experience (s(k), a(k), r(k), s(k)′). For a more detailed introduction to
RL, see [261].

This basic approach has successfully been applied to low-dimensional
tasks with discrete state and action space [261]. For controlling a dy-
namical system, we usually deal with a continuous state and action
space, which might be of high dimension for complex systems. Con-
tinuous spaces could be discretized, but the discretization needs to be
very fine for high-performance control. This, in turn, leads to very
high-dimensional state and action spaces imposing unreasonable com-
putational complexity and hampering convergence speed drastically.

To the rescue come parametrized function approximators. In machine
learning, deep neural networks (DNNs) have widely been used to handle
high-dimensional tasks. Recently, they have also been applied to RL,
giving rise to the field of DRL. For instance, in deep Q-learning [262],

2To simplify the formulation, we consider the episodic case with k ∈ [0, T − 1].
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the state-action function Q is approximated with a DNN, making it
possible to solve complex tasks in high-dimensional continuous state
spaces. However, this algorithm only works for discrete action spaces.

One possible solution to this problem is the actor-critic architec-
ture [261]. The actor outputs continuous actions while the critic esti-
mates the value function. Both can be implemented using DNNs. One
such algorithm is deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [106,263],
which we introduce in the following.

As an alternative, we look at policy search methods that directly
learn a policy without a Q-function. Specifically, we will present the
policy gradient algorithm [107] and the trust region policy optimization
(TRPO) algorithm [264].

DDPG

The DDPG algorithm, and a variation of it, are presented in [106,265].
For completeness, we restate the main derivations.

DDPG is an actor-critic algorithm with two networks. One is the
actor network µ, parametrized by θµ that takes the state s(k) as input
and outputs an action a(k). Additionally, we have the critic network Q,
parametrized by θQ, which takes state and action as input and outputs
a scalar estimate of the value function, the Q-value Q(s(k), a(k)). The
critic network updates are close to the original formulation of the Q-
learning algorithm given in (7.3). Adapting (7.3) to the described neural
network setting leads to minimizing the loss function

LQ
(
s(k), a(k)|θQ

)
=

(
Q
(
s(k), a(k)|θQ

)
−
(
r(k) + ζ max

a(k)′
Q
(
s(k)′, a(k)′|θQ

)))2

.

(7.4)

For continuous action spaces, equation (7.4) is not tractable, as we would
have to maximize over the next-state action a(k)′. Instead, we take the
next-state action a(k)′ = µ(s(k)′|θµ) of the actor network. Inserting this
in equation (7.4) leads to

LQ
(
s(k), a(k)|θQ

)
=
(
Q
(
s(k), a(k)|θQ

)
−
(
r(k) + ζQ

(
s(k)′, µ(s(k)′|θµ)|θQ

)))2
.

(7.5)

Based on this loss function, the critic can learn the value function via
gradient descent. Clearly, a crucial point is the quality of the actor’s
policy. The actor tries to minimize the difference between its current
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output a and the optimal policy a∗,

Lµ(s(k)|θµ) = (a(k)− a(k)∗) =
(
µ
(
s(k)|θQ

)
− a(k)∗

)2
. (7.6)

The true optimal action a(k)∗ is of course unknown. As simply estimating
it would require to solve a global optimization problem in continuous
space, the critic network can instead provide a gradient that leads
to higher estimated Q-values: ∇a(k)Q

(
s(k), a(k)|θQ

)
. Computing this

gradient is much faster. This was first introduced in [266]. The gradient
implies a change in actions, which is used to update the actor network
in this direction by backpropagation. In particular, for an observed state
s(k) and action a(k), the parameters of the actor network are changed
according to

∇θµJ = ∇a(k)Q
(
s(k), a(k)|θQ

)
∇θµµ(s(k)|θµ) (7.7)

approximating the minimization of (7.6).
Two general problems arise from this approach. For most optimiza-

tion algorithms, it is usually assumed that samples are independent and
identically distributed. This is obviously not the case if we sequentially
explore an environment. To resolve this, a replay buffer of fixed size that
stores tuples (s(k), a(k), r(k), s(k + 1)) is used. Actor and critic are now
updated by uniformly sampling mini-batches from this replay buffer.

The second problem is that the update of the Q-network uses the
current Q-network to compute the target values (see (7.5)). This has
proved to be unstable in many environments. Therefore, copies of actor
and critic networks, Q′

(
s(k), a(k)|θQ′

)
and µ′

(
s(k)|θµ′

)
are created and

used to calculate the target values. The copies are updated by slowly
tracking the learned network,

θ′ = κθ + (1− κ)θ′, (7.8)

with κ� 1. This typically leads to more robust learning.
In Section 7.3.1, we will show how this algorithm can be used to learn

controller and communication behavior jointly.

Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO)

A second approach is to perform direct parameter search without a
value function. This is referred to as direct policy search or policy
gradient [107]. A parametrized policy π is adapted directly to maximize
the expected reward. Since, without a model, analytical gradients of
the reward function are not available, policy gradient methods use
stochastic policies and adapt them to increase the likelihood of a high
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reward. Formally, let the policy π(s(k); θπ) representing p(a(k)|s(k)) be
parametrized by θπ in a differentiable way. Now we aim to maximize
the utility J(θπ) = Ea(k)∼π(s(k);θπ)R(s(k), a(k)). Policy gradient methods
follow the gradient estimator of J for a given trajectory:

∇θπJ(θπ) =
T−1∑
k=0

R(k)∇θπ log π(s(k); θπ) . (7.9)

A recent advance of policy gradient methods is given by the trust re-
gion policy optimization [264] (TRPO) that uses a surrogate optimization
objective and a trust region approach for updating the policy efficiently.
In terms of theoretical guarantees, this algorithm ensures monotonic
improvement of the policy performance, given the amount of training
samples is large. We will use this method in Section 7.3.2 to learn the
controller and triggering policy independently.

7.3 Approach
We present two approaches to learn resource-aware control. First, we
consider learning communication structure and controller end-to-end.
The policy should then output both, the communication decision and the
control input,

(γ(k), u(k)) = πcombined(s(k)) = πcombined(x(k), u(k − 1)), (7.10)

where γ(k) is a binary variable with γ(k) = 0 indicating no communi-
cation. Alternatively, we start with a control strategy for the system
without communication constraints, either learned or designed. The
goal is then to learn the communication structure, i.e., a policy

γ(k) = πcomm(s(k)) = πcomm(x(k), u(k), u(k − 1)). (7.11)

This strategy requires us to separate the design of controller and com-
munication structure.

For both settings, the RL agent’s state includes the current state x(k)
of the system and the last control input u(k − 1). This is necessary, as in
case of no communication, u(k − 1) will be applied again, so knowledge
of the last control input is needed for the problem to form an MDP.
In (7.11), the state is further augmented and also includes the current
control input u(k). The RL agent learns a communication policy, i.e., it
needs to decide whether u(k) or u(k − 1) will be applied. Therefore it
needs knowledge of both. The action a(k) of the RL agent consists of the
communication decision for the separated policy, and of communication
decision and control input in the combined case.
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In RL, the reward function typically depends on the states and actions
of the system. We additionally consider communication, thus we arrive
at a reward function of the form

r(k) = −x(k)TQx(k)− u(k)TRu(k)− λγ(k), (7.12)

where λ is a hyper-parameter. During training, the agent receives
negative rewards for bad performance and for communication. In an
episodic reinforcement learning task, where agents’ interaction with the
environment is divided into episodes, an additional constant positive
reward is often given to the agent to prevent undesired early termination
of the episodes, e.g., the pole dropping for the cart-pole system.

7.3.1 Joint Learning of Communication and Control
To learn resource-aware controllers, we consider both the discrete action
space (the decision whether to communicate) and the continuous action
space (the control input that should be applied). This is related to the
idea of reinforcement learning in parameterized action space [265,267].

This framework considers a parameterized action space Markov
decision process (PAMDP), which involves a set of discrete actions
Ad = {d1, d2, . . . , dk}. Each discrete action d ∈ Ad is associated with
md continuous parameters

{
pd

1 , p
d
2 , . . . , p

d
md

}
∈ Rmd . An action is rep-

resented by a tuple
(
d, pd

1 , . . . , p
d
md

)
. This leads to the following action

space: A = ∪d∈Ad

(
d, pd

1 , . . . , p
d
md

)
.

In our case, there are two discrete actions, d1 and d2, where d1 cor-
responds to the decision to communicate the control input (γ(k) = 1).
Accordingly, the action d1 has md1

= 1 continuous parameter pd1
1 = u,

which is the control input. Action d2 does not have any continuous
parameter, as we apply the last control input again.

As stated in Section 7.2.1, we consider the DDPG algorithm3, where
both actor and critic network are implemented using DNNs. The archi-
tecture is depicted in Figure 7.2. The actor network outputs continuous
values for all actions in the action space, i.e., we have

a(k) = (d1(k), d2(k), u(k)) = πcombined(x(k), u(k − 1)). (7.13)

This is different from (7.10), as we do not receive a discrete parameter
γ(k), but continuous values for all parameters a(k). To obtain a discrete

3Our implementation is based on the non-parameterized DDPG framework provided
in [268].
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Figure 7.2: Visualization of the actor-critic network structure (adapted
from [265]). On the left, the general network architecture, showing the
units and activation function of each layer. Each block represents one
layer of the network with the number describing the number of neurons.
The smaller blocks indicate the activation functions. On the right, the
update of the actor using back-propagation.

decision, we determine the communication decision by

γ(k) =

{
1 if d1(k) > d2(k)

0 otherwise.
(7.14)

The continuous parameter (the control input u(k)) is directly obtained
as an output of the actor. The actor and the current state’s outputs then
serve as input for the critic, which estimates the Q-function value. This
structure has been applied to a gaming environment in [265].

During training, exploration is done in an ε-greedy fashion. With
probability ε, we select a random discrete action (whether to commu-
nicate). Besides the ε-greedy exploration, we add exploration noise in
the form of an Ornstein Uhlenbeck process to the actor’s output as has
been successfully demonstrated in [106]. Pseudocode of this approach is
presented in Algorithm 1.

7.3.2 Learning Communication only
An alternative to the aforementioned end-to-end approach is to sepa-
rately learn the communication strategy and the stabilizing controller.
In this approach, a control policy is first fully trained using a high-
performing RL algorithm, e.g., TRPO [264]. Instead of hand-engineering
the communication strategy, we propose to use policy gradients [107] to
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Algorithm 1 Jointly learn communication and controller (adapted
from [106]).
1: Initialize ε
2: Randomly initialize critic DNN Q

(
s(k), a(k)|θQ

)
and actor DNN µ(s(k)|θµ)

with weights θQ and θµ.
3: Initialize target networks Q′ and µ′ with weights θQ

′
← θQ, θµ

′
← θµ

4: Initialize replay buffer R
5: for episode = 1 to N do
6: Receive initial observation state s(1)
7: for k = 1 to M do
8: Generate uniformly distributed φ ∈ [0, 1]
9: if φ < ε then

10: Generate ξ ∼ B(2, 0.5) from Bernoulli distribution
11: if ξ == 1 then
12: Choose discrete action d1
13: else
14: Choose discrete action d2
15: end if
16: else
17: Select a(k) = µ

(
s(k)|θQ

)
and apply exploration noise to the actor

output
18: Get communication decision γ(k) using (7.14)
19: end if
20: Execute action a(k), receive reward r(k) and state s(k + 1)
21: Store transition (s(k), a(k), r(k), s(k + 1)) in R
22: Sample random mini-batch from R
23: Update critic by minimizing loss function (7.5)
24: Update actor policy using sampled policy gradient (7.7)
25: Update target networks according to equation (7.8)
26: end for
27: end for

learn this communication structure. In essence, the trained controller
computes the control input in every time-step, whereas another learning
agent controls whether to send this control input to the system, thus
implementing (7.11).

The general scheme is related to hierarchical reinforcement learn-
ing [269] and gated recurrent neural networks [270]. We discuss pre-
liminary experimental results of this alternative approach, in relatively
challenging tasks, in Section 7.4.4.
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7.4 Validation
In this section, we validate the proposed DRL approaches through
several numerical simulations. For the algorithm introduced in Sec-
tion 7.3.1, which jointly learns communication behavior and controller,
we show the general applicability as a proof of concept on the inverted
pendulum, compare to several model-based ETC algorithms on the same
platform, and show its general applicability for nonlinear tasks. In
Section 7.4.4, we demonstrate learning resource-aware locomotion tasks
using the algorithm presented in Section 7.3.2.4

The numerical simulations presented in this section were carried
out in environments adapted from the OpenAI Gym5. The OpenAI Gym
provides simulation models of different classical control tasks, such as
the inverted pendulum and the cart-pole system, as well as physics
simulation systems, Atari games, and many more. For our approaches,
we augment the reward functions provided in the OpenAI Gym according
to (7.12). The simulations are carried out on a cluster utilizing parallel
runs for the training and testing processes with randomized seeds.

7.4.1 Proof of Concept
As a proof of concept, we apply the learning algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 7.3.1 to the inverted pendulum. The inverted pendulum consists of a
pendulum attached to a motor with the goal to keep the pendulum close
to its upright position at θ=0 rad. We assume process and measurement
noise as in (7.1) and the initial state also a Gaussian distributed random
variable with x(0) ∼ N (x(0); 0,Σ0). The standard deviation of noise and
initial position was chosen to be E−4.

The simulation environment provides upper and lower bounds of
±2 N m on the input torque that may be applied to the pendulum. One
discrete time step lasts 50 ms.

We train the controller using the joint learning approach detailed in
Section 7.3.1. The hyper-parameter λ in (7.12) is tuned by a grid search
of 25 values between 0.01 and 100. Different hyper-parameter values cor-
respond to different communication rates and controller performances.
For each hyper-parameter setting and task, we carry out 5 randomized
training processes using different random seeds, each consists of one
million training iterations. During performance evaluation, we carry
out 100 randomized test episodes for each of the 5 trained agents for

4Code of representative examples and video of resource-aware locomotion are available
at https://sites.google.com/view/drlcom/.

5https://gym.openai.com/

https://sites.google.com/view/drlcom/
https://gym.openai.com/
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Figure 7.3: Stabilization of the inverted pendulum with an event-
triggered controller learned with the method presented in Section 7.3.1.
The plots show, from top to bottom, the angle of the pendulum θ, the
control input u, and the communication (decision γ in black, average com-
munication in red). The average communication here and in following
plots is computed as a moving average over 50 samples.

each hyper-parameter setting with each episode lasting 500 discrete
time steps.

Results of one such test episode can be seen in Figure 7.3. The plot
is a representative example of the results obtained from the different
agents and test episodes. The pendulum system remains stable with
the angle staying well within ±0.1 rad, while significantly saving com-
munication. Here we observe a saving rate of around 90 %. Further, it
can be seen that the learning approach does not converge to a triggering
law with a fixed threshold. The threshold at which communication of a
new control input is triggered is dynamically changing throughout the
experiment.

In general, ensuring stability is vital in control tasks. However, most
works in reinforcement learning aim at achieving optimal control in-
stead of stability. For policy iteration methods (which we use herein),
guarantees on monotonic improvement of the policy can be given, as
discussed, for instance, in [264,271]. However, the resulting controller
derived in this work is approximated by a deep neural network, which is
highly nonlinear. Thus, analyzing the system’s stability is not straight-
forward. Further, finding optimal control policies does not necessarily
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imply stability, but the connection is more subtle (cf. [272,273]). Instead
of trying to prove the convergence of the DRL algorithm to a stable
control policy, one may also analyze the policy’s stability after learning.
We propose such an approach in the follow-up work [171].

7.4.2 Comparison
We compare the performance of the learning approach to common model-
based ETC designs on the inverted pendulum. For balancing, the in-
verted pendulum can be approximated as a linear system, and methods
from linear control theory may be used. We consider the intuitive ETC
algorithm, where we only communicate if the state deviates too much
from its desired position. The inverted pendulum’s state consists of its
angle theta and its angular velocity θ̇, the desired value for both is zero.
Hence, we apply the following control law

u(k) =

{
Fx(k) if ‖x(k)‖2 > δ

u(k − 1) otherwise,
(7.15)

where the matrix F is designed with an LQR approach using Q and R
as in the reward function of the learning algorithm. Additionally, we
compare to the approaches introduced in [274] and [275]. In both cases,
we use the formulation as a periodic event-triggered control algorithm
provided in [276], which is γ(k) = 1 ⇐⇒ ‖Fx̂(k)− Fx(k)‖ > δ‖Fx(k)‖
for [274], and γ(k) = 1 ⇐⇒ ‖x̂(k)− x(k)‖ > δ‖x(k)‖ for [275]. The algo-
rithms only give a communication threshold, but require a stabilizing
controller F . For both, we used the same LQR as for (7.15).

The algorithms have different triggering laws but are all based on a
fixed threshold δ. For comparison, we vary this threshold. After every
experiment, we compute the quadratic cost and the average commu-
nication. These simulations revealed that communication savings up
to around 60 % for [275], 70 % for [276], and 80 % for (7.15) are possi-
ble. When running similar simulations with the DDPG approach from
Section 7.3.1, we noted that the model-based approaches clearly outper-
form the learning approach. However, communication savings of 90 %,
as observed in Figure 7.3, cannot be achieved with these model-based
approaches as they become unstable before. The learning agent, in
contrast, is still able to come up with a good policy.

7.4.3 Swing-up
As previously stated, the presented DRL approach can also be applied
to more challenging, e.g., nonlinear, systems. In this section, we take
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Figure 7.4: Resource-aware swing-up of the inverted pendulum, showing
the angle θ (top) and the communication (bottom, discrete decision
in black, average communication in red). The jump observed in the
beginning is due to the pendulum crossing π and thus immediately
switching from π to −π.

on such a setting where the aforementioned ETC designs do not apply.
The training and evaluation procedures in this section follow the same
paradigm detailed in Section 7.4.1.

In Figure 7.4, the inverted pendulum is presented again, but with the
initial angle well beyond the linear region. As can be seen, the agent can
learn a resource-aware swing-up policy and then stabilize the pendulum
around θ=0 rad while saving around 80 % communication.

We also trained the learning agent on the cart-pole system, where it
was similarly able to learn a stable policy while saving around 90 % of
communication (with an underlying sample time of 25 ms). The result
of an experiment is shown in Figure 7.5.

7.4.4 Simulated locomotion

So far, we have addressed canonical tasks in optimal control using the
proposed end-to-end approach. In this section, we move the focus to
advanced tasks, i.e., locomotion. We applied the proposed parameterized
DDPG approach of Section 7.3.1 to resource-aware locomotion, but only
with moderate success. This is possibly due to the lack of reward hand-
engineering and is left for future work considerations. During our
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Figure 7.5: Resource-aware control of the cart-pole system.

Figure 7.6: The ant robot.

experiments, we discovered that learning controller and communication
behavior separately, as explained in Section 7.3.2, allows us to address
even challenging tasks such as robotic locomotion. In this approach, we
first train the agent with full communication using TRPO, typically using
iteration numbers on the 106 order-of-magnitude. After the TRPO agent
is trained, we train the communication strategy using a policy gradient
approach with augmented reward as in (7.12) until we observe desired
behaviors trading off performance and communication-saving. Our
experimental environment is based on the Mujoco physics simulation
engine [277].

As an example we trained an ant (quadruped) robot (Figure 7.6)
in a simulated 3D locomotion task. It is a relatively challenging task
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Figure 7.7: Simulation of the Ant robot (see Figure 7.6) learning to walk
while saving communication, showing from top to bottom the position s
of the center of mass, the input u, which is the torque applied to the hip
motor, communication instants in black and the average communication
in red.

considering the high-dimensional state space (111 states with 13 for
position, 14 for velocity, 84 for external force) and under-actuation (8
actuators). To make matters worse, it can be easily toppled and is then
subsequently not able to stand up. The underlying sampling time is
50 ms.

As shown in Figure 7.7, the ant learns to walk saving around 60 %
of communication. During some of the runs, we observed that the
resource-aware ant falls and causes worse performance. However, this
happens only around 10 % of the time. As our method is task agnostic
and not specifically engineered for locomotion tasks, we consider the
performances and communication savings non-trivial.

7.5 Conclusions

Most existing ETC approaches rely on the availability of accurate models
for the design of control law and event trigger. In contrast, we proposed
the use of DRL for simultaneously learning control and communication
policies from simulation data without the need for an analytical model.
For scenarios where an accurate linear model is available, the numer-
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ical comparisons herein have shown that common model-based ETC
approaches are superior to the learning approach. This is to be expected
because the model-based design fully exploits the model structure. How-
ever, in some cases, the DRL approach succeeded in finding stabilizing
controllers at very low average communication rates, which the model-
based designs were unable to obtain. What is more, the key advantage
of the learning-based approach lies in its versatility and generality. As
the examples herein have shown, the same algorithm can be used to also
learn control and communication policies for nonlinear problems, includ-
ing complex ones like locomotion. In the presented example, significant
communication savings of around 60 % were obtained.

7.5.1 Extension
Event-triggered control is a challenging problem for RL approaches as it
exhibits a hybrid action space: a discrete communication decision and a
continuous control action. This structure can be captured by leveraging
hierarchical RL algorithms [269,278,279]. In the follow-up work [171],
we investigated how such algorithms can be extended to enable learning
of event-triggered controllers. This combination of hierarchical RL and
ETC allowed us to jointly learn communication and control strategies
for high-dimensional simulation examples, such as the Ant robot, as
well as for the Apollo robot used in Chapter 9. Further, we proposed
an approach toward checking the learned neural network controller’s
stability based on control-invariant sets.





Chapter 8

Event-triggered Pulse Control
with Model Learning

In the previous chapter, we proposed a learning approach that directly
learns control and communication policy from scratch without the need
for a dynamic model. However, this approach is expensive in terms of
computation. In this chapter, we propose to learn models and design
an event-triggered pulse control strategy based on those models. To
enable systems to adapt to new situations, we evaluate the currently
used model’s performance through a statistical analysis and trigger
learning in case we detect an inaccurate model. That way, we limit
learning experiments and reduce computational complexity. Besides, we
show that the learning approach can deal with load disturbances and
introduce a novel event-triggered pulse control strategy that respects
input saturations.

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a new architecture for event-triggered pulse
control that quantifies model accuracy and, if necessary, automatically
identifies system dynamics through learning. The decision, whether
learning is necessary, is taken by a learning trigger. The proposed
framework can cope with changing dynamics and load disturbances,
replacing the integrator from periodic control.

A block diagram of the approach is provided in Figure 8.1. We con-
sider a plant with sensors and actuators, subject to process noise and
disturbances (v and ε), and input saturations umax. Controller and actua-
tor are connected over a communication network. Since communication
is a scarce resource, periodic communication is not desirable and, there-
fore, we employ an event-triggered design (block “State Trigger”). In
case of an event, we apply a pulse with length tinput to reset the system

167
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Figure 8.1: Block diagram of the proposed control design. Dashed lines
represent connections that are only active in case of an event.

to its equilibrium state. The pulse length naturally depends on the sys-
tem dynamics. To obtain an accurate model of the system dynamics, we
leverage system identification techniques to learn the model from data.
As learning may be expensive, e.g., due to the involved computations,
we only learn a new model if necessary, for instance, in case of a poor
initial model or if the dynamics have changed. This decision process is
made by the “Learning Trigger”. Based on a statistical analysis of the
time between events, the learning trigger decides whether the model
of the system dynamics is accurate enough. If not, learning of a new
model is triggered. We thus have two different triggers: the state trigger
(γctrl), which triggers communication of control commands if necessary,
and a learning trigger (γlearn), which triggers learning in case of bad
performance.

Contributions: The contributions of this chapter can be summarized
as follows:

• A new architecture for event-triggered pulse control that automati-
cally learns models to cope with changing dynamics;

• Development of a learning trigger for ETC, which allows to auto-
matically identify system dynamics if necessary;

• Handling load disturbances by learning and compensating for
them, thus replacing the integrator typically used in periodic con-
trol in a way suitable for ETC.
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Outline: In the following section, we formulate the problem setting.
After that, we introduce the approach for event-triggered pulse control
and discuss the concrete implementation of the learning trigger in Sec-
tion 8.3. In Section 8.4, we will present a numerical study and conclude
with a discussion in Section 8.5.

8.2 Problem Formulation
We consider linear, time-invariant systems of the form

dx(t) = Ax(t) dt+Bu(t) dt+ ε dt+QdW (t), (8.1)

with the state x(t) ∈ Rn, the control input u(t) ∈ Rm, the constant load
disturbance ε ∈ Rn, and W (t) ∈ Rn a multidimensional Wiener process
representing process noise. We assume that we can measure the full
state, thus, y = x in Figure 8.1.

As depicted in Figure 8.1, control commands have to be transmitted
over a communication network. We thus employ an event-triggered
design, with the block “State Trigger” implemented by

γctrl = 1 ⇐⇒ ‖x(t)‖2 ≥ δ, (8.2)

where δ is a user-defined threshold and is essentially the deviation from
the equilibrium that we are willing to tolerate. In case of an event, i.e.,
γctrl = 1, we apply a pulse to reset the system to its equilibrium,

u(t) =

{
0 if t− tk > tinput ∨ tk = 0

φumax

(
Â, B̂, ε̂, xtk

)
if t− tk ≤ tinput ∧ tk 6= 0,

(8.3)

where φumax
is the pulse generating policy, (Â, B̂, ε̂) captures the model

of the system dynamics, xtk is the state of the system at the trigger-
ing instant tk, tinput is the pulse length (see Figure 8.1), and umax the
maximum input the actuator can apply. By applying a pulse with an
appropriate length, we can reset the system to its equilibrium state.
This, however, requires that we have a model that accurately describes
the true system dynamics. We obtain this model and adapt it in case
the dynamics change, via model learning techniques. Model learning
may be expensive due to the involved computations or required explo-
ration. Therefore, we only want to learn in case the estimated dynamics
(Â, B̂, ε̂) deviate too much from the true dynamics (A,B, ε). Since the
true dynamics are unknown, the decision needs to be based on some
implicit feature, which will be the communication signal. Developing
such a learning scheme for ETC is the main objective of this chapter.
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8.3 Event-triggered Pulse Control with Model
Learning

In this section, we present the event-triggered control and learning
framework. We start with a derivation of the learning trigger assuming
Dirac impulse control, then show how we learn the system dynamics, and
finally detail practical pulse control (with bounded pulses) for first-order
systems.

8.3.1 Event-triggered Learning for Control
The learning trigger is based on the framework presented in [115] for
ETSE. Here, we extend this framework to ETC. For the theoretical
analysis, we assume a control strategy based on Dirac impulses, i.e.,
here, we will ignore the assumption of having an input saturation at
the actuator. Using Dirac impulses, we can, similarly as in ETSE [115],
reset the error to zero at communication times. We then have a control
law of the form

u(t) = Fδtk(t), (8.4)

where F is the control gain and δtk the Dirac impulse. In particular,
the control input is zero apart from the triggering times tk, where tk
corresponds to γctrl = 1 in (8.2). To further analyze this scheme, we
write (8.1) in integrated form,

x(tk) =

tk∫
tk−1

eA(tk−t)Bu(t) dt

+

tk∫
tk−1

eA(tk−t)εdt+

tk∫
tk−1

eA(tk−t)QdW (t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=N(tk)

= eA(tk−tk)BF +N(tk)

= BF +N(tk),

(8.5)

where we assume that the process starts in x(tk−1) = 0 and N(tk) is the
measurement we get before applying the impulse. By setting (8.5) to
zero we can (assuming B invertible) show that F = −B−1N(tk) resets
the system to zero. Implementing such a control law then also fulfills
the prior assumption of x(tk−1) = 0, as the system starts in zero after
every triggering instant. In Section 8.3.3, we will drop the assumption
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of being able to apply Dirac impulses as inputs and instead apply pulses
with the maximum input umax for a given time.

Considering a control law as proposed in (8.4), we thus have a random
process that always starts in zero. This is only true if the input matrix
B is known exactly. In that case, the sole cause of an error would be
propagated noise and the load disturbance ε. Therefore, in case of no
communication, we obtain

x(t) =

t∫
0

eA(t−s)εds+

t∫
0

eA(t−s)QdW (s). (8.6)

We can now define a stopping time τ as the first moment the state
crosses the threshold δ, which resets the error to zero,

τ := inf{t : ‖x(t)‖2 ≥ δ}. (8.7)

The stopping times defined in (8.7) coincide with the time between
communication, hence, “stopping times” and “inter-communication times”
will be used synonymously hereafter. We can now further define the ex-
pected value of these stopping times, E[τ |x(0) = 0], which is the system’s
average inter-communication time. This expected value can be obtained
via Monte Carlo simulations (for a more detailed discussion, see [115]).

If we had a perfect model of the system dynamics, the average inter-
communication times we observe in the system should approach the
expected value of the stopping time. If both values deviate by too much,
we have evidence that the model is inaccurate and can trigger learning
of a new model. Precisely, we define the learning trigger in Figure 8.1 as

γlearn = 1 ⇐⇒
∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

N∑
i=1

τi − E[τ ]

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ κ. (8.8)

In this equation, γlearn =1 indicates that a new model shall be learned,
we approximate E[τ ]≈ 1

M

∑M
i=1 τ

sim
i using Monte Carlo simulations, and

τ1, τ2, . . . , τN define the last N empirically observed inter-communication
times. Due to the randomness of the process, it can still happen that
we trigger learning despite the model being perfect. Assuming that
the stopping times are bounded by τmax, the confidence level can be
quantified using Hoeffding’s inequality [280] and influenced through the
design parameter η.

Theorem 5. Let the parameters η, N , M > N , and τmax be given,
τ1, . . . , τN and τ sim

1 , . . . , τ sim
M independent and identically distributed, and
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assume a perfect model. For

κ = τmax

√
− 2

N
ln
η

4
(8.9)

we obtain

P

[∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

N∑
i=1

τi −
1

M

M∑
i=1

τ sim
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ κ
]
< η. (8.10)

Proof. We compare stopping times obtained via Monte Carlo simulations
with stopping times observed from the real process. In both cases, we
have a random process that always starts in zero. This is the same
setting as investigated in [115]. Thus, the theorem can be proven as
shown therein.

Boundedness of the stopping times can easily be ensured in practice
by applying a control input the latest when τmax is reached. The confi-
dence parameter η then basically defines the tradeoff between accepting
an inaccurate model or triggering learning despite the model being per-
fect. Intuitively, η defines the probability that the error κ is observed,
while empirical and expected stopping times are drawn from the same
distribution (i.e., we have a perfect model). If this probability is below a
predefined threshold, we trigger learning of a new model.

8.3.2 Model-Learning
For the derivation of the stopping times as well as for the final controller
design, we need knowledge of the full system dynamics (matrices A and
B) and the load disturbance ε. To calculate the stopping times, e.g., via
Monte Carlo simulations, we additionally need knowledge of the process
noise variance Q. To estimate the model, we rewrite system (8.1) in
discrete time,

x(k + 1) = Adx(k) +Bdu(k) + ε+ v(k)

=
(
Ad Bd ε

)x(k)
u(k)

1

+ v(k),
(8.11)

with Ad, Bd the discrete-time system and input matrix, respectively,
and v(k) the discrete-time process noise. That way, we can learn the
system dynamics with standard least-squares techniques, as we will
demonstrate in Section 8.4.
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Having knowledge of the load disturbances, we can incorporate them
in the control design in Section 8.3.3. This represents a suitable solution
to replace the integral part of standard, periodic controllers.

Remark 4. Another problem that may be considered with this approach
is the knowledge of the zero-level of the system. We are considering
an equilibrium at x(t) = 0, but the measurements are actually voltage
signals from a sensor, and what zero means for that system is not clear
from the beginning. We can model this as a sensor bias, i.e., we would
have the following system dynamics

x(k + 1) = Adx(k) +Bdu(k) + v(k) (8.12a)
y(k) = x(k) + ξ, (8.12b)

where ξ is the sensor bias. Rewriting this yields

y(k + 1) = x(k + 1) + ξ

= Ad(y(k)− ξ) +Bdu(k) + v(k)

=
(
Ad Bd (I −Ad)ξ

)y(k)
u(k)

1

+ v(k).

(8.13)

Thus, we can identify the system dynamics and the sensor bias via least-
squares techniques. However, estimating both a sensor bias and a load
disturbance is not possible, as they are not distinguishable given the
output data.

8.3.3 Implementation of Event-triggered Pulse Control
with Input Saturation

If the state of the system exceeds the threshold δ, we want to quickly
reset it to zero. Application of Dirac impulses is not compatible with our
assumption of an input saturation at the actuator.

Instead of applying Dirac impulses, we propose to apply the max-
imum input and vary the duration of the pulse. This has two main
benefits: 1) The input cannot exceed the saturation and, thus, will drive
the system state to its desired value, as the saturation will not limit
it; 2) The system will be driven to zero as fast as possible, that way
coming as close to the idealized Dirac input as possible. This represents
a straightforward approach to lifting the idea of ETL to the ETC setting.
For the derivation of the length of the pulse, we will restrict ourselves to
first-order systems (i.e., n = 1 in (8.1) with scalar variables a and b) and
later comment on extensions to higher-order systems.
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To derive the length of an impulse, we look at the system equation
in integrated form. If no event is triggered, i.e., if the system is close to
its desired state, we have u(t) = 0. At triggering times tk we apply the
maximum input,

x(t) = eatx(tk) +

t∫
tk

ea(t−s)(bumax + ε) ds. (8.14)

The input shall be applied for long enough such that the state becomes
zero. We thus set (8.14) to zero and solve for t (setting tk = 0),

0
!
= eatx(0) +

t∫
0

ea(t−s)(bumax + ε) ds,

which leads to

tinput =
1

a
ln

(
bumax + ε

ax(0) + bumax + ε

)
. (8.15)

In (8.14) and (8.15), we assumed the noise to be zero during the
application of the pulse. For the Dirac impulse, this holds, as the time
of the application tends to zero. Here, we explicitly derive how long the
input will be applied, hence, the system will during this time also be
excited by noise, and we will not be able to exactly drive it to zero. We
take this into account when computing the stopping times. Instead of
starting at zero, we consider a process that starts in x(0) ∼ N (0,Σ0),
with variance Σ0.

Remark 5. For a system (8.1) with state dimension n > 1, a single pulse
will generally not be sufficient to drive the state to zero. Instead, we
would have to change between maximum and minimum input, which
leads to a bang-bang controller [281]. Then, tinput in Figure 8.1 would be
a vector containing the switching points. Different algorithms have been
proposed in the literature to find these switching points [282,283]. This
chapter is a first approach towards combining ETL ideas with ETC, and
the extension to bang-bang type of controllers is beyond the scope of this
work. Generalizations to such or other control structures are, however,
certainly important questions for future work.

8.4 Numerical Study
For the numerical study, we will consider a collection of first-order
processes. For each system, we assume a remote controller that is co-
located with the sensor but needs to transmit its actuation commands
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over a communication network, where all controllers share the same
network. For all examples, we assume a threshold of δ = 0.02. As
parameters of the learning trigger, we choose a confidence level η = 0.05,
N = 2000, M = 10 000, and τmax = 1 s. According to Theorem 5, we then
obtain κ ≈ 0.066.

In [284, p. 227], a batch of process models that are common in the
process industry is collected. Among others, typical parameters for first-
order systems with time delay are provided. We will start the numerical
investigation of the proposed framework in Section 8.4.1 by looking at
these models, but we neglect the time delay. The models have stable
dynamics, as is a common property in the process industry. To showcase
the framework’s capability to also deal with unstable systems, we will
consider such examples in Section 8.4.2. For all investigated systems, we
will consider additional process noise and load disturbances. We model
the load disturbance to enter with the input, similar as, for instance,
done in [285, p. 54].

As in (8.1), we assume continuous-time systems

dx(t) = ax(t) dt+ b(u(t) + ε) dt+QdW (t), (8.16)

which we discretize with a sample time of 1 ms. The sample time is not
equal to the update interval of the communication system and is only
limited by the maximum frequency of the timers in the processors used
for controller and actuator. A fine discretization is necessary, as we will
derive a continuous pulse length. The finer the discretization is, the
more accurate is the application of the pulse (and the earlier we notice
if the system is outside the tolerable range).

8.4.1 Stable Dynamics

As a proof of concept, we first consider one specific from [284] (note that
the first-order systems provided therein always lead to a = b):

Example 2. System (8.16) with a = b = −0.01, process noise Q = 10−4,
load disturbance ε = 5, and maximum input umax = 100. In case learning
is triggered, we always collect data for 200 s and then use these data
points to identify the system dynamics.

In Figure 8.2, the average and expected inter-communication times
are shown. The average inter-communication times are computed with
a moving average over 2000 stopping times, which we reset in case
learning is triggered and after deriving new system matrices. In the be-
ginning, we assume that we have an accurate model, hence, the observed
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Figure 8.2: Average inter-communication times during one simulation
for Example 2. The solid line shows the empirically observed inter-
communication times computed as a moving average over 2000 stopping
times. The moving average is reset in case learning is triggered, and
when a new model has been learned. The dashed line indicates the
expected inter-communication times with confidence interval ±κ high-
lighted in gray. The dynamics change after 2000 and after 7000 stopping
times. The points in time where new system matrices are learned are
marked with vertical, red, dotted lines. In both cases, this causes a de-
crease in the inter-communication time (i.e., more communication). The
inter-communication time increases again after learning new matrices.

inter-communication times approach the expected ones. After 2000 stop-
ping times, we set the load disturbance to ε=10. As expected, the inter-
communication times decrease, and learning is triggered. After learning
(first vertical line in Figure 8.2), the empirical inter-communication
times again approach the expected ones, and we reduce communica-
tion. In a second change, after 7000 stopping times, we have ε=20 and
a = b = −0.05. Similar as before, this leads to a decrease in the average
inter-communication time, and learning is triggered. Having learned
new dynamics (second vertical line in Figure 8.2), the empirical inter-
communication times again approach the expected ones, i.e., average
communication is reduced through learning.

We now consider the case where the initial matrices that we have of
the process are wrong. Both, nominal and true dynamics of the systems
are again taken from [284]:

Example 3. Two systems of the form (8.16) with nominal dynamics
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Table 8.1: Comparison of the average inter-communication times for
Example 3 before and after learning. System 1 is shown in the left
column, system 2 in the right.

a, b Before After a, b Before After

−10 1 ms 21 ms −0.25 1 ms 80 ms
−4/3 1 ms 39 ms −0.05 69 ms 132 ms
−0.5 114 ms 215 ms −0.02 85 ms 431 ms
−0.25 111 ms 428 ms −0.01 62 ms 384 ms
−1/6 101 ms 321 ms −0.005 115 ms 850 ms

a = b ∈ {−0.1,−1}, load disturbances ε ∈ {0.1, 1}, Q = 10−4, and umax ∈
{1, 100}. For the true dynamics, a and b are given in Table 8.1, the noise
variance and load disturbance are sampled from uniform distributions
over the intervals Q ∈ [10−4, 10−3], ε ∈ [0.1, 0.2] (for system 1), and ε ∈
[1, 5] (for system 2). In case learning is triggered, we use all data collected
so far to identify the system dynamics.

The inter-communication times before and after learning the dynam-
ics are given in Table 8.1. It can clearly be seen that learning helps in
lowering communication.

8.4.2 Unstable Dynamics
For the investigation of systems with unstable dynamics, we look at the
following system:

Example 4. System (8.16) with nominal dynamics a = 5, b = 3, ε =
0.01, Q = 10−4, and maximum input umax = 1. The true dynamics are
sampled from random distributions over the intervals a ∈ [1, 10], b ∈ [1, 2],
ε ∈ [0.01, 0.02], and Q ∈ [10−4, 10−3]. As in Example 3, we use all data we
have collected so far to identify a new model in case learning is triggered.

In Table 8.2, we compare the average inter-communication times of
all systems before and after deriving new system matrices. We observe
a significant increase in the inter-communication times after learning
for all of them, i.e., communication is reduced. This demonstrates that
the approach is also suitable for unstable systems.

In Figure 8.3, one specific system from Example 4 is shown before
(Figure 8.3a) and after (Figure 8.3b) learning new system matrices. Due
to the error in the initial matrices, the system is not reset to zero with the
pulses before learning and, thus, new control inputs have to be generated
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Table 8.2: Comparison of the average inter-communication times for
Example 4 before and after learning.

System Before After System Before After

1 44 ms 239 ms 6 128 ms 271 ms
2 136 ms 349 ms 7 56 ms 240 ms
3 107 ms 283 ms 8 55 ms 219 ms
4 135 ms 256 ms 9 89 ms 279 ms
5 163 ms 363 ms 10 34 ms 273 ms
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(a) Before learning

100 101 102
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Figure 8.3: Performance of one specific system of Example 4 before (left)
and after (right) learning. It can be seen that before learning, the pulses
are too short and the system is not reset to zero, while after learning
the pulse length is appropriate. Further, communication is significantly
reduced through learning.

very frequently. After learning, the pulse length is such that the system
is successfully reset, resulting in increased inter-communication times,
and, therefore, less communication. This is especially emphasized as in
Figure 8.3a, before learning, we show only 1 s, while in Figure 8.3b we
show 2 s and still observe far less pulses.

The study reveals that the proposed architecture enables us to in-
crease inter-communication times through learning. We can learn sys-
tem dynamics and subsequently reset the state of the system to zero in
case it leaves its tolerable range. Through learning load disturbances,
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the architecture is a suitable replacement for integral control in event-
triggered settings.

8.5 Conclusions
In wireless CPS, communication is a scarce and limited resource. In this
work, we presented a framework for event-triggered pulse control for
wireless CPS. Most common event-triggered control approaches rely on
the availability of an accurate model. Contrary to that, the proposed
framework does not rely on this assumption but uses model learning
instead. As learning is expensive (e.g., due to the involved computations),
we only learn if necessary, using the ETL framework. By observing the
communication behavior, we quantify the model’s accuracy and trigger
learning of a new model only if the accuracy is not sufficient. The
presented control design respects input saturations and can also handle
load disturbances, thus essentially replacing the integral part of common
periodic controllers.

A numerical study demonstrates the applicability of the approach
and the benefit of learning the system dynamics. After learning, we
observe a significant increase in inter-communication time. However,
the presented examples are first-order systems. In Remark 5, we out-
lined one possibility to extend the approach to higher-order systems.
Alternatively, higher-order systems can also be treated by employing
event-triggered model predictive control, as shown in a follow-up work.
Moreover, we assumed that we can perfectly measure the full state
of the system. Incorporating Gaussian measurement noise is already
possible with the presented approach. The extension to partial state
measurements has been discussed in [116].

In this work, we proposed for the first time to trigger model learn-
ing experiments in ETC to adapt to changes in the dynamics. The
learning trigger compares the expected and the observed time between
communication. While this is an intuitive approach, in some cases, this
trigger does not detect disturbed models. A more robust behavior can be
achieved by triggering on the full distribution, e.g., via a Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff test, as presented in [116].





Chapter 9

Identifying Causal Structure in
Dynamical Systems

In the previous chapter, we proposed a model-based pulse control strat-
egy, together with a mechanism that automatically triggers learning
experiments if necessary. For learning, we used black-box system identi-
fication without imposing any structure. In this chapter, we investigate
how the structure of a dynamical system can be automatically identified
from experiments.

9.1 Introduction

When learning models for control systems, we would ideally like to ob-
tain models that (i) generalize well to new domains, (ii) are interpretable,
and (iii) computationally efficient. However, when using, as in the previ-
ous chapter, black-box methods from system identification or machine
learning, we do not meet these criteria. Specifically, generalization to
new domains and interpretability are particular weaknesses of current
black-box methods in machine learning [286,287]. In this Chapter, we
propose to address this problem by first identifying the system’s causal
structure and leverage this structural knowledge for model learning.

As the understanding of causality differs depending on the domain,
we first provide some intuition of what kind of structure we seek to
identify. For this, following [130], we consider two notions. The first is
temporal precedence: causes precede their effects. This is also what is
understood as causality in systems theory [288, p. 31]. However, here,
we mainly focus on the second notion, physical influence: manipulat-
ing causes changes the effects. In other words, we seek experimental
routines and tests that enable control systems to learn (i) what is the
influence of their internal states on one another, and (ii) which of their
inputs influence which internal states.

181
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Incorporating the causal structure into the model learning prob-
lem targets the three characteristics of ideal models outlined above.
A key reason for the shortcomings of most current machine learning
algorithms concerning those characteristics is that they only learn corre-
lations. Thus, when considering stochastic systems and finite sample
sizes, these algorithms will, due to spurious correlations, typically find
connections between variables, although those variables do not influence
one another based on the underlying physical equations. This can lead
to catastrophic errors when extrapolating outside the training data,
thus, diminishing generalization capabilities. Further, such models
are less interpretable, since it is unclear whether connections between
variables in the model indicate a causal influence or merely spurious
correlation found in the training data. A causal analysis mitigates both
problems since it identifies which variables actually have a causal influ-
ence on each other. Incorporating this knowledge into the model learning
problem yields more interpretable models that generalize better to new
domains [289]. Lastly, when only connections between variables that
actually have a causal influence on one another are considered, this also
reduces the model’s parameter space. Therefore, the causal analysis also
helps in making the model computationally more efficient.

In this Chapter, we propose an algorithm that automatically identi-
fies the causal structure of a control system. The problem of inferring
causal structure from given data has been addressed using various meth-
ods, see [124,150] for an overview. For control systems, solely relying on
given data is not necessary. Such systems are equipped with an input,
which they can use to actively conduct experiments for causal inference.
Causal inference from experiments, or interventions, has also been stud-
ied, most prominently in the context of the do-calculus [127]. However,
there it is assumed that state variables can be directly influenced by the
input, which is often not possible in control systems. In control systems,
it is essential to consider a proper notion of controllability, i.e., how the
system can be steered to particular regions in the state space through ap-
propriate input trajectories. To the best of our knowledge, such notions
have not been considered yet in the causality literature. In the literature
on model learning and system identification, we find many techniques on
learning mathematical models for control systems [290–292]. In system
identification, the problem of the exploding number of parameters for
black-box methods has, for instance, been addressed using regulariza-
tion techniques [292]. While these methods can reduce the number of
parameters, they may, depending on the regularization parameter, ex-
clude parameters representing a causal influence or include parameters
representing spurious correlation. Thus, the obtained models may fall
short on generalization and interpretation capabilities.
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Contributions. In summary, existing methods from causal inference
do not consider a proper notion of controllability, while existing methods
from system identification cannot give formal guarantees on finding the
true causal structure. In this Chapter, we bridge this gap and present an
algorithm that identifies a control system’s causal structure through an
experiment design based on a suitable controllability notion and a subse-
quent causal analysis, for which we can provide formal guarantees. For
the causal analysis, we leverage powerful kernel-based statistical tests
based on the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [293]. Since the MMD
has been developed for independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
data, we extend it by deriving conditions under which the MMD still
yields valid results and by coming up with a test statistic for hypothesis
testing, despite non-i.i.d. data. In terms of controllability, we inves-
tigate three different settings: (i) exact controllability, where we can
exactly steer the system to a desired position, (ii) stochastic controllabil-
ity, where we can only steer the system to an ε-region around the desired
position, and (iii) the special case of linear systems with Gaussian noise
that are controllable in the sense of Kalman [272]. We demonstrate the
proposed method’s applicability by automatically identifying the causal
structure of a robotic system and a simulated quadruple-tank system.
Further, we show improved generalization capabilities for the robotic
system and reduced computational complexity for the quadruple-tank
system, both inherited through the causal

9.2 Problem Setting and Main Idea

We consider dynamical control systems of the form

x(tk) = f(x(0), u(0 : tk), v(0 : tk)) (9.1)

with discrete time index tk ∈ N, state x(t) ∈ X ⊂ Rn, state space X , input
u(t) ∈ U ⊂ Rm, input space U , and v(t) ∈ Rn an independent random
variable sequence. The notation (0 : t) here denotes the whole trajectory
from 0 to t. In the following, we will omit this notation and simply write
u or v if we consider the whole trajectory. The description of the system
in (9.1) is different from the standard, incremental version x(tk + 1) =
f̃(x(tk), u(tk), v(tk)). Specifically, (9.1) emphasizes the dependence of x
at time tk on the initial state. Further, we here use tk instead of k to
represent the discrete time index. This is done as later in this chapter,
we introduce kernel functions, which are traditionally also denoted by k.
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9.2.1 Problem Setting
Based on (9.1), we define non-causality for state and input components
by adapting the definition given in [294]:

Definition 5 (Global non-causality). The state variable xj does not cause
xi if xi(tk) = fi(x1,...,n\j(0), xI

j(0), u, v) = fi(x1,...,n\j(0), xII
j (0), u, v) for all

xI
j(0), xII

j (0). Alike, uj does not cause xi if xi(tk)=fi(x(0), u1,...,m\j , uI
j , v)

= fi(x(0), u1,...,m\j , uII
j , v) for all uI

j , u
II
j .

In this Chapter, we develop an algorithm that identifies for each pair
xi and xj and for each pair xi and uj of a control system (9.1), whether
or not both variables are non-causal according to Definition 5.

9.2.2 Main Idea
For causal inference, we will exploit that we can influence (9.1) through
u. To make the notion of how we can influence the system precise, we
adopt controllability definitions for stochastic systems [295,296]:

Definition 6. The system (9.1) is said to be completely ε-controllable
in probability η in the normed square sense in the time interval [0, tf ] if
for all desired states xdes and initial states x(0) from X , there exists an
input sequence u from U such that Pr{‖x(tf)− xdes‖22 ≥ ε} ≤ 1− η, with
0 < η < 1.

A variety of methods exist to identify or learn models for systems (9.1),
e.g., Gaussian process regression or fitting linear state space models
using least squares as in Chapter 8. In the following, we assume that
we can obtain an estimate f̂ of the investigated system (9.1) (including
an estimate of the distribution of v(tk)) using correlation-based analyses.
Which method is used is irrelevant for the developed causal identification
procedure. This model estimate f̂ , obtained without further assumptions
or physical insights, will almost surely entail spurious correlation and
suggest causal influences that are actually not present in the physical
system. But it will allow us to (approximately) steer the system to
specific initial conditions and start experiments from there.

We propose two types of experiments to test for causal relations.
For the first type, we investigate whether xj causes xi. We conduct
two experiments (denoted by I and II) with different initial conditions
xI
j(0) 6= xII

j (0), while all others are kept the same (cf. Figure 9.1). This
can be formalized as:

xI
`(0) = xII

` (0)∀` 6= j, xI
j(0) 6= xII

j (0) uI
`(tk) = uII

` (tk)∀`, tk. (9.2a)
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Exp I

Exp II

xIj(0)

xIIj (0)

xI1...n\j(0) = xII1...n\j(0),

uI = uII

xIi

xIIi

MMD

Figure 9.1: Experiment design for causal inference. We design two exper-
iments, where all initial conditions and input trajectories are constant
except for xj(0). If the resulting trajectory of xi differs in both experiments,
we have evidence that the change in xj(0) caused this change.

By comparing the resulting trajectories of xI
i and xII

i we can then check
whether the change in xj(0) caused a different behavior. For checking
the similarity of trajectories, we will use the MMD, whose mathematical
definition we provide in the next section. The second type of experiments
is analogous to the first, but instead of varying initial conditions, we
consider different input trajectories uI

j 6= uII
j ,

xI
`(0) = xII

` (0)∀` uI
`(tk) = uII

` (tk)∀` 6= j, tk, uI
j(tk) 6= uII

j (tk)∀tk.
(9.2b)

Road-map. We propose an algorithm that consists of two steps: (i) we
design experiments and (ii) we analyze the resulting data using the
MMD. To allow for proper causal inference, the data obtained from these
experiments needs to fulfill certain requirements. In the next section,
we provide the mathematical definition of the MMD and deduce the
requirements on the experimental data. We then subsequently develop
a suitable experiment design based on the controllability notion stated
in Definition 6. We state conditions under which this experiment design
yields data from which the MMD can provably infer the true causal
structure. Until here, we focus on a rigorous convergence analysis for the
infinite sample case. In Section 9.4, we show how the test can be applied
when we only have finite samples and how we can efficiently design
experiments in practical settings. Lastly, in Section 9.5, we demonstrate
the method’s applicability on a robotic system and a quadruple-tank
process and present a comparison with a sparse identification method
on a synthetic linear example.
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9.3 Causal Identification for Dynamical
Systems

We will now develop the causality testing procedure. First, we introduce
the MMD [293], which we shall use as a measure of similarity. The
MMD can be used to check whether two probability distributions P and
Q are equal based on samples drawn from these distributions. Let X
and Y be samples drawn i.i.d. from P and Q, respectively. Further, let H
be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space [297], with canonical feature map
φ : X → H. The MMD is defined as

MMD(P,Q) = ‖EX∼P[φ(X)]− EY∼Q[φ(Y )]‖H. (9.3)

The feature map φ can be expressed in terms of a kernel function k(·, ·),
where k(x, y) = 〈φ(x), φ(y)〉H. If the kernel is characteristic, we have
MMD(P,Q) = 0 if, and only if, P = Q [298,299]. In the remainder of this
chapter, we always assume a characteristic kernel (e.g., the Gaussian
kernel).

In the following, we derive conditions that allow one to provably iden-
tify causal relations. We investigate three settings. First, we discuss the
case where we can exactly steer the system to desired initial conditions
(i.e., ε = 0 in Definition 6). We then extend this to ε 6= 0, which requires
us to provide a stricter controllability definition. Finally, we show that
for linear systems with additive Gaussian noise, the conditions stated
by Kalman [272] are sufficient, and the identification is substantially
easier.

9.3.1 Exact Controllability
When considering control systems, data is highly correlated, and instead
of stationary distributions, we are dealing with random processes as
in (9.1). We design experiments of fixed length Tk. Thus, we have
a sequence of Tk random variables, sampled at discrete intervals of
fixed length, with joint distribution P(x) = P(x(0), . . . , x(Tk)). For these
sequences, the MMD reads

MMD(xI, xII) = ‖ExI∼PI(xI)[φ(xI)]− ExII∼PII(xII)[φ(xII)]‖H. (9.4)

If we now design experiments (9.2), we can check the similarity of xi
trajectories using (9.4). An MMD > 0 then suggests that trajectories are
different, so we can conclude that there is a causal influence. However,
the other direction is less straightforward: for a system (9.1), the MMD
may be 0, even though variables are dependent, as can be seen in the
following example:
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Example 5. Assume a control system with x1(tk + 1) = x1(tk)x2(tk) and
x2(tk+1) = u(tk), and an input signal u(tk) that is different from 0. If we
choose x1(0) = 0, the trajectory of x1 will, despite the fact that x2 clearly
has a causal influence on x1, always be 0 no matter the initial condition
x2(0).

To address this, we define the concept of local non-causality:

Definition 7 (Local non-causality). The state variable xj does locally not
cause xi if xi(tk) = fi(x1,...,n\j(0), xI

j(0), u, v) = fi(x1,...,n\j(0), xII
j (0), u, v)

given that x in Xind and u in Uind, where Xind ⊆ X and Uind ⊆ U .1
Similarly, uj does locally not cause xi if xi(tk) = fi(x(0), u1,...,m\j , uI

j , v) =

fi(x(0), u1,...,m\j , uII
j , v) given that x in Xind and u in Uind.

The non-causality becomes global if Xind = X and Uind = U . Similar
notions have, under the term local independence, been discussed in [300–
302]. We make the following assumption about the system (9.1) and the
estimated model f̂ :

Assumption 3. For the system (9.1) it holds that either all non-causalities
are global, or the local non-causalities are reflected by the estimated
model f̂ . We say that local non-causalities are reflected by the model
f̂ if the following holds: for experiments designed according to (9.2),
MMD(x̂I

i, x̂
II
i | f̂) < MMD(x̂III

i , x̂IV
i | f̂) if x̂I

i and x̂II
i are inside Xind and

the corresponding inputs are in Uind, while x̂III
i and x̂IV

i and their corre-
sponding inputs take values outside these sets. MMD(x̂I

i, x̂
II
i | f̂) denotes

the MMD of simulated x̂i trajectories based on the model f̂ .

That is, we do not require that f̂ captures the causal structure. But
we require that simulated trajectories in regions of local non-causality
have a smaller MMD than trajectories in other regions.

Example 5 (cont). Given Assumption 3, if we simulate experiments (9.2a)
and compute the MMD for the resulting x̂1, the MMD will be lower if we
choose x̂1(0)=0 than for any other choice of x̂1(0).

We now specify the experiment design. To avoid regions of local non-
causality, we propose to maximize the MMD given the model estimate.
Thus, for checking whether xj causes xi, we choose input trajectories of

1In general, there may exist different X ijind for each combination of xi and xj (and
likewise for Uind). We can also cover this case. However, we omit it here to simplify
notation.
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length Tk and initial conditions that solve

max
xI(0),xII(0),uI,uII

MMD(x̂I
i, x̂

II
i | f̂)

subject to xI
`(0) = xII

` (0)∀` 6= j uI
`(t) = uII

` (tk)∀`, tk.
(9.5a)

We will discuss how to handle this optimization problem in practice in
Section 9.4.2. If we want to check whether uj causes xi, we choose input
trajectories and initial conditions by solving

max
xI(0),xII(0),uI,uII

MMD(x̂I
i, x̂

II
i | f̂)

subject to xI
`(0) = xII

` (0)∀` uI
`(t) = uII

` (tk)∀` 6= j, tk.
(9.5b)

We can now state the main theorem:

Theorem 6. Assume a completely ε-controllable system (9.1) with ε = 0
that fulfills Assumption 3. Let experiments be designed according to (9.5)
for a fixed experiment length Tk <∞ and repeated infinitely often (i.e., we
collect an infinite amount of realizations of two random processes). Then:
MMD(xI

i, x
II
i ) = 0 if, and only if, variables are non-causal according to

Definition 5.

Proof. Let variables be non-causal. Then, the distribution of xi in both
experiments is equal. Thus, MMD(xI

i, x
II
i ) = 0 follows from [293]. Now,

assume MMD(xI
i, x

II
i ) = 0. This implies that the distribution of xi is

equal in both experiments [293]. By Assumption 3, the model reflects
local non-causalities (if they exist). In that case, the optimization (9.5) en-
sures that we collect data outside of such regions. Thus, if distributions
are equal, non-causality must be global as defined in Definition 5.

Remark 6. The probability distribution can become independent of the
initial conditions over time if the process is stable. Causal influences
are then only visible during the transient. Thus, doing multiple short
experiments is, in general, preferred over one long experiment. Also, in
the case of non-ergodic systems, where time and spatial average are not
the same, we only have a valid testing procedure if we do multiple runs
of each experiment.

9.3.2 ε-Controllability
For a stochastic system as in (9.1), it is in general impossible to steer the
system exactly to the initial conditions suggested by (9.5); i.e., we need
to resort to controllability with ε > 0 (cf. Def. 6). But even in such cases,
it is still possible to guarantee the consistency of the causality testing
procedure. However, we need a stricter definition of controllability.
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Definition 8. Let system (9.1) be controllable according to Definition 6,
and consider some arbitrary, but fixed x∗`,des. Then, the system (9.1) is
said to be completely ε-controllable in distribution if, for any x(0) and
any xdes with x`,des = x∗`,des, there exists an input sequence u(0 : tf) such
that x`(tf) always follows the same distribution; i.e., P (x`(tf)) = P ∗ for
some P ∗ that does not depend on x(0) or any component of xdes except
x`,des = x∗`,des.

In other words, the definition states that, for any x(0), we can gener-
ate input trajectories that guarantee that the fixed component x∗`,des of
xdes is matched in distribution. Linear systems with additive Gaussian
noise that are controllable following [272] are also controllable in the
sense of Definition 8, as we show in the appendix. We further need
to assume that connected regions without local non-causalities have a
radius of at least

√
ε to be able to steer the system to those regions.

Assumption 4. For all connected subsets Xi,con of X \ Xind, we assume
that for all x ∈ Xi,con, there exists an n-dimensional sphere with radius
at least

√
ε that includes x and that is inside Xi,con.

This assumption is needed to exclude corner cases in which the causal
influence only exists in single points of the state and input space. In
such cases, the probability of successfully steering the system to those
points is 0. However, considering the variables as non-causal may then
anyway be reasonable. Equipped with these two assumptions, we can
now state:

Corollary 2. Assume a system (9.1) that is completely ε-controllable in
distribution according to Definition 8 and fulfills Assumptions 3 and 4.
Let experiments be designed as in (9.5) for a fixed experiment length
Tk < ∞, trajectories that steer the system to the initial conditions of
the experiments be chosen such that P (xI

`(0)) = P (xII
` (0))∀` 6= j, and

experiments be repeated infinitely often. Then: MMD(xI
i, x

II
i ) = 0 if, and

only if, variables are non-causal according to Definition (5).

Proof. Let variables be non-causal. Then, we have P (xI
`(0)) = P (xII

` (0))
∀` 6= j, thus, also the distribution of the obtained xi trajectories is equal
and we have MMD(xI

i, x
II
i ) = 0 [293]. Now, assume MMD(xI

i, x
II
i ) = 0.

This implies that the distribution of xi is equal in both experiments [293].
By Assumption 3, existing local non-causalities are reflected by the
model and thus, (9.5) will suggest experiments outside of such regions.
Assumption 4 ensures that we can steer the system to those regions.
Thus, if distributions are equal, non-causality must be global as in
Definition 5.
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9.3.3 Linear Systems
Local non-causality as in Definition 7 is a nonlinear phenomenon. If we
assume (9.1) to be linear time-invariant (LTI) with Gaussian noise v(t),
we can reveal the true causal structure without the optimization proce-
dure (9.5), making this case substantially easier. For an LTI system, (9.1)
reads

x(tk) = Atkx(0) +

tk−1∑
i=0

Ai(Bu(tk − 1− i) + v(tk − 1− i)), (9.6)

with state transition matrix A ∈ Rn×n, input matrix B ∈ Rn×m, and
v(t) ∼ N (0,Σv). The system (9.6) is controllable as per Definition 8
if it satisfies the classical controllability condition from [272], i.e., if
the matrix

(
B AB . . . An−1B

)
has full row rank, as we show in

Lemma 7 in the appendix. We can then state the following theorem,
whose proof is provided in the appendix:

Theorem 7. Assume an LTI system (9.6), whose deterministic part is
controllable in the sense of Kalman. Let experiments be designed as
in (9.2a) and (9.2b), respectively. Then: MMD(xI

i, x
II
i ) = 0 if, and only if,

the variables are non-causal as per Definition 5.

9.4 Implementation
The results in Section 9.3 show that we are able to detect whether the
variables xj or uj have a causal influence on xi. In practical implementa-
tions, two challenges remain: first, we can only collect a finite amount of
data and, thus, need an approximation of the MMD and a test statistic.
Second, we may not be able to obtain a global solution to (9.5).

9.4.1 Test with Finite Samples
Given m samples of X and Y (with m <∞), the squared MMD can be
approximated as [293]

MMD2(X,Y ) ≈ 1

m(m− 1)

m∑
i6=j

(k(xi, xj) + k(yi, yj)− k(xi, yj)− k(xj , yi)).

(9.7)

For a finite sample size m, the MMD will, in general, not equal 0 if
distributions are equal. Obtaining a test statistic for the MMD valid for
control systems (9.1) is non-trivial. Here, we exploit that we can obtain
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an estimate of the model and its uncertainty. We estimate a model f̂i,ind

that assumes xi and xj respectively uj are non-causal (i.e., we do not
use the data xj respectively uj when estimating f̂i,ind). We propose to
use this model to decide whether to accept the null hypothesis of xi and
xj respectively uj being non-causal and, thus, update the current model
estimate f̂ :

f̂i= f̂i,ind :⇔ MMD2(xI
i, x

II
i ) <E[MMD2(x̂I

i, x̂
II
i ) | f̂i,ind]

+ ν

√
Var[MMD2(x̂I

i, x̂
II
i ) | f̂i,ind].

(9.8)

Expected value and variance in (9.8) can be estimated through Monte
Carlo simulations. For these simulations, we use the true initial con-
ditions xI(0) and xII(0), that way, accounting for uncertainty due to
unequal initial conditions between experiments. The significance level
of the test can be adjusted through ν using Chebyshev’s inequality [303].

9.4.2 Experiment Design
The framework for testing causality between state variables is summa-
rized in Algorithm 2 (and works analogously for inputs). After having
obtained an initial model (ll. 1-2), we run (9.5a) to find initial conditions
and input trajectories for testing non-causality of one specific combina-
tion of x` and xj (l. 6). The optimization in (9.5a) may be arbitrarily
complex or even intractable, depending on the chosen model class. How-
ever, finding a global optimum of (9.5a) is not necessary. The goal of
the optimization procedure is to avoid regions of local non-causality. We
thus optimize (9.5a) until it is above a threshold δ1 to be confident that
we are not in a region of local non-causality. In practical applications,
we can often already achieve this through a reasonable initialization of
the optimization problem, i.e., by choosing initial conditions for xj as far
apart as possible. We then run the designed experiment and collect the
data (l. 7). Ideally, we would like to use data from this single experiment
to test for causal influence of xj on all other state components. Thus,
we check for which xi the experiment yields an expected MMD that is
higher than a second threshold δ2 and do the hypothesis test for all of
those (ll. 9-13).

9.5 Evaluation
We evaluate the framework on three systems. First, we identify the
causal structure of one arm of the robot Apollo [304] shown in Figure 9.2
in Section 9.5.1. Then, we demonstrate the causal identification of a
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the proposed framework.
1: Excite system with input signal, collect data
2: Obtain f̂ through black-box system identification
3: for xj in x do
4: xtest = [x1, . . . , xn]
5: for x` in xtest do
6: Run (9.5a) until E[MMD2(x̂I`, x̂

II
` | f̂)] > δ1

7: Run causal experiments, collect data
8: for xi in xtest do
9: if E[MMD2(x̂Ii, x̂

II
i | f̂)] > δ2 then

10: Obtain f̂i,ind
11: Obtain test statistic via Monte Carlo simulations
12: if (9.8) holds then
13: f̂i = f̂i,ind
14: end if
15: Delete xi from xtest
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: end for

simulated quadruple-tank process (cf. Figure 9.4) in Section 9.5.2. Lastly,
we discuss a synthetic linear toy example in Section 9.5.3. We use this
example to once more highlight the importance of considering a notion
of controllability and to compare our method to a sparse identification
algorithm2.

9.5.1 Robot Experiments
We consider kinematic control of the robot; that is, we can command de-
sired angular velocities to the joints, which are then tracked by low-level
controllers (taking care, i.a., of the robot dynamics)3. As measurements,
we receive the joint angles. The goal of the causal identification is to
learn which joints influence each other, and which joints are influenced
by which inputs. We consider four joints of the robot arm in the follow-
ing experiments. From the robot arm’s design, we know its kinematic
structure, which is described by φ̇i = τi for each joint, where φi denotes
the angle of joint i and τi the applied motor torque. That is, we expect
each joint velocity φ̇i to depend only on the local input τi and not other

2The code for both simulation examples is available at https://github.com/baum
anndominik/identifying_causal_structure.

3The underlying software framework used to interface the robot is available at https:
//github.com/intelligent-soft-robots/o80

https://github.com/baumanndominik/identifying_causal_structure
https://github.com/baumanndominik/identifying_causal_structure
https://github.com/intelligent-soft-robots/o80
https://github.com/intelligent-soft-robots/o80
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Figure 9.2: The robot Apollo showing initial postures for two experi-
ments.

variables. While the dynamics are approximately linear, we do not rely
on this information and are thus in the setting discussed in Section 9.3.2.
In the following, we will investigate if our proposed causal identification
can reveal this structure automatically.

Following Algorithm 2, we start by identifying a model f̂ . We excite
the system with a chirp signal and learn a linear state-space model with
least squares. The obtained matrices are

Ainit ≈


0.868 −0.132 0.754 −0.491
−0.132 0.868 0.754 −0.491
−0.132 −0.132 1.754 −0.491
−0.134 −0.134 0.76 0.508


and

Binit ≈


0.075 −0.056 −0.031 0.022
0.074 −0.055 −0.031 0.022
0.074 −0.056 −0.03 0.022
0.075 −0.056 −0.032 0.022

.
As expected, the initial model suggests that all joints are linked to
each other and to all inputs owing to spurious correlations. We then
design experiments for causality testing. Initial conditions and input
trajectories for the causality testing experiments are obtained through
reasonable guesses, as discussed in Section 9.4.2. The found initial
conditions and input trajectories yield expected MMDs that are orders of
magnitude above the system’s noise level for all joints. Thus, we do not
need to fix variables δ1 and δ2 and, overall, only need 8 experiments to
identify the causal structure. Example trajectories of such experiments
are shown in Figures 9.3a and 9.3b. For each experiment, we design
input trajectories of 100 time steps, repeat the experiment 10 times,
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and use collected data from all experiments for hypothesis testing. The
empirical squared MMD is computed with a Gaussian kernel with a
lengthscale of 1 and compared with the test statistic. While the squared
MMD is always positive, the empirical approximation (9.7) can become
negative since it is an unbiased estimate. For the test statistic (9.8), we
estimate the variance using 100 Monte Carlo simulations and obtain
the expected value through a noiseless simulation. We use ν = 1, but as
we will see in the results, the empirical MMD is in all cases orders of
magnitude below or above the threshold. Thus, also more conservative
choices of ν would yield the same outcome.

The trajectories in Figures 9.3a and 9.3b already suggest that the
experiments are in line with the kinematic model: while the two trajec-
tories of joint 1 for different initial conditions of joint 3 are essentially
equal (blue dashed and green dotted lines overlap), the trajectories
of joint 3 for different choices of the third input are fundamentally
different. This is also revealed through the proposed causality test.
Figures 9.3c and 9.3d show the empirical squared MMD (left-hand side
of inequality (9.8)) and the test threshold (right-hand side of (9.8)) for
the experiments that were conducted to test the influence of the initial
conditions of the third joint respectively of the third input signal on all
joints. As can be seen, the causal identification reveals that the third
joint does not influence any other joint, and the third input only affects
the third joint. Note that the third joint’s trajectories are obviously
different when we choose different initial conditions for the third joint.
However, since this is expected, we subtract the initial condition in this
case to investigate whether the movement starting from these distinct
initial conditions differs. The remaining experiments, whose results
are contained in Tables 9.1 and 9.2, yield similar results4. We always
have a clear decision on whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis:
the MMD found in experiments is always orders of magnitude larger or
smaller than the test statistic. Also here, we find that all joints can be
moved independently of each other and are affected by exactly one input.
In summary, the causal identification successfully reveals the expected
causal structure.

When exploiting the revealed causal structure for identifying the
system matrices, we obtain

Acaus =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 Bcaus ≈


0.013 0 0 0

0 0.007 0 0
0 0 0.01 0
0 0 0 0.01

.
4In both tables, u denotes that the algorithm reported an MMD of 0 due to machine

precision.
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Table 9.1: Results of the causal structure identification for a robot arm.
Causal influences of joints on each other.

Joint→ Experimental Test
Joint MMD statistic

x1 → x1 u 1.65E−4
x1 → x2 u 1.79E−4
x1 → x3 u 2.39E−4
x1 → x4 2.43E−13 1.61E−4
x2 → x1 u 5.6E−7
x2 → x2 −2.8E−18 4.58E−7
x2 → x3 u 3.56E−7
x2 → x4 1.82E−13 6.91E−7
x3 → x1 u 5.81E−7
x3 → x2 u 4.54E−7
x3 → x3 −1.38E−18 6.16E−7
x3 → x4 1.29E−16 5.2E−7
x4 → x1 u 4.99E−7
x4 → x2 u 4.66E−7
x4 → x3 9.63E−15 5.8E−7
x4 → x4 −5.44E−15 5.8E−7

To investigate the generalization capability, we compare predictions
of the model f̂init obtained from the initial system identification and
the model f̂caus that was learned after revealing the causal structure.
Both models were learned using the same training data. However,
for f̂caus, we leveraged the obtained knowledge of the causal structure
when estimating parameters, while for f̂init we did not take any prior
knowledge into account. As test data, we use an experiment that was
conducted to investigate the influence of the initial condition of joint 3
on the other joints and let both models predict the trajectory of joint 1.
For this experiment, the initial angle of joint 3 is close to its maximum
value, a case that is not contained in the training data. As can be seen in
Figure 9.3f, the predictions of f̂caus (blue) are very close to the true data
(green, dashed), i.e., the model can generalize well, while the predictions
of f̂init deviate significantly (cf. Figure 9.3e).

9.5.2 Quadruple-Tank Process

The experimental demonstration in the previous section showed that
the presented algorithm can successfully identify the causal structure of
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Figure 9.3: Causality tests and model evaluation for the robotic system.
Plots (a) and (b) show example trajectories of two experiments, (c) and (d)
the experimental MMD and the test threshold for joint 3, and (e) and (f)
predictions based on the initial model and on the refined model after the
causal identification.
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Table 9.2: Results of the causal structure identification for a robot arm.
Causal influences of inputs on joints.

Input→ Experimental Test
Joint MMD statistic

u1 → x1 0.04 1.18E−5
u1 → x2 u 5.38E−7
u1 → x3 u 6.51E−7
u1 → x4 u 4.47E−7
u2 → x1 u 5.09E−5
u2 → x2 0.04 1.15E−5
u2 → x3 3.51E−14 5.95E−7
u2 → x4 3.51E−14 4.67E−7
u3 → x1 2.31E−13 5.26E−5
u3 → x2 1.4E−13 4.28E−5
u3 → x3 0.04 1.18E−5
u3 → x4 2.25E−12 4.36E−7
u4 → x1 u 4.47E−5
u4 → x2 u 5.11E−5
u4 → x3 u 5.69E−7
u4 → x4 0.04 6.58E−4

a real-world robotic system. However, the causal structure is relatively
straightforward, and dynamics are approximately linear. To stress the
method’s ability to perform similarly well on more complex structures
and with nonlinear dynamics, we now consider the quadruple-tank
system from [305], illustrated in Figure 9.4. Its dynamics are given by

ẋ1 = − a1

A1

√
2gx1 +

a3

A1

√
2gx3 +

ζ1
A1

u1

ẋ1 = − a2

A2

√
2gx2 +

a3

A2

√
2gx4 +

ζ2
A2

u2

ẋ3 = − a3

A3

√
2gx3 +

1− ζ2
A3

u2

ẋ4 = − a4

A4

√
2gx4 +

1− ζ1
A4

u1,

(9.9)

where xi denotes the water level of tank i, ui the flow rate of pump i, g
the gravitational constant (9.81 m s−2), and the remaining constants as
in Figure 9.4. The dynamics of the quadruple-tank process are, thus,
clearly nonlinear. That is, we cannot expect good performance if we
approximate them using a linear state-space model. Therefore, we
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Figure 9.4: Schematic of the quadruple-tank process from [305].

here use Gaussian processes (GPs) to model the dynamics, see [306] for
an introduction and details. In particular, we model each state of the
system with a GP, where each GP uses all states and inputs to predict
its assigned state variable at the next time step.

We discretize the quadruple-tank system with a time-step of 100 ms.
We choose Ai = 50 cm2 for all tanks, a1,2 = 0.242 cm2, a3,4 = 0.242 cm2,
and the valve parameters ζ1,2 = 0.5. For the initial model learning, we
excite the system for 5000 time steps. During excitation, the input is
sampled from a univariate distribution in the interval [0, 60]. We use
the generated data to learn a GP with a radial basis function kernel for
each state variable. Having identified a model, we follow Algorithm 2
to identify the causal structure. We select initial conditions through
sophisticated guesses, ensuring that the expected MMD based on the
initial model is well above the system’s noise level. In a simulation,
we can set initial conditions and do not need to steer the system there.
However, to be more realistic, we sample initial conditions from a nor-
mal distribution with mean equal to the selected initial conditions and
variance of 1E−2. Thus, we consider ε-controllability. As for Apollo,
we repeat each experiment 10 times and use 50 simulations to get an
estimate of the standard deviation. We choose ν = 10 in (9.8) to avoid
false positives.
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Figure 9.5: Causality tests for the quadruple-tank system. Plot (a) shows
the results of the experiments testing the influence of the third tank on all
others and (b) the influence of u1 on all tanks (right).

Results of the testing procedure are shown in Figure 9.5. In Fig-
ure 9.5a, we show test statistic and experimental MMD for the third
tank’s influence on all others. It reveals that the third tank has an influ-
ence on itself and on the first tank, which is in line with the schematic
in Figure 9.4 and the dynamics (9.9). Figure 9.5b illustrates the test
statistic and experimental MMD for the influence of u1 on the tanks.
Also these results are in accordance with Figure 9.4, as the experiments
suggest that u1 has an influence on all but the third tank. The remain-
ing results are collected in Tables 9.3 and 9.4. Similarly as the ones in
Figure 9.5, they reveal the causal structure that can be inferred from
Figure 9.4.

In this case, the causal identification results in a reduction of compu-
tational complexity. Especially for the third and the fourth tanks, which
are only influenced by u2 respectively u1 and by themselves, the input
dimension of their corresponding GPs decreases from 10 to 3. Thus, the
new GPs can be evaluated faster. Further, in case parameters (e.g., A3)
change due to replacement of parts or similar, learning a new model is
computationally cheaper since only the reduced GPs need to be relearned
as long as the causal structure stays the same.
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Table 9.3: Results of the causal structure identification for a quadruple-
tank system. Causal influences of the tanks on each other.

Tank→ Experimental Test
Tank MMD statistic

x1 → x1 2.78E−1 9.81E−4
x1 → x2 7.39E−6 9.55E−5
x1 → x3 1.47E−5 9.78E−5
x1 → x4 9.45E−5 1.01E−3
x2 → x1 3.57E−6 2.35E−5
x2 → x2 2.74E−1 4.58E−4
x2 → x3 2.32E−6 4.31E−6
x2 → x4 3.54E−5 1.41E−4
x3 → x1 1.62E−1 1.29E−4
x3 → x2 5.36E−6 3.28E−4
x3 → x3 3.44E−1 2.75E−4
x3 → x4 9.59E−6 3.46E−5
x4 → x1 4.28E−6 4.04E−5
x4 → x2 1.45E−1 8.74E−5
x4 → x3 2.35E−6 6.56E−6
x4 → x4 3.57E−1 1.42E−4

Table 9.4: Results of the causal structure identification for a quadruple-
tank system. Causal influences of inputs on tanks.

Input→ Experimental Test
Tank MMD statistic

u1 → x1 1.8E−1 1.01E−4
u1 → x2 8.04E−3 8.74E−5
u1 → x3 2.46E−8 3.8E−5
u1 → x4 1.56E−1 8.61E−5
u2 → x1 7.55E−3 9.86E−5
u2 → x2 1.78E−1 1.12E−4
u2 → x3 1.58E−1 3.77E−5
u2 → x4 5.44E−6 4.46E−5
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9.5.3 Synthetic Example and Comparison
Lastly, we present a synthetic, linear example. We consider an LTI
system as in (9.6), with

A =

0.9 −0.75 1.2
0 0.9 −1.1
0 0 0.7

 B =

0.03 0 0
0 0.06 0

0.07 0 0.05


and Gaussian noise with standard deviation 1E−4. For this example, we
apply Algorithm 2 without the need for the optimization procedure since
the example is linear. We here again want to stress the importance of an
appropriate notion of controllability. That is, instead of assuming that
we can set the system to initial conditions, we always steer the system to
the initial conditions required for that experiment. For this, we employ
an approach to set-point tracking that has, for instance, been discussed
in [307]. Given a desired state xdes, we seek a feedback control law of
the form u = Mxdes + Fx, i.e., a control law that depends both on the
desired state and the current state. We obtain the gain matrix F using
standard methods from linear optimal control [223], in particular, the
linear quadratic regulator (LQR). Thus, we can rewrite the incremental
dynamics of the system as

x(t+ 1) = Ãx(t) +BMxdes + v(t), (9.10)

where Ã := A+BF . We now choose the feedforward term M such that
the reference is matched in stationarity, i.e., we want to achieve

x = (I − Ã)−1BMxdes. (9.11)

Thus, we need

M = ((I − Ã)−1B)−1 (9.12)

to track the reference point. To compute M , we use the matrices Â and B̂
of the estimated model f̂ . We start the experiment once ‖x(t)− xdes‖2 <
0.01.

Once the system is close enough to xdes we start the experiment and
analyze the resulting data. As for the previous examples, this lets us
infer the true causal structure. In particular, the causal analysis reveals
that x1 does not influence x2 nor x3, x2 does not influence x3, and u2

does not influence x3.
In addition to those results, we present a comparison of our method

with a sparse identification system for this linear example. We compare
our method to sparse identification of nonlinear dynamics (SINDy) [141].
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Figure 9.6: Comparison of prediction capabilities. In blue predictions of
the true model obtained after causal identification, in green the model
obtained from SINDy with parameter choices from [141].

We excite the system for 100 000 time-steps with a chirp as an input
signal and then use the SINDy algorithm5 to identify the underlying
discrete-time system. Sparse identification algorithms seek to find a
trade-off between model complexity and goodness of fit. Thus, for such
algorithms, a parameter needs to be selected to indicate how important
accuracy is compared to complexity. When applying SINDy to the syn-
thetic system, its success in finding the true causal structure depends
on the choice of this parameter. We start with the parameter settings
that were used for a three-dimensional linear example in [141]. For
those settings, the algorithm does not recognize the influence of u1 on
x1, i.e., the first row of the B matrix consists of zeros. In Figure 9.6, we
show the effects that this error can have by comparing predictions of the
true model obtained after the causal identification with predictions of
the model obtained from SINDy. For this, we set u1 = 10, u2 = 0, and
u3 = −14 and simulate both models for 100 time steps. As the SINDy
model does not reflect the influence of u1 on x1, it assumes that x1 does
not move. The model obtained after the causal identification, however,
reflects this influence and, thus, correctly predicts the movement of x1.

Only when lowering the threshold parameter, can SINDy recover the
true causal structure of the system. This stresses the general shortcom-
ing of sparse identification methods when it comes to identifying the
causal structure of a control system. Depending on the parameter set-
tings, they may or may not recover the true causal structure. However,
their general purpose is different. They seek a trade-off between model
complexity and accuracy. Thus, depending on the parameter settings,
neglecting a causal link with a comparably weak influence might be the

5We use the implementation provided in [308].
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desired outcome. In contrast, we here seek the true causal structure,
independent of how strong the influence is.

9.6 Conclusions
We presented a method that identifies the causal structure of dynamical
control systems by conducting experiments and analyzing the generated
data with the MMD. It differs from prior approaches to causal inference
in that it uses a controllability notion that is suitable to design exper-
iments for control systems. We evaluated the method on a real-world
robotic system and a simulated quadruple-tank system. Our algorithm
successfully identified the underlying causal structure of both system,
which in turn allowed us to learn a models that accurately generalize to
previously unseen states while reducing computational complexity.
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Chapter 10

Summary and Future Research
Directions

This chapter summarizes the results of this thesis and highlights open
challenges and future research directions.

10.1 Summary

CPS are expected to interact with each other and the physical world
while leveraging available data for learning. This enables emerging ap-
plications, such as autonomous driving or smart factories. As a stepping
stone toward that vision, this thesis presented a holistic approach to
controlling wireless CPS. Typical wireless imperfections, such as packet
losses, delays, and bandwidth constraints, were addressed by a tight
integration of communication protocol and control strategy. Classical
control concepts were then enhanced by machine learning techniques
to get rid of the assumption that accurate dynamics of the systems are
readily available and that these dynamics are time-invariant.
Chapter 3. Chapter 3 presented for the first time feedback control
over low-power wireless multi-hop networks with update intervals of 20-
50 ms. A wireless embedded system was developed that tamed network
imperfections to the extent possible. Remaining imperfections (constant
delay and rare, i.i.d. packet losses) were then taken into account in
the control design to achieve stable closed-loop behavior. Stability was
formally proven and demonstrated in experiments on a cyber-physical
tested. Moreover, the network provides a many-to-all communication
structure, allowing to straightforwardly implement distributed control.
As an example of distributed control, synchronization of multiple physi-
cal systems over a low-power wireless multi-hop network was presented.
Lastly, we demonstrated support for online changes between different
operating modes.
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Chapter 4. Chapter 4 took on the challenge of limited bandwidth
inherent in wireless communication channels. Typical event-triggered
control and state estimation methods take instantaneous decisions about
whether or not to transmit information. That way, the communication
system cannot react and reallocate resources. Thus, resource savings are
not possible. To mitigate this shortcoming, novel triggering strategies
were introduced that predict communication requirements in advance.
This allows for reallocation of unused resources in case of negative
triggering decisions and, thus, for actual resource savings.
Chapter 5. In Chapter 5, we presented an integration of the results
from the previous two chapters. By predicting communication demands
and signaling these demands to the communication system, we enabled
online allocation of resources, taking into account the needs of control
systems and lower-priority traffic while saving energy if possible. This
new concept, control-guided communication, was demonstrated in real
experiments, showing distributed control at update intervals of 50 ms
over a multi-hop wireless network.
Chapter 6. To support agent scheduling in situations where we have
more agents than communication slots per round, we further extend the
holistic approach in Chapter 6. Instead of predicting binary communica-
tion decisions, we predicted a priority measure and distributed it among
the agents. Having knowledge of this priority measure, the agents with
the highest priority got the possibility to transmit information. We
provided formal stability guarantees and demonstrated the feasibility of
this approach by synchronizing 20 agents over a multi-hop network.
Chapter 7. Until here, all approaches were based on an accurate model
of the system’s dynamics. However, such a model may not always be read-
ily available. Chapter 7 presented an end-to-end learning approach that
simultaneously learns communication and control policy from scratch
without the need for a model. The approach straightforwardly general-
izes to nonlinear systems and communication savings of around 60 %
were demonstrated on a simulated robotic system.
Chapter 8. Learning often involves significant computations. Yet,
in CPS, computational capacity is limited as they are usually real-
ized through embedded devices. In Chapter 8, we presented an event-
triggered pulse control strategy and evaluated model quality based on a
statistical analysis of the inter-communication times. In case of a bad
model, learning a new model was triggered. That is, we only learn if
necessary and that way decrease the computational burden. Apart from
the model, possible load disturbances were learned as well. Thus, the
approach represents a replacement of the integrator typically used in
periodic control.
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Chapter 9. Learning a model of a complex system can become challeng-
ing if no prior knowledge about the structure is available. Chapter 9
introduced a method that automatically identifies a control system’s
causal structure from experiments. Knowledge about the causal struc-
ture can then be leveraged to simplify the model learning problem. We
derived theoretical guarantees for the algorithm and demonstrated its
effectiveness on a real-world robotic system, also showing improved
generalization capabilities after having revealed the causal structure.

10.2 Open Challenges

The contributions presented in this thesis address the major challenges
of wireless CPS identified in Section 1.2. However, to realize truly
autonomous and collaborating CPS and to, e.g., realize the smart manu-
facturing vision, there are more challenges to be overcome.

10.2.1 Dependability

Formal guarantees. Throughout the thesis, we provided formal guar-
antees on the wireless control solution’s stability and the learning ap-
proaches’ validity. Even for the DRL approach presented in Chapter 7,
we proposed first concepts toward proving stability for learned neural
network controllers in a follow-up work [171]. However, it is desirable to
complement this with further guarantees and certification. For example,
formal verification of protocols, algorithms, or entire CPS for certain
safety and liveness properties is highly relevant. While approaches like
model checking [309] hinge on the derivation of an accurate model and
can be challenging to apply for complex systems, the automatic design
of software components (e.g., scheduler, controller, protocols) that are
correct by construction is an orthogonal approach.
Fault detection and identification. The larger scale of, e.g., future
smart manufacturing systems in terms of number of components and
their interconnection complexity makes the prediction, early detection,
and identification of faults highly demanding. It is necessary to have
means to observe the operation of the various components by collecting
key performance indicators and combine the data toward information
and knowledge concerning the overall system state, causes of failures,
as well as predictive maintenance. Whereas many results are available
using advanced data analysis methods and machine learning, it is un-
clear how to employ these methods and the associated data collection in
low-resource environments. As the occurrence of failures in a complex
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system is inevitable, the careful design of contingency and fault handling
strategies is another core task.
Security and privacy. Deliberately, the discussions in this thesis
did not touch on any security- or privacy-related challenges in the de-
sign of future CPS. One may argue that the conventional computing
domain’s well-known security concepts can be simply applied and are
sufficient. Obviously, this is not the case when considering problems
like side-channel attacks via the physical embedding of sensors and
actuators, key-management over the whole lifetime of the large number
of distributed components, novel attack scenarios exploring the low-
power wireless connectivity, as well as attacking the overall system
functionality by manipulating sensor readings as available to the control
algorithms. Likewise, when sharing data and methods across users,
factories, and possibly companies, important privacy concerns must
be answered. Novel security and privacy methods are thus needed to
address the unique challenges of future CPS.

10.2.2 Adaptability
The approach for wireless control presented in Part I provides adaptabil-
ity in that the CPS can change between a predefined set of operating
modes and dynamically reallocate communication resources. While in
some scenarios such as highly safety-critical ones, it is plausible that
the set of possible application requirements and thus operation modes is
fixed and known beforehand, it is vital for autonomous CPS to enhance
adaptability also to situations that are previously unknown at design
time. For example, when robots with new capabilities are added or
for highly individualized tasks, the control and communication system
must adapt at run time. The goals of rapid adaptation to unknowns
while giving guarantees throughout operation are obviously conflicting
in general. In Part II, we discussed how learning approaches can provide
further adaptability. However, therein we focused on the control side and
did not integrate the concepts with an actual communication protocol.
To accommodate for the adaptability needed for wireless CPS, such an
integration is essential. Further, learning should then also be extended
to the networking side.

10.2.3 Real-world Deployment
The core aspects of the solutions presented in this thesis have been
validated and tested on real hardware.

In Part I, we evaluated our holistic approach for wireless control on
a novel CPS testbed [166]. For this testbed, we deliberately chose the
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components to represent many CPS use cases and pose a real challenge
for the state-of-the-art in wireless control. For instance, we opted for
inverted pendulums as physical processes because they represent proto-
typical control tasks and require fast feedback for their operation at their
unstable equilibrium. In addition to many hours of testing in the lab, we
have also deployed our CPS testbed on multiple occasions outside the
laboratory such as during a demonstration at the 2019 Cyber-Physical
Systems and Internet-of-Things Week in Montreal, Canada.1 Despite
being in a room with hundreds of conference attendees and many other
wireless equipment operating in parallel, we were able to run the coor-
dination and remote stabilization demos similar to those presented in
Section 3.5 for about three hours without a single failure.

The end-to-end learning approach in Chapter 7 was evaluated in sim-
ulation experiments. However, in a follow-up work [171], we extended
this approach and also evaluated it in experiments on a real-world
robotic system2. Also the approach for causal learning from Chapter 9
was evaluated on real-world a robotic system.

However, to develop these approaches into reliable and accepted tech-
nologies, more real-world deployments and demonstrators will be essen-
tial. In addition to theoretical proofs, it is key to systematically evaluate
the end-to-end system with all hardware and software components on
physical platforms and real-world wireless networks in scenarios that
resemble as close as possible the targeted CPS use cases. We thus need
more of such testbeds with robots, drones, conveyor belts, etc. Ideally,
these testbeds are open and extensible, and researchers around the
world can use them. Besides practical validation, such testbeds are also
needed to enable comparability and reproducibility of research claims
and results, and they may serve as a common benchmarking platform.
To this end, efforts on testbeds in learning, control, and communication
should no longer run separately, but be united and work toward a com-
mon goal. Ultimately, the final step is then, of course, real-world trials
on actual plants.

1This video gives an impression: https://youtu.be/AtULmfGkVCE.
2Videos of these experiments can be found at https://sites.google.com/view/

learn-event-triggered-control.

https://youtu.be/AtULmfGkVCE
https://sites.google.com/view/learn-event-triggered-control
https://sites.google.com/view/learn-event-triggered-control
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Appendix A

Proofs for Chapter 3
Here, we present the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3.

A.1 Proof of Theorem 2
We now consider mean square stability of the system described in (3.6)
without setting ε(k) = 0. We thus consider mean square stability in the
sense of Definition 1.

The state correlation matrix for system (3.6) satisfies the difference
equation [224]

M(k + 1) = Ã0M(k)ÃT
0 + Ẽ0WẼT

0 +
L∑
i=1

σ2
i

(
ÃiM(k)ÃT

i + ẼiWẼT
i

)
.

(A.1)

The noise covariance W and the matrices Ẽ0 and Ẽi are constant,
thus, we introduce Ŵ := Ẽ0WẼT

0 +
∑L
i=1 σ

2
i ẼiWẼT

i to simplify nota-
tion. We further define the linear map Γ(X) = Ã0XÃ

T
0 +

∑L
i=1 σ

2
i ÃiXÃ

T
i ,

then (A.1) simplifies to

M(k + 1) = Γ(M(k)) + Ŵ. (A.2)

With that, we can state the following result:

Lemma 4. If the system (3.6) with ε(k) = 0∀k is MSS according to
Definition 2, the system defined in (3.6) is MSS according to Definition 1.

Proof. We first write (A.2) in explicit form,

M(k) = Γk(M(0)) +

k−1∑
i=0

Γi(Ŵ ), (A.3)
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where Γk denotes the repeated composition of Γ with itself and Γ0 means
identity. Now taking the limit k →∞ yields

lim
k→∞

M(k) = lim
k→∞

Γk(M(0))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by Lemma 1

+ lim
k→∞

k−1∑
i=0

Γi(Ŵ ) = lim
k→∞

k−1∑
i=0

Γi(W̄ − Γ(W̄ ))

= lim
k→∞

( k−1∑
i=0

Γi(W̄ )−
k∑
i=1

Γi(W̄ )
)

= Γ0(W̄ )− lim
k→∞

Γk(W̄ ) = W̄,

(A.4)

where W̄ is the solution to Ŵ = W̄−Γ(W̄ ), which exists as the linear map
Γ is stable (cf. [224, p. 132]) and was used after the second equal sign. The
argument limk→∞ Γk(M(0)) = 0 follows as Γk(M(0)) exactly describes
the the state correlation matrix in the noise-free case. As we assume
the noise-free system to be MSS, limk→∞ Γk(M(0)) = 0 directly follows
from Definition 2. Definition 2 further requires the state correlation
matrix to vanish for any initial z(0) and thus M(0). Therefore, we can
set M(0) = W̄ and limk→∞ Γk(W̄ ) will also vanish.

That is, by proving mean square stability of the noise-free system,
we also have the stability guarantee for the perturbed system.

We can now use Lemma 4 to prove Theorem 2. For this we rewrite (3.8)
to include noise

x(k + 1)
x̂(k + 1)
u(k + 1)
û(k + 1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k+1)

=


A 0 B 0
θA (1− θ)A 0 B
0 φFA (1− φ)I φFB
0 FA 0 FB


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ã(k)


x(k)
x̂(k)
u(k)
û(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k)

+


1 0
0 θ
0 0
0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ẽ(k)

(
v(k)
w(k)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ε(k)

.

(A.5)

We employ the same transformation for θ and φ as in Theorem 1. The
random variables v(k) and w(k) are i.i.d., zero-mean Gaussian random
variables with finite variance (Σproc respectively Σmeas). Thus, all prop-
erties of (3.6) are satisfied, and Lemma 4 yields the stability result.
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 3
To prove Theorem 3, we will employ the following stability result for
switched systems:

Lemma 5 ( [234]). Consider the discrete-time switched system xk+1 =
fσ(k)(xk), σ(k) ∈ F and let 0 < α < 1, µ > 1 be given constants. Suppose
that there exists a Lyapunov function candidate V (x) = {Vσ(k)(x), σ(k) ∈
F} satisfying the following properties:

∆Vσ(k)(xk) := Vσ(k)(xk+1)− Vσ(k)(xk) ≤ −αVσ(k)(xk) ∀k ∈ [kl, kl+1]

(A.6a)
Vσ(kl)(xkl) ≤ µVσ(kl−1)(xkl). (A.6b)

Then the system is globally exponentially stable for any switching signal
with the average dwell time

τa ≥ τ∗a = ceil

[
− lnµ

ln(1− α)

]
, (A.7)

where ceil(a) is a function rounding a ∈ R to the nearest integer greater
than or equal to a.

We will now show that this result can be applied to the system
defined in (3.2)–(3.5) and guarantees mean square stability. To this end,
we rewrite (A.5) to include switching,
x(k + 1)
x̂(k + 1)
u(k + 1)
û(k + 1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k+1)

=


Aσ(k) 0 Bσ(k) 0
θAσ(k) (1− θ)Aσ(k) 0 Bσ(k)

0 φFσ(k)Aσ(k) (1− φ)I φFσ(k)Bσ(k)

0 Fσ(k)Aσ(k) 0 Fσ(k)Bσ(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ãσ(k)(k)


x(k)
x̂(k)
u(k)
û(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k)

+


1 0
0 θ
0 0
0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ẽ(k)

(
v(k)
w(k)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ε(k)

. (A.8)

According to Definitions 1 and 2, for mean square stability we care
about the evolution of the state correlation matrix. The state correlation
matrix behaves deterministically, as can be seen from (A.1). We can
thus leverage the result from Lemma 5, which is valid for general,
deterministic switched systems.
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As Theorem 1 holds, there exists a monotonically decreasing Lya-
punov function for every subsystem (i.e., realization of Ãσ(k)(k)) (cf. [224,
p. 132]). For a monotonically decreasing function, we can always derive
an α that fulfills (A.6a). Moreover, as we have a finite number of modes,
we can find a µ fulfilling (A.6b) for all possible switching combinations.
Then we can, by Lemma 5, prove that limk→∞M(k) = 0 for the noise-free
system, which by Theorem 2 implies stability of the system (A.8).
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Proofs for Chapter 4
Here, we present the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3.

B.1 Proof of Lemma 2
Because x̌(k) = x̂(k) for γ(k) = 1 from (4.9), the remote error e(k) is
identical to the KF error ê(k) = x(k)− x̂(k). From KF theory [244, p. 41],
it is known that the conditional and unconditional error distributions
are identical, namely

f(ê(k)) = f(ê(k)|Y(k),U(k)) = N (ê(k); 0, P (k)). (B.1)

That is, the error distribution is independent of any measurement data.
Therefore, we also have f(e(k+M)|Y(k),U(k)) = f(ê(k+M)|Y(k),U(k)) =
f(ê(k + M)) (see [310, Proof of Lem. 2] for a formal argument), from
which the claim follows with (B.1).

B.2 Proof of Lemma 3
We first establish, for any M ≥ 0,

x̂(k +M) = ĀM x̂(k) +
M∑
m=1

ĀM−mBξ(k +m− 1)

+
M∑
m=1

ĀM−mL(k +m)z(k +m) (B.2)

x̂(k +M |k) = ĀM x̂(k) +
M∑
m=1

ĀM−mBξ(k +m− 1)

+
M−1∑
m=1

G(M −m− 1)L(k +m)z(k +m) (B.3)
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with z(k) := y(k) − Cx̂(k|k − 1) the KF innovation, L(k) the KF gain,
and G(m) as in (4.22c), through proof by induction. For M = 0, (B.2)
and (B.3) hold trivially with x̂(k) = x̂(k) and x̂(k|k) = x̂(k), respectively.
Induction assumption (IA): assume (B.2) and (B.3) hold for M . Show
they are then also true for M + 1. We have from the KF iterations:

x̂(k +M + 1) = Ax̂(k +M) +Bu(k +M) + L(k +M + 1)z(k +M + 1)

= Āx̂(k +M) +Bξ(k +M) + L(k +M + 1)z(k +M + 1)

(by (4.6))

= ĀM+1x̂(k) +
M+1∑
m=1

ĀM+1−mBξ(k +m− 1)

+
M+1∑
m=1

ĀM+1−mL(k +m)z(k +m) (from IA (B.2))

and

x̂(k +M + 1|k) = Ax̂(k +M |k) +Bu(k +M)

= Ax̂(k +M |k) +BFx̂(k +M) +Bξ(k +M)

= (A+BF )
(
ĀM x̂(k) +

M∑
m=1

ĀM−mBξ(k +m− 1)
)

+Bξ(k +M)

+A
(M−1∑
m=1

G(M −m− 1)L(k +M)z(k +M)
)

+BF
( M∑
m=1

ĀM−mL(k +M)z(k +M)
)

(from IA (B.2), (B.3))

= ĀM+1x̂(k) +
M+1∑
m=1

ĀM+1−mBξ(k +m− 1)

+
M∑
m=1

G(M −m)L(k +M)z(k +M) (by def. of G(m)).

Hence, (B.2) and (B.3) are true for M + 1, which completes the induction.
Next, we analyze the error e(k + M) for the case γ(k + M) = 0 (no

communication). To ease the presentation, we introduce the auxiliary
variable enc(k) := e(k)|γ(k)=0.

Case (i): First, we note that k > κ(k − 1) implies κ(k − 1) = `(k)
because κ(k− 1), the last nonzero element of Γ(k+m− 1), is in the past,
and the identity thus follows from the definition of `(k). It follows further
that all triggering decisions following γ(`) = 1 are 0 until γ(k +m− 1)
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(otherwise γ(`) would not be the last element in Γ(k + m − 1)). Hence,
we have the communication pattern γ(`) = 1 and γ(`+ 1) = γ(`+ 2) =
· · · = γ(k +m− 1) = 0.

Let ∆̃ := M + k − `. From

enc(k +M) = x(k +M)− Ā∆̃x̂(`)−
∆̃∑

m=1

Ā∆̃−mBξ(`+m− 1)

it follows that the conditional distribution (4.19) is Gaussian. It thus
suffices to consider mean and variance in the following.

For the conditional mean, we have

E[enc(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)]

= E[x(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)]− Ā∆̃x̂(`)−
∆̃∑

m=1

Ā∆̃−mBξ(`+m− 1), (B.4)

and

E[x(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)] = E
[
E[x(k +M)|Y(k),U(k +M)]

∣∣Y(k),U(k)
]

= E[x̂(k +M |k)|Y(k),U(k)]

= ĀM x̂(k) +
M∑
m=1

ĀM−mBξ(k +m− 1) (B.5)

where we used the tower property of conditional expectation, (4.3), and
(B.3) with the fact that the KF innovation sequence z(k) is zero-mean
and uncorrelated. Using (B.5) with (B.4), we obtain

E[enc(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)] = ĀM (x̂(k)− Āk−`x̂(`))

+
M∑
m=1

ĀM−mBξ(k +m− 1)−
k−∑̀
m=1

Ā∆̃−mBξ(`+m− 1)

−
M+k−`∑
m=k−`+1

ĀM+k−`−mBξ(`+m− 1)

(B.6)

= ĀM
(
x̂(k)− Āk−`x̂(`)−

k−∑̀
m=1

Āk−`−mBξ(`+m− 1)
)

(B.7)

which proves (4.20). The first and third sum in (B.6) can be seen to be
identical by substituting m with m+ k − `.
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Employing the tower property for the conditional variance, we get

Var[enc(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)]

= E
[

Var[enc(k +M)|Y(k),U(k +M)]
∣∣Y(k),U(k)

]
+ Var

[
E[enc(k +M)|Y(k),U(k +M)]

∣∣Y(k),U(k)
]

= E[P (k +M |k)|Y(k),U(k)] + Var[x̂(k +M |k)|Y(k),U(k)]

= P (k +M |k) + Var[x̂(k +M |k)|Y(k),U(k)].

Furthermore, Var[x̂(k + M |k)|Y(k),U(k)] = Ξ(k,M) follows from (B.3),
z(k) being uncorrelated, and

Var[z(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)]

= Var[CAê(k +m− 1) + Cv(k +m− 1) + w(k +M)|Y(k),U(k)]

= P̃ (k +M)

as defined in (4.22b). This completes the proof for Case (i).
Case (ii): We use κ = κ(k − 1) to simplify notation. By definition of

κ, we have κ ≤ M + k − 1, and hence k ≤ κ ≤ M + k − 1. That is, a
triggering will happen now or before the end of the horizon M + k. At
the triggering instant κ, we have from (4.9), e(κ) = x(κ)− x̂(κ). Hence,
the distribution of the error at time κ is known irrespective of past and
future data. Following the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2,
we have f(e(κ)|Y(k),U(k)) = f(e(κ)|Y(κ),U(κ)) = N (e(κ); 0, P (κ)).

From the definition of κ, we know that there is no further communi-
cation happening until M + k − 1. Thus, we can iterate (4.9) with γ = 0.
Using the same reasoning as in Case (i), we have

enc(k+M) = enc(κ+ ∆) = x(κ+ ∆)− Ā∆x̂(κ)−
∆∑

m=1

Ā∆−mBξ(κ+m− 1)

and thus

E[enc(κ+ ∆)|Y(κ),U(κ)]

= E[x(κ+ ∆)|Y(κ),U(κ)]− Ā∆x̂(κ)−
∆∑

m=1

Ā∆−mBξ(κ+m− 1)

= E[x̂(κ+ ∆|κ)|Y(κ),U(κ)]− Ā∆x̂(κ)−
∆∑

m=1

Ā∆−mBξ(κ+m− 1) = 0
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where the last equality follows from (B.3) and z(k) being zero-mean.
Similarly, for the variance, we obtain

Var[enc(κ+ ∆)|Y(κ),U(κ)] = E[P (κ+ ∆|κ)|Y(κ),U(κ)]

+ Var[x̂(κ+ ∆|κ)|Y(κ),U(κ)]

= P (κ+ ∆|κ) + Var[x̂(κ+ ∆|κ)|Y(κ),U(κ)]

= P (κ+ ∆|κ) + Ξ(κ,∆).





Appendix C

Proofs for Chapter 6
Here, we provide the proof of Theorem 4. We start with some prelimi-
naries that will be needed to ensure that the estimation errors êi(k) and
êij are well-behaved, what lets us conclude MSB of the overall system.

C.1 Preliminaries
To study the behavior of the estimation error, we employ the concept
of f -ergodicity. Generally, a stochastic process as (6.1) is said to be
ergodic if its sample average and time average coincide. The notion of
f -ergodicity is used in the context of Markov chains. Intuitively, if a
process is f -ergodic, the Markov chain is stationary, and the process
itself converges to an invariant finite-variance measure over the entire
state-space. More formally:

Definition 9 ( [311, Ch. 10]). Let the Markov chain Φ = (Φ(0), Φ(1), . . .)
evolve in the state-space X , which is equipped with some known σ-algebra
B(X ). The Markov chain Φ is said to be positive Harris recurrent (PHR)
if

1. a non-trivial measure ν(B) > 0 exists for a set B ∈ B such that for
all Φ(0) ∈ X , P (Φ(k) ∈ B, k <∞) = 1 holds.

2. Φ admits a unique invariant probability measure.

Definition 10 ( [311, Ch. 14]). Let f ≥ 1 be a real-valued function in
Rn. A Markov chain Φ is said to be f -ergodic, if

1. Φ is PHR with unique invariant measure π,

2. the expectation π(f) =
∫
f(Φ(k))π(dΦ(k)) is finite,

3. limk→∞‖P k(Φ(0), ·)−π‖f = 0 for every initial value Φ(0) ∈ X , where
‖ν‖f = sup|g|≤f |ν(g)|.
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We further define a drift function:

Definition 11 ( [97]). Let V : Rn → R≥0, and Φ be a Markov chain. For
any measurable function V , the drift ∆V (·) is

∆V (Φ(k)) := E[V (Φ(k + 1)) | Φ(k)]− V (Φ(k)), (C.1)

with Φ(k) ∈ Rn.

We can then establish f-ergodicity.

Theorem 8 (f -Norm Ergodic Theorem [311, Ch. 15]). Suppose that the
Markov chain Φ is ψ-irreducible and aperiodic and let f(Φ(k)) ≥ 1 a real-
valued function in Rn. If a small set D and a non-negative real-valued
function V exist such that ∆V (Φ(k)) ≤ −f(Φ(k)), for every Φ(k) ∈ Rn \D,
and ∆V <∞ for Φ(k) ∈ D, the Markov chain Φ is f -ergodic.

The Markov chain defined through the dynamical system (6.1) is both
aperiodic and ψ-irreducible. This is the case since the noise distribution
vi(k) is assumed to be absolutely continuous with an everywhere-positive
density function. Thus, every subset of the state space X is reachable
within one time-step. Here, ψ is a non-trivial measure on Rn. Further,
all compact subsets of an LTI system are small sets [311, Ch. 5].

C.2 Stochastic Stability
Equipped with the concepts from the previous section, we now present
the stability proof. For this, we first show that the Markov chain induced
by the estimation errors êi(k) and êij is f -ergodic and then show that
this implies MSB of the overall system.

For analyzing the ergodicity of the error Markov chain we start with
defining the function V as the sum of all squared Mahalanobis distances
from the equilibrium, i.e.,

V (ê(k)) =
N∑
i=0

‖êi(k)‖2M +
N∑

i,j=0,i6=j
‖êij(k)‖2M. (C.2)

Ideally, we would now seek to guarantee ∆V (ê(k)) to be negative at
every time step to invoke f -ergodicity. However, for an event-triggered
strategy and a lossy communication channel, this is not possible. We
may have rounds in which none of the agents seeks to communicate as
all their errors are low enough. Also, we may have agents that want
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to communicate but messages being lost. In both cases, the drift may
become positive. Thus, we modify the drift definition from (C.1),

∆V (ê(k),K) = E[V (ê(k +K)) | ê(k)]− V (ê(k)). (C.3)

As discussed in [311, Ch. 19], Theorem 8 can also be used to show f -
ergodicity for such modified drift definitions. Here, we choose K =
ceil(2N/LC), where ceil is a function rounding its argument to the next
higher integer. The incentive of this is to have an interval that allows
each agent to communicate once. Since agents announce their communi-
cation needs in advance and only learn about whether they received a
slot in the round they receive it, an agent might be awarded two slots in
a row. To also allow for communication of all agents in such cases, we
take two times the minimum interval.

In the absence of message loss, we have êi(k) = êij(k) for all k and j.
In the following, we, thus, first derive bounds for êi(k) and then show
how we deal with errors due to message loss. Note that the estimation
error êi(k +K) can be written as a function of êi(k),

êi(k +K) = ÃK−kêi(k)
K∏
n=k

(1− γi(n)φi(n))

+
K−1∑
n=k

ÃK−k−1vi(K − n)
K∏

r=n+2

(1− γi(r)φi(r)),
(C.4)

where Ã = A+BFii.
We now seek to upper bound the expected squared Mahalanobis

distance of êi(k). Generally, such bounds can be derived as follows:

Lemma 6. We can upper bound E[‖êi(k + 1)‖2M | êi(k)] in case of no
communication by

E[‖êi(k + 1)‖2M | êi(k)] ≤
∥∥∥Ã∥∥∥2

2
‖êi(k)‖2M + Tr(In). (C.5)

Proof. Following (C.4), we have

E[‖êi(k + 1)‖2M | êi(k)] = E[
∥∥∥Ãêi(k) + vi(k)

∥∥∥2

M
| êi(k)]. (C.6)

Leveraging that the noise has zero mean and using the Cauchy-Schwarz
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inequality, we arrive at

E[
∥∥∥Ãêi(k) + vi(k)

∥∥∥2

M
| êi(k)]

= E[
∥∥∥Ãêi(k)

∥∥∥2

M
| êi(k)] + E[‖vi(k)‖2M]

≤
∥∥∥Ã∥∥∥2

2
E[‖êi(k)‖2M | êi(k)] + Tr(Σ−1

vi
Σvi

)

=
∥∥∥Ã∥∥∥2

2
‖êi(k)‖2M + Tr(In).

We now prove f -ergodicity of the Markov chain induced by êi.

Theorem 9. Consider the setting from Theorem 4. Then, for any δ ∈ R≥0,
the Markov chain ˆ̃ei(k) = [ê1(k), . . . , eN(k)]T is f -ergodic.

Proof. We let the dynamical system evolve over the time interval [k, k +
K] and study all possible outcomes. For this, we partition the agents in
mutual exclusive subsets:

c1 The agent has or has not transmitted over [k, k +K] and we have
‖êi(k +K − 1)‖2M ≤ δ;

c2 The agent has transmitted successfully at least once over [k, k+K]

and we have ‖êi(k +K − 1)‖2M > δ;

c3 The agent has never been assigned a slot over [k, k + K] and we
have ‖êi(k +K − 1)‖2M > δ.

We now derive upper bounds for all cases. For case c1, we know that the
estimation error at the last time instant was smaller than the threshold
δ. Thus, we can use this and Lemma 6 to arrive at

E[‖êi(k +K)‖2M | êi(k)] ≤ δ
∥∥∥Ã∥∥∥2

2
+ Tr(In). (C.7)

For case c2, assume that the last transmission instant was at k = r.
Thus, we know that at k = r the error was reset to 0 and obtain

E[‖êi(k +K)‖2M | êi(k)] ≤
K∑
s=r

Tr(In)
∥∥∥ÃK−s∥∥∥2

2
. (C.8)

For case 3, we consider two subcases:

c3a Over [k, k +K], for at least one k′ we had ‖êi(k′)‖2M ≤ δ;

c3b Over [k, k +K], we had ‖êi(k′)‖2M > δ for all k′.
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For case c3a, assume that k = r was the last time we had ‖êi(k′)‖2M ≤ δ.
Then, we have, again using Lemma 6,

E[‖êi(k +K)‖2M | êi(k)] ≤ δ
∥∥∥ÃK−r∥∥∥2

2
+
K−1∑
s=r

Tr(In)
∥∥∥ÃK−s−1

∥∥∥2

2
. (C.9)

For case c3b, we have agents whose error was above the threshold δ
in every time-step but never got a slot. As the scheduling rule always
awards resources to the agents with the highest error, we can upper
bound the error of agents in c3b with the worst-case error of the agents
in c2,

E[‖êi(k +K)‖2M | êi(k)] ≤ max
i∈c2

E[‖êi(k +K)‖2M | êi(k)]. (C.10)

The drift can now be upper bounded as

∆V (ˆ̃ei(k),K) ≤
∑

i∈c1,c2,c3
E[‖êi(k +K)‖2M | êi(k)]− V (ê(k))

≤
∑
i∈c1

(
δ
∥∥∥Ã∥∥∥2

2
+ Tr(In)

)
+
∑
i∈c2

K∑
n=ri

Tr(In)
∥∥∥ÃK−n∥∥∥2

2

+
∑
i∈c3a

(
δ
∥∥∥ÃK−r∥∥∥2

2
+
K−1∑
n=r

Tr(In)
∥∥∥ÃK−n−1

∥∥∥2

2

)

+
∑
i∈c3b

max
j∈c2

 K∑
n=rj

Tr(In)
∥∥∥ÃK−n∥∥∥2

2

− V (ê(k))

= ζ − V (ˆ̃ei(k)), (C.11)

where ζ represents all bounded terms stemming from cases c1, c2, and
c3. We can then define f(ˆ̃e(k)) = εV (ˆ̃e(k))− ζ, with ε ∈ (0, 1] and find a
small set D and an ε such that f(ê(k)) ≥ 1 and ∆V (ê(k),K) ≤ −f , which
proves f -ergodicity according to Theorem 8 in the absence of message
loss. Finding a small set D such that f(ê(k)) ≥ 1 is possible since V (ê(k)
grows as ê(k) grows, while ζ is independent of ˆ̃ei(k).

Remark 7. In this case, f -ergodicity guarantees that the Markov chain
ˆ̃ei visits compact subsets D at most every K time steps. The boundaries of
D can be explicitly computed and influenced by, e.g., LC. This can be used
to derive adjustable performance bounds. For a more detailed discussion,
we refer the reader to [97].

With this, we have shown f -ergodicity of ˆ̃ei(k). However, there might,
due to message loss, still be a divergence between êi(k) and êij(k), i.e.,
the estimates that other agents have about agent i’s state.
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Corollary 3. Consider the setting from Theorem 4. Then, the Markov
chain ê=[ê1(k), . . . , ê1N, ê21, . . . , eN(k)]T is f -ergodic under i.i.d. message
loss.

Proof. If messages are delivered successfully, we have êij = êi and
f -ergodicity follows from Theorem 9. If messages are lost, we follow
the strategy of [256] and extend the horizon until the next successful
message transmission of agent i. That is, we consider k → k +K +m∗

instead of k → k +K. We then have

E[‖êij(k +K +m∗)‖2M | êij(k)] ≤ Tr(In). (C.12)

Thus, for any finite m∗, the Markov chain is f -ergodic. Now, consider the
case m → ∞ without a single message being transmitted successfully.
Due to the i.i.d. property of message loss, the probability of losing mc

messages in a row is (1− pc)mc . Thus, we have

E[‖êij(k +K +m)‖2M | êij(k))] ≤ (C.13)

(1− pc)mc

(
‖êij(k)‖2M

∥∥∥ÃK+m
∥∥∥2

2
+

K+m−1∑
n=k

Tr(In)
∥∥∥ÃK−n−1

∥∥∥2

2

)
.

The variable mc here denotes the amount of times agent i tried to
transmit its state in the interval k → k +K +m. Agent i competes for a
slot, if ‖êi(k)‖M > δ for some k and if it gets a slot the error is reset. Thus,
the time at which êi(k) exceeds the threshold δ can be interpreted as a
stopping time, which has finite expected value [312, Sec. 2]. Therefore,
agent i will infinitely often compete for slots as m→∞. The same holds
for all other agents, and since we assume homogeneous agents, each will
be assigned the same amount of slots as m→∞ due to the law of large
numbers. In conclusion, we have mc → ∞ as m → ∞. As we further
have

∥∥∥Ã∥∥∥
2
< 1 and pc > 0 (cf. the assumptions stated at the beginning

of Section 6.5.2), (C.13) goes to zero as m∗ goes to infinity.

Remark 8. Under additional assumptions, the results can be extended
to systems for which

∥∥∥Ã∥∥∥
2
> 1. In that case, it needs to be ensured that

the probability of successfully delivering a packet grows faster than the
estimation error.

With this, we can now prove stability of the overall system. For MSB
following Definition 4, we need E[‖x(k)‖22] to be bounded. The individual
system without estimation error is exponentially stable, i.e., its second
moment would go to 0 at an exponential rate. The second moment of
the estimation error can be upper bounded, independent of the state of
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the system, and also the noise variance is constant and independent of
the system’s state. That is, we essentially have an exponentially stable
system with a constant disturbance. Thus, also the second moment of
the system’s state is bounded [313, Ch. 7.6d].





Appendix D

Proofs for Chapter 9
In this chapter, we provide the proof of Theorem 7.

D.1 Proof of Theorem 7
An LTI system with Gaussian noise follows a normal distribution, whose
mean is given by

x(tk) = Atkx(0) +

tk−1∑
i=0

AiBu(tk − 1− i) (D.1)

and whose variance only depends on time and the variance of v(tk) [314,
Sec. 3.7], which we assume to be constant. For such systems, we will first
show that if (D.1) obeys the controllability conditions stated by Kalman,
the system is also controllable according to Definitions 6 and 8.

Lemma 7. The system (9.6) is completely ε-controllable in distribution if
the deterministic part obeys the controllability condition stated in [272].

Proof. The expected value (D.1) represents the deterministic part of the
system. Thus, according to [272], we can steer (D.1) to any point in the
state space. The variance only depends on the number of time steps.
Since we can steer the linear system to any point xdes in the state space
in any amount of time steps, we can ensure that all trajectories are of
equal length. Then, the distribution of the final state has mean xdes

and a variance that depends on the chosen number of time steps. The
probability of ‖xi − xi,des‖22 being larger than ε is given by the cumulative
distribution function of the normal distribution.

We can now prove Theorem 7. Since the variance of (9.6) solely
depends on the number of time steps, which is equal for all experiments,
distributions can only be different because of their means. We start
with experiments that are designed according to (9.2a). In this case, for
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distributions to be equal, and, thus, for variables to be non-causal, we
need

ei

(
Atk x̌I(0) +

tk−1∑
i=0

Ai(Bu(tk − 1− i)
)

=

ei

(
Atk x̌II(0) +

tk−1∑
i=0

Ai(Bu(tk − 1− i)
)
,

where ei ∈ Rn is the unit vector (i.e., a vector with zeros and a single 1
at the ith entry). Since input trajectories are equal, this boils down to

eiA
tk x̌I(0) = eiA

tk x̌II(0).

Essentially this means that the component ij of Atk needs to be 0. This is
clearly the case, if there is no influence of xi on xj , i.e., in case variables
are non-causal, we have MMD = 0. The event of component ij of Atk
being 0 by chance, even though xj has a causal influence on xi, has
probability 0. Thus, we have that variables are non-causal if MMD = 0.

For experiments that are designed according to (9.2b), initial states
are equal and, in case variables are non-causal, we have

ei

tk−1∑
i=0

Ai(BuI(tk − 1− i) = ei

tk−1∑
i=0

Ai(BuII(tk − 1− i).

Similar as before, we have equal distributions and, thus, MMD = 0
if entries in the AiB matrices relating xi and uj are 0, i.e., if there is
no causal influence. The other direction holds since the event of the
relevant entries being 0 by chance has probability 0.
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